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preface 

this book is inspired and imbibed with blessing from incredible beings 
 

 
 
 

they are visible or not (this one is an african spider living on an island ... it is clearly visible and not small at all) 
they can be small too, very small, and some of them come directly from other dimensions 

just to dissappear within a blink of an eye 
 

they bring blessings, but can bring devastation too 
 

“... if the 5 trillion spiders in the netherlands took to eating humans rather than insects, they’d consume all 16.7 million 
dutch people in just 3 days ...” 

 
? remember biblical warnings in respect to earthly treasures and moths ? 

all religious scriptures talk about animals, in fact they are here to watch over all of us 
insects can sense everything with their facette like eyes and electromagnetic field sensors 

and do u have any idea what happens, if birds really get angry with humans? those birdies eat insects 
and they can sense electromagnetic fields ... but we know that they sense electrosmog too and they do suffer 

 
 

 

 

? what does this kater have in front of it? ?is it an orb, something invisble or is me fooling u now ? 
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face 2 face 

this book has been written for scientists and laymen alike 
it has been written for those who do feel that something is wrong 

it has been written for those who want to change but do not know how 

 
 

 
 
 

one of my grandparent’s dog. me was present as my grandpa was taking him home from a dog breeder. it has nothing to do 
with modern day breeding stations for dogs. it was just someone in a rural setting who added something to his professional 
income by breeding dogs as a hobby. but it did hurt me to see this young puppy taken away from his mother ... he was very 

reluctant to go and me was with him the next few days as if forced to soothe him in his days of grief and my days of 
innocence ... some years later this dog survived  a wheel of a car rolling across his body (!) ... it was an accident.  we children 
witnessed it, the dog spit blood later and was brought to a vet by my grandpa while all children were shedding tears and we 

even did pray although not being baptised or religious  ... it was just natural ... and behold! grandpa and dog came back 
after a while, both alive and happy ... if that is not a miracle, then what is a miracle? me has witnessed even greater 

miracles, marvels and unexplainable thinx later in my life. 
 

! spieglein, spieglein mirror me ! 

? seeing u ... but do u see ? 

 
this book has been written to let u know more of urself 

mirroring u thru all what u see as a cosmic principle 
that principle was the basis for homeopathy 

allopathy is another principle, just lower 
isopathy is another one, parallel 

 

healing is beyond those 2 principles 
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! warning ! 

this book might be dangerous for knowledge-thirsty people who are not secured 

it might be even more dangerous for agents, spies, drug dependent people and security personnel 

 

this book is safe 4 vegans 

this book is safe 4 normal people with good karma record 

? what is that dangerous element ? 

it  is full of knowledge from earthly sources as well as directly from realms beyond time 

powered by galactic forces  

it has been written without much correction and without any proof-reading either 
 

if ur arrogant mind tells u something similar to: “? what a crab ! what kind of rubbish i am reading ?” 
then please, do stop, relax, forgive urself and do what u want, but going against this, will give it more energy, which u 

would not want with such a mindset, ...  

 
26 years after 1989 
15 years after 2000 
8 years after 2007 
3 years after 2012 

 
in times of approaching eternity and unity-consciousness one thing is a threat to nonspiritual people 

 
paranoia 

 
cos, if boundaries fall, the dark energy around u might invade ur consciousness 

a lot of astral beings and other invisible “gestalten” are waiting 
u can have protection if u are vegan 

the rest is up to heaven’s grace 
 
 

remember this: if all animals and plants are within the unity consciousness (they really are) 
and only humans have dropped out, just because life on earth is about re-gaining it, 

then u could have some idea, that heaven can make use of all of creation 
to secure the well being of those who just descended to earth: 

 
all children of the world 

 
even at some expense of their father’s health if nature demand it. 

 
some animals do eat meat, but only as a reflection of human’s downfall. 

 nevertheless they are in unity consciousness, while most humans are not 
 

? what does this mean ? 
 

... u better do not ask ... u better save ur own life ... u better protect ur subconscious mind ... 
 

“a farmer fears death, a butcher fears doctors, most doctors fear death” 
someone who had been killed by the current medical system, but had been brought back 

might have to tell u something about the system, what really matters, beyond all empty business
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undercover otherworldly messages 
 

 

what do u see? 
 

this is clearly something left behind by a great civilisation. u probably would agree seeing a pyramid. me does not tell u 
where me took this photograph, but u can be sure that (with the words of sinead o’connor:) ”there is life outside ur 

mother’s garden”. but u will most probably never find it, if u leave with a return ticket, insurance or other determination to 
come back ... such is the law of other realities, borders can only be crossed if u are ready ... there are visible borders and 

invisble one’s ... and some are guarded like “bifrost” bridge, the only visible way in the material world to connect with hi-er 
realms. there is some kind of “shadow biosphere theory”, based on credible research (international journal of astrobiology). 

this term had been “taken over” by mainstream science ... just another way to “hide” information. 
(david toomey “weird life: the search for life that is very, very different from our own”) 

 

 

the content presented here is beyond homeopathy and beyond yin and yang 
in an evolving universe we have solutions for our problems directly from the source 

directly from the future and based on principles higher than duality – cos we come from there 
where time does not exist, where unity begins  ...  

 
homeopathy (fairy tales, mythology, “gleichnisse”):  information that is similar to ur problem with clues to salvation 

might inspire u to solve ur problem        allopathy (aug um aug, zahn um zahn):  fighting the enemy or stopping the 

enemy can expand ur time to find solutions for ur problem. killing ur enemy is no solution, cos u do not know where 

ur enemy is afterwards. he just might wait for u in another dimension ... until u forgive and luv ur enemy. 
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phoreva not urs - phoreva yang instead 

 

mixture of stinging nettle (brandnetel, brennessel), apples and tamari sauce tastes incredibly refreshing even with this 
tamari seasalt load (u can take gomasio too, if u know what that is and why it exists). yang foods are best for a long life. 

and yet: there is some kind of paradise fruits which are supreme. eating only those, u do not even have 2 know yin & yang. 
 

the first kindgom on earth is childhood 
 

? who did drive u out of this ? 
? who are those beings who always push and urge and struggle ? 

? what is this entity always wanting control over free souls ? 
? what kind of obsession is driving them ? 

 
 

 
 

whoever eats that tiny insect on the left hand side, will be part of evil forces 
(just read more on chitinase on the following pages. insects have chitin in their outer shell.) 

devils are obsessed with sucking on other being’s lives ... and they are clever in recruiting more devils. 
 

whoever eats that moon taart on the right hand side, will be with the moon 
(it is hand made in a mortar and has raw blue poppy seeds in it ... it is a vegan raw taart) 
? did u know that mostly all original versions of fairy tales depict parents as evil ones ? 

 

life has been a business of sinking into darkness 
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life will be a tale of spiraling upwards 
 

 
 
 

the reason for decadency and “spiraling downwards” is that parents have lost their kingdom. if hi-er gods become aware 
that people do not develop anymore and are drowning in pleasure and comfort, they will sent someone down to “shock 

them into life again”. mostly those are beings with incarnation-motives and affinities to certain persons. they are directed 
into families in order to help them ... u could even say that children do pick their parents. it might even be true that souls 

do come to earth via helpers from the animal kingdom, for instance via storks. but on earth eveything had been changed by 
those ruling entities. souls are bound to forget and most are not able to recollect the pieces of their “life puzzle”.  

. 
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? obey ? 
 

 
 

... bin ich bank oder was? wo andere sitzen, aufladen (sucking energy from innocent one’s) und abheben und geld fuer sich 
arbeiten lassen, lechzt du noch nach dem zuckerbrot ohne die peitsche im hintergrund zu erkennen ... omg ! 

 
 

u are subject to earthly indoctrination down here. guess by whom? ur very parents ... and they are not ur origin. 

they do represent a cluster of beings u have connections with or affinity somehow. original fairy tales depict parents as 

being the bad one’s, similar to ancient mythology (chronos-saturn etc.). negativ forces did change fairy tales into 

nightmares and horror movies ... 

 
 

 

photograph with a quote from an exhibition about islam held in aix la chapelle by ahmadiyya muslim jamaat 

we know now that suffering plants do produce substances like chitinase in response to stress (modern cooling facilities use 

of gases for storage purpose might accerlate the production of those substances). intensive agriculture is the culprit behind. 

chitinase is an enzym and can break down chitin (part of outer shell of insects). humans can produce chitinase too. other 

plant based allergen is gluten. gluten is a seed storage protein, it is for protection of the seeds. again, industrial food 

preparation and bakery technology is the culprit. cos both gluten and chitinase are powerful allergens. if humans ingest 

gluten (which is abundant in non raw food crops such as wheat) or agricultural plants (full of chitinase) they might develop 

allergies.  

! not ok ! 
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estrogen and stress can bring u down 

 

 

copyrite is by mother nature, no one else! this lizard is of a golden color and was very “tame” 
 

they made it easy for u to sink into darkness. estrogen is part of the contraceptive pill and it is given to postmenopausal 
women too. even plastic bottles have something inside that does act in an estrogen like fashion in humans. estrogen is 

connected to allergies via an immunological cross-reaction involving transglutaminase (an enzyme). its task is cross linking 
proteins in keratinized cells (fibrotic processes). estrogen’s effect are closely linked to calcium. in the end humans exposed 

to estrogen and under a certain stress level can express antigens resembling antigens expressed by stressed plants 
(conventional agriculture). thus u might have an idea about the origin of some autoimmune disease. ur doctor most 

probably does not know such facts but he most probably will be very quick in prescribing something pharmaceutical ... 

 

 

this photograph was the result of “being stranded” without preparation, spending the nite outside in shivering coldness 

did u know that there is enuff contraceptive methods not involving pharmaceuticals? did u know that being raw vegan and 
completely healthy women actually can control their detox-system (menstruation)? once ur body is perfectly alkaline, u do 
not need this detox-momentum and ur body returns to some god-like state (straight edge raw vegan). if later on, u want to 

become pregnant the only thing u need to do is eating apples or other “forbidden fruits” (banana, dates, oranges) to be 
able to fall into “conception-mode”. the only thing u need is knowledge about ur body, and intuitive insight in respect to ur 

body telling u what to do. otherwise u might become “anorectic” or fall prey to “binge eating” behaviour. this kind of 
phenomenon is what some doctors are very prone to “treat in their way”. so be prepared not to fall prey to some “wolves 

with white coats”. they love what they do. but u are better off not knowing how much they really love u. 
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a life of pleasure, consumerism and fake-happinezz has its price 
 
 

 
 

a real picasso – mother and child – no hectic, no stress – just serenity 
 

if u live in a flat, struggle to make a living and have family to care for, u might be drawn to accept a life-insurance or some 
“bausparplan” to finance ur home. in fact the local advertisement here was something like “we secure ur dreams” – what a 

fake ! such thinx they can only do in a “block time realm”, which translates into a universe where everything is known in 
advance: no freedom, no development and its apocalyptic vision is portrayed in meryl streep’s movie “the giver”. the 

author would not have believed how close some citites are to such scenario. after experiencing how junk science really 
works (doing his doctorate thesis at the “university of luebeck, germany”) and how a corrupted society is trying to bring 
everyone down who might openly reveal some “not so nice facts about the truth” (doing post-doc scientific studies in 

“acceptance research” as part of “excellenz initiative funded by the federal government” at RWTH, aix la chapelle, 
germany), he knows that the situation is much worse than u could ever imagine. this book is based on this experience. 

 
 
 

 
 

“settled down” and “locked in”, autumn view in aix la chapelle 
 

it needs only some scientific background, first hand experience in being part of a multidisciplinary team at some 
“university” (those 2 universities are in fact no universities at all. they are technical hi-schools totally neglecting the 

shortcut to a broad based and truly scientific education) and some guerilla gardening and meditation practice to be able to 
know what is really going on. the most disturbing fact is that we do not even have a fair system of justice. once u are caught 

by the system and “treated”, u might have no chance of legal action if this treatment was wrong. u might have heard 
something like “social dropout of ex-psychiatry patients”. it is true, but it is not by fate alone. it is desired by some. it is 

meant to be in order that no one ever knows some very disturbing facts. luckily this situation is changing. there are enough 
courageous and strong people to challenge an almost fascist system made up of lies, undercover messengers and “total 

control”. parallels to eastern germany before the fall of 1989 are too obvious now. freedom is the last exit u might have on 
ur path to a “metroland”. some thinx have a future, some thinx have no future. it is up to u now, which path u follow. one is 

paved with “gold” and leads directly to the “golden cage”, the other is totally unknown and leads to the “golden age” 
(golden as something spiritual, “spiritual” as being in harmony with nature, without any necessity to follow someone.) 
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? pay and pray ? 

 

exorcise - driven out 

? are the ones driving u out of ur own kingdom ur very parents? u brought back ur kingdom down to earth, into their world 

... just to become subject of betrayal and lies? ... it used to be that way, especially in religion dominated places ... worst of 

all is that nowaday parents are very effective in exertion of control, in building up huge amounts of pressure and in crushing 

and destroying anything mysterious or otherworldly. why is that? they fear the unknown. they have buried their souls and 

accepted a comfortably life from the one who grants  them this privilege of being rulers of their realm ... u can guess whom 

me is reffering to ... this faust story is the same as personal jesus story is the same as pinocchio / buratino story and the 

only thing u can do is learning from ur kids while trying to become like them: innocent and totally in the here and now 

become timeless like the gods 

u can do “haenschen klein” and never come back or “pippi longstocking” and going backwards or “divergent” and never 
come back nor eating their non-vegan burger nor taking their chemicals via syringe or pill. u can do the “hansel & gretel 

hexenjager” thing too, but never eat their sweet, candies, cookies, industrial food or anything involving suffering for 
animals and plants alike. there is this “rubinrot”, “saphirblau” method too, but u need to be lucky enuff to be born into a 

family of royalty in order to do so. otherwise the “croods” story might be more suitable for neandertaliens.  

 

 

did u know that the real “mona lisa” was catharina sforza, leonardo’s muse and protector? 

get the key to ur life’s secret – that is why u came down 
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? locked in, linked in or mobile nation ? 

 

“... nearly all teens in households earning more than $75.000 per year are online, most of them with hi-speed connections. 

those teens who remain offline are clearly definded by lower levels of income and limited access to technology. they are 

also disproportionally likely to be african-american ...” 

amanda lenhart, mary madden, paul hitlin “teens and technology: youth are leading the transition to mobile nation” 

specialist (2005), issue 2006-01-31, pew internet & american life project 

 

quote by fjodor dostojewski (written a long time ago but as “aktuell” as ever) about the role of germany 
“tagebuch eines schriftstellers” (dnevnik pisatjelja) 3-492-02879-9, 7. ed., 1992, piper & co. munich, germany 

 

something has changed and something is different in europe: u can have mobile access everywhere if u are somehow part 

of the system (hi-income, institution bound or job center dependent). industry knows how to make money. they even 

provide free wifi, cos control can be exerted that way. dependency is created in such manner, but, worst of all, ur health 

status is on decline. u do not see it, u do not feel it, but u would know it, if u took the willingness to research into that 

matter. a shortcut towards some safety would be a raw vegan lifestyle, cos doing so u could enable u to “feel” it physically 

at one point or another during the transition. going towards raw vegan means supercharging and alkalanizing ur body.  
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mo’ bile or mo’ bile 

 

this movie has everything: from “new holland”, satanic friends and bad neighbours. it fits perfectly with  “block time realm”. 
there are bad guys offering collaboration to individuals doing this frankenstein monster thing, a controlling and stupid set of 
families, brainwashed grown-ups, psychic friends and some kind of knowledge of the “electric nature” of humans and nature 

alike. it even has this emo-dark-style-gothic atmosphere and a lovely dog sent to heaven too soon. “death rays” are 
mentioned too. u should not take this as just another movie ... u already did it too often, shutting of some fearful facts ... 

 

the term “moblie nation” is wrong in times of “running out of money”. “being mobile” implies something as “moving”. it 
would be similar to crossing a distance or locomotion in space. being online has nothing to do with such a concept. lucky u 
are, if u are still able to pay a normal “deutsche bahn ticket” and lucky if u are, if u pay much less for a landline bus service. 

u will have to bear full time wifi broadband frequencies all around ur body cells during the whole trip. net result: stress! 
 

? u think u are fine, cos u do not feel it? u are fine. but u did not feel so much other thinx, that it almost makes no 
difference at all anymore. infertility could be next and degeneration could be next. unexplained stress and sleepnessness is 
now for those feeding on junk food. addicition to tobacco and / or drugs and / or alcohol has already become mainstream 

... welcome to ur world of shit!  
 

 

it could be too late for most of people 
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behold and beware 

 

this was my present to the city me is currently living in 
a nice guerilla type garden with lots of edible plants, from kale to beans, from topinambur to lion’s teeth 

 

beware of those “clean ones” telling u something from their religious and often times apocalyptic tainted perspective. 
those groups might be the one`s still feeding on dead corpses while sitting at their dinnertables.  

 
it makes no sense anymore, if now those religious eco movements take over ... me has read enuff ads advocating for 

private gun ownership (funded by some very religious groups. they should read eichendorff or dostojewski’s “der 
groossinquisitor”). me has read enuff of ads in respect to “geistheilung” or “reincarnation-therapy” ... this is all shit given 

the fact that WWII people and hi-ranking nazi officials did such kind of cheap buddhistic or catholic religious practices which 
are flooding in now, sponsored by whatever bad banks or peace banks. it is all lower worldly and can lead directly to hell.  
and something more: having escaped from the eastern european system of oppression with the fall in 1989, the author is 
very allergic to any of those marxistic or revoluzzer style thinx, allergic to this fake-democracy called “saxensumpf”. u can 

follow whomever u like ... but u can only find ur own self while following urself. there is no one telling u what to do. really ... 
u are free, bound by ur own mindset only – ur governments have already sold ur future, no need to cling to them anymore 

 
 

 

? this is what they made of it, isn’t this much more clean ...? 
... now u know them. they are the ones who sold places where ancient and majestic trees once stood ... 

 
ur bodily fluids are mostly alkalic, thus taking in acid load (junk 

food) and loosing alkaline fluid (glandular juices) means draining ur 
crystal-like-battery of the most precious fuel it has 
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rest and digest 

 

 
the author has met enuff young people who did envision the exact day they lived in ... doing drugs one day before. their 
idea of seeing the future seems to be that way. this is exactly what austrian popstar falco in “out of the dark” was saying. 

but he is dead now and he died doing drugs. if u knew what pop star nina hagen sang about this fake “falco” aka heinz 
hoelzl, u would be surprised (cd “return of the mother” ... hard to get a copy nowadays). and if u think that ur secret 

services are not involved in such practices, then u have no idea about what is really going on. u might go to sleep again ... 
or u might feel that all is sooo desperately hopeless that only the highest beings can safe u and all around u 

sure, it is like that, and that’s they way it should be 

fight ‘n’ flight 

u r still alive 

 

? could it be that they forgot to change this 2 face-eagle into one looking to the left hand side (to the west only) ? 
this time they had not time to erase all memories and all scriptures ... now they are nervous (greece is eastern from us) 

 

rest in peace 

please, don’t follow this “silent spring movement” or “sensation white feeling” 
we had it already 5 times on earth  ...  and this flooding thing again and again is not so funny 

ancient heart of europe “doggerland” was submerged by water around 5000 B.C. ... was this as a megalithic  
civilisation went into space ? starting – the same way as before - from earth, with remnants staying and surviving in remote 

corners of the world? ... while the rest (those who did not learn the lessons) had to start from scratch and caves again ? 
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silent spring 

 

? places have their energy – do u know where this is ? 

 it used to be covered with trees until some project started ... this was the historical place, were women have been burned 
alive (called witches = hexen) ... if they had been found “guilty” of black magic in ancient times ... perhaps those women 

could not accept the local authorities or the official religion ... and locals regarded them as a threat to “their order”.  are we 
more advanced now? the author is still not sure, cos cutting trees is the beginning of decline of each rotten civilisation ... u 
can compare with easter islands and the decline of greece ... before they had lots of oaks and beech trees ... and surprise ! 

did u know why those 2 kind of trees do not shed all their leaves before winter or shed their leaves relatively late? in 
ancient times they had green leaves all seasons. those trees have been evergreens. they are so majestic, so beautiful ... 

 
 

 

? do u know what the author felt (close to the spot he was standing in order to make this blurred photograph), after they cut 

all those trees to make room for new buildings ? 

he felt a cold and crippling wind similar to konzentration camp buchenwald. as children the whole class had to visit this 
place as a kind of history lesson. what the author saw was the following: a lamp made from human skin and a huge empty 
place with some remnants of “baracken” (wooden buidings were all these atrocities might have taken place). he was not 
there in times of WWII, but from victor frankl’s book “der mensch vor der frage nach dem sinn” he knows that it was not 

that black and white. anyhow, if this WWII had been planned like this BRD-DDR thing then ... u might find it difficult to live 
on as a normal human being. cos this might be too much to believe to many humans. and yet it is most probable. and it is 

not about nazis versus jews ... not at all ... 

 

... a cycle is a loop is a cycle is a loop ... 
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man – mind - machine 

 

street art photographed in an underground location in maastricht, 2013   -    a cry from a lost generation 

once again: europe was submerged by floods the last time around 5000 B.C. ... surprise ... cos methane was the cause and 
there is a lot of methan in the north sea ... really! ... u can google it “doggerland” and u can ask why mammuts are so big. 

cos they live on a plant based diet ... and even more interesting: they did live in a hot climate. so this image of a frozen 
mammut must have to do with sudden climatic change from warm to freezing. it is all about yin and yang. if u do not 

understand this concept u might get lost. if u cannot apply this concept to ur vegan food choices, u might get fat, which is 
not the worst, cos it offers some protection in this poisoned city (“feinstaub”, “elekrosmog”, “cloud seeding”, herbicides, 
pharmazeuticals, plastics ... welcome to their agenda of aachen 2020, it would be a “silent spring” or “sensation white” 
feeling if it would work out as planned. almost every other city in germany has a similar agenda. it does not matter ...  

there is a picture of this “witch hole” in the north sea in newest edition of “neuzeit” (sept/oct 2015), ask ur local press shop 
dealer. forget this “unlimited resource” thing, there is only upcycling and degrowth in the west now ... all else must wait! 

 
? who is it ? 

 
norman davies “vanished kingdoms” – the history of half forgotten europe, 978-3-534-25975-5, penguin books 

u will find 1 page about charlemagne and that is the truth: this guy is almost non-existent and not very important in history, 
cos he was carolingian. if u know the movies from “matrix-trilogy” u might remember the “merowingian”. in fact there is a 

historical basis, cos those kings lived in today’s belgium and were really bad guys. but the carolingians were their 
subordinates and took over. they were not bad, not bad at all. they were worse and not only did they copy the 

merowingians. they did re-install the pope after he was driven away. if u read the original documents from that time, u will 
find their “controlled society” in black and white. history did not change very much. especially with the DDR like hype 

around this emperor, who was fat and suffering from the same kind of diseases people here do still suffer. we now know 
who did plan this BRD-DDR thing. it was meticulously put into reality from behind the scenes and u should know at least by 

now that fighting against the system simply does not make no sense. if two enemies are fighting with each other, who is the 
third one ... merrily laughing and  

 
 

 
 
 

??? snatching all the revenues ??? 
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rise of the guardians, rise of electro 

 

flags of ur fathers all around u, 
keep u busy all ur life, keep entangled, keep u traced 

it all comes down just one thing – u and ur path to ur own freedom 
u are given choice or not ... knowing if u still have choice or not, comes from trying 

trying starts with doing it the unusual way, ur own way, ... leaving all ur fears behind ... and more 
nevertheless there are warnings, the most important one comes from those who are in connection with the death 

 
there is a dr. kafka in the spiderman-movie “rise of electro”. he is similar to many psychiatrists ... beware of them!!! 

 
 – ur doctors! cos even the butcher does have to go one day (they will all go within a short time, cos a world of unity does 

not need slaughterhouses or battlefields anymore ... they are a temporary situation, just for cleaning up while paths 
become divergent ... ours is the time of “going home”). but who will sign the “death certificate”? 

 
 

 
 

in fact, humans are free now, it is habit only that keeps them bound within devil’s circles of “old and rotten concepts” 
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asia vs europa 

 

“the reason for the fact that the asian race is less into war (less war-like, less aggressive) and more meek, can be found in 

the seasons not showing a great differences (in terms of change of temperature) in respect to warmth or coldness. instead 

they are very much alike.” 

“and people there (in asisa) are well nourished, and yes, they are the most beautiful and greatest (in terms of height) 

people. they do not differ very much from each other in respect to height and look.” 

“the land (asia) is more cultivated too. and the character of people is more into meek and beneficient.” 
 

hippocrate (translation into english by the author of this book) from “5 selected writings”, fischer buechereien frankfurt 
1959 ... as shocking as this text may seem to many conservative people, it is from old times ... so it could have changed a bit 

 

europa was never ever born in aix la chapelle 

 

(according to “neusprech advertisement from this region” the idea of europe has been born in aachen ... this is rubbish, 
eurocracy was born here instead, and perhaps schengen and “united states of europe” as a controlled society concept. there 
is a chateau in the netherlands close to aachen, where some euro-VIPs once met. some visionary eurocracy painting is still a 

reminder of this event. perhaps it hadbeen a positive vision at that time. but now it has become rotten) 
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fake borders to lock u in (cheap human capital) 

 

 
? do u have an idea where the raw materials for those “beautiful” buildings come from ? 

seen from outer space: there is no such thing as a borderline between europa and asia. in fact, in the past yin countries as 
being peaceful and situated south to the magiot line had always to protect themselves from invasion by yang countries 

(restless one’s as u can hear everyday in aix la chapelle if men are using machines as their favorite tools making noise and 
wasting energy and mostly with some side effect. just watch the abovementioned movie and be surprised how this patriarch 
is trying to cut all ancient trees out of some kind of restlessness ... just listen up and understand what he eats and what he is 

planning with his agents similar to all those guys representing the generation of old, even his counterpart from africa) his 
sons in law might not be much better ... at least they are some kind of funny, but, of course, they are still homeboys. 

 
according to greek mythology someone was only admiring someone in disguise ... and she was captured and abducted     

only to end up in physical bondage (called marriage) with the ruler of crete. ? did someone ask her about this ? 

 

 

street art, in vegan capital berlin 

europa is asian 
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? jupiter ascending ? 

there is a moon orbiting around jupiter called europa 

 

jupiter has a moon, and jupiter is not only depicted as a person in some hollywood movie (which in fact is very bad). this is 

the story of some alien race using planet earth for their business (ancient sumer – marduk). for many people this  is not 

depicting reality, cos according to them, those kind of alien beings tried to hack into earth’s history ... but they did never 

appear in the original akashic chronic. nevertheless they are competitive and they did influence many people on earth, 

especially yang countries like USA and UK, germany,  ... luckily planet earth has had a much more glorious past. it might be 

that 5 civilisations made its way into the cosmos starting from planet earth. at the respective transformation stages, the 

homeboys had to suffer flooding and some atlantis-like-fate, cos their compassion was underdeveloped. the reason is too 

much brain, not enuff heart. too much intellect, not enuff intuition. too much calculation, not enuff love: very simple and 

always the same. 

 

according to the abovementioned movie “... bees are symbol for royalty ...” 
 

koenigreich wittenberg is tax free (neuzeit-online.de, nr. 28, sept/okt 2015) 
oliverjanich.de „die vereinigten staaten von europa“, xavier naidoo „lest mal nach, so seh ich’s auch“ www.die-neuzeit.org 

mystery sept/okt 2015 has an article about subterranean tunnel systems in germany ... there is something going on ... 
 

? if bees are symbol for royalty, then what are hornets ? 
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if wasps represent merchants, then there are mightier ones 

 

a real hornet, photographed in aix la chapelle, they are predatory similar to wasps, but more precious 

? if bees are symbol for royalty, why then the germans tried to poison wild bees ? 

this poisoning of wild bees, which are in fact loners, was active until 1990. it was based on nazi law active since WWII. and 

germans are fond of breeding bees (apis mellifera carnica). taking the honey away from their offspring and feeding them 

cheap sugar (das-vegan-magazin.de, april/mai 2014). similar to what they do with their own children. the author does 

wonder at times: why this obsession with breeding ? 

 

 

if they do not love themselves and if they change more and more into what they have eaten, what will be their fate? their 

physical appearance does change indeed ... more and more animal quality with all those pigs from concentrated farm 

operations (animal concentration camps) being slaugthered day and nite ... ancient truth forgotten: “u are what u have 

eaten”. this is true even for emotions, cos food transmits all: from crude matter to ether.  epigenetics has some proof 

already. given those facts and seeing what they call food, u do not wonder anymore about the following: 
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barbarians, but not from birth 
 
 

 
 
 

modern sculpture, aix la chapelle, on melaten campus (... looks like a horse with “bolzen” from “bolzenschussgeraet” which 
they use in slaughterhouses to kill innocent beings just to end up on their plates ...) 

 
“barbaric people from ancient times, having become even more barbarian thru diligence and science and religion ... unable 
to any kind of god-like sensitivity (“empfindungskraft”), rotten to the core, offending to any benevolent soul in every degree 
of exaltation and poverty, dull and without harmony similar to the broken pieces of a thrown away jar – they, my bellarmin! 
have been my consolers.” ... “it is a hard word, and yet i will say it, cos it is true: i cannot imagine a people more “zerrissen” 

(torn), as the germans.”                                       
 

     friedrich hoelderlin “hyperion” (most germans do not know their greatest poets) 
 
 

 
 

an open book u are for the whole of creation, this holds true 4 “letter people” too and by the way: 
too much of knowledge is useless, cos it is infinte – too much of resources are dangerous, cos they are limited 

 
as dark forces tried to re-create the bee, it turned into wasp 

 
according to some mythology of some ancient people of this planet 
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? something wrong with human nature ? 
 

 
 

 
if u listen to nathalie imbruglia‘s “torn”, falco’s (though he is fake) “ich bin zerrissen, wann kommst du meine wunden 

kuessen“ (he is dead now, due to drug overdose) or madonna’s „american pie“ and connect to the official videos (youtube it: 
david guetta “falling to pieces”, “titanium” or nana “one second” and snap “stolen” u might get clues ... u even will find out 
that this thing of “nation of germany” does not exist (neuzeit-online.de). this country is a mixture and has always been some 
“reich der mitte”. without a rotten leadership, it could become the first free post-materialistic society on earth. leaders are 
only a reflection of a nation. so the place to start is at home. is urself. is ur local community, is ur city. cities as “koenigreich 

wittenberg” and other eco-communities are already leading the way. 
 
 

 
 

beyond tipping points = beyond anything predictable 

there is nothing wrong with climate change, cos mother earth will be fine on her way to a new equilibrium. 
the question is up to each and everyone of us: are we ready for something new ? are we ready to share with others ? 

? is there something we can do in order to help people caught in apocalyptic negative mind controlling thinking ? 
there will be no thing as a new earth desdending from heaven somewhere ... (some priests do indeed believe such rubbish) 

 

love will find a way  
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rise of the guardians 

 

greeting u and revealing exciting news 

if u watch “jupiter ascending” (which is bad, be warned, it is too much american style and not good quality, even if it is made 
be wachowski siblings), there is a scene of british accountants ... very revealing [great britain has 6  times as many 

accountants as germany per capita]. in a block-time-realm those employees should pave the way for this controlled society. 
and yet: what if our universe is an open system? a system stochastically giving rise to new constellations from which sudden 

evolutionary changes emerge ... referring to all those accountants and employees: they would be better off saving 
themselves ... otherwise they could easily be replaced by robots or machines ... (an “elegant” way to save money) 

 

 

local street art, vegan capital berlin 
 

as nature does reflect humans, it might be shocking to know that a possible change of culture and environment does start 
with humans rather than with climate. if people in europe ate vegan instead of animal-meat-and- dairy-based, then perhaps 

they would become as peaceful as the asian races or even more peaceful. all their money spent on warfare could be used 
more wisely. all their money spent on protection of their space could be spent for helping other nations. cos europe is too 

small to play any important role in the world of the future. nevertheless, dostojewski once said something very important ... 
with germany in mind ... u can look for the quote thruout this  book (very revealing). it is about transforming this world from 

hell-like into heaven-like. it will be that way, cos europa has no other choice to escape from destruction in economical and 
financial terms. 

 

“der wissenschaftler raetselt noch und bittet um geduld“ 
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sensation white 

 

gianlugi nuzzi „vatikan AG“, ecowin verlag, 2010 
cara st. louis-farrelly „die sonnendiebe” 978-3943413090 

katie singer “an electronic silent spring” 978-1-938685-08-8, steinerbooks.org 
anthony samsel, stephanie seneff “glyphosate’s suppression of cytochrome p450 enzymes and amino-acid biosynthesis by 

the gut microbiome: pathways to modern diseases” entropy 2013, 15: 1416 – 1463; doi: 10.3390/e15041416 
 

fake is all around and it is cheap ... very cheap 
 

dvd „last ocean: paradies am ende der welt“, sunfilm entertainment 
dvd “planet RE:think” sunfilm entertainment 

 
salman khan “die khan academy“ 978-3570501443, riemann verlag muenchen 

 

 

fresh mulberries harvested in aix la chapelle (!), u would b surprised what kind of fruits could grow here, if u just tried urself 

to do some guerilla gardening caring for something ... the same way the little prince did. (saint-exupéry) 

black power 

it has all the other colors in it (additive color mix) – white does not have “green”, goethe was rite, not ur “scholar-wisdom” 
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? cast out, driven away or deserted ? 

 

flaming sky = firesky over aix la chapelle (the last of chapel), germany, summer 2015 
 

„the one, whose whole soul was insulted, cannot rest anymore in simple joy, 
the one, who has felt the emptiness of existence, is exalted by the highest spirit alone, 

the one experiencing death as u, can recover in the presence of gods alone” 
 

„wem einmal so, wie dir, die ganze seele beleidigt war, der ruht nicht mehr in einzelner freude, 
wer so, wie du, das fade NICHTS gefuehlt, erheitert in hoechstem geiste sich nur, 

wer so den tod erfuhr, wie du, erholt allein sich unter den goettern“ 
 

„happy are those, who do not understand u! whoever comprehends u, must be able to share ur greatness and ur despair” 
 

„gluecklich sind alle, die dich nicht verstehen! wer dich versteht, muss deine groesse teilen und deine verzweiflung“ 

 

 

friedrich hoelderlin „hyperion“ 2tes buch 

„was lebt, ist unvertilgbar, bleibt in seiner tiefsten knechtschaft frei, bleibt EINS, und wenn du es scheidest bis auf den 
grund, bleibt unverwundet, und wenn du bis ins mark es zerschlaegst, und sein wesen entfliegt dir siegend unter den 

haenden.“ 
 

„die armen, die nichts kennen, als ihr duerftig machwerk, die der not nur dienen und den genius verschmaehn, und dich 
nicht ehren, kindlich leben der natur! die moegen vor dem tod sich fuerchten. ihr joch ist ihre welt geworden; besseres als 

ihren knechtsdienst kennen sie nicht; scheuen die goetterfreiheit, die der tod uns gibt!“ 
 

„es ist auf der erde alles unvollkommen, ist das alte lied der deutschen. wenn doch einmal diesen gottverlassnen einer 
sagte, dass bei ihnen nur so unvollkommen alles ist, weil sie nicht reines unverdorben, nicht heiliges unbetastet lassen mit 

den plumpen haenden, dass bei ihnen nix gedeiht, weil sie die wurzel des gedeihens, die goettliche natur nicht achten, dass 
bei ihnen eigentlich das leben schal und sorgenschwer und uebervoll von kalter, stummer zwietracht ist, weil sie den genius 
verschmaehen, der kraft und adel in ein menschlich tun, und heiterkeit ins leiden und lieb und bruederschaft den staedten 

und den haeusern bringt.“ 
 

it is about life and death 
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u are still lucky to have time 

 

pusteblume, loewenzahn, lion’s teeth, pissenlit 

? ... u think u have ... ? ... o fool, there is no such thing as time ... 
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return 2 innocence 

 

did u know that incas did sacrifice their enemy’s blood? they even made drums out of their enemies skin. but mostly did 
they respect their victims and not even destroy their land or crops. nevertheless did they do this “divide et impera” thing, 

which means they forced weaker one’s to resettle and tried to change history in order to exert control. 
this is very similar to aztec culture and does even resemble european colonial mentality. 

it has the same root, cos there has been exchange between corners of the world. 
all the time did people cross the sea or had contact “satellite to satellite” 

or via meditation, or via shamanic rituals. but there is a trap. 
while pre-inca civilisations were gods descended, 

those latter ones were only descendants. 
they forgot their origins and started 

to do their own thing. they ate 
what was forbidden to eat 

they tasted more and 
more and they 

fell deeper 
and  
... 
 

YIN was LOST 
 
 

don’t let ‘em 
fool u, cos u need 

2 know what food can do 
to ur bodily spaceship on earth. 

all what u take on board will b part of ur 
mission down here ... in fact, u r nothing else than 

some kind of avatar, this gaia-earth is the same as pandora in 
david cameron’s excellent movie “avatar”. it is all about ur subcon- 

scious mind reflected in all passengers u do not know that are on ur vessel. 
ur intuition, ur feelings, ur temper and ur creativity have its source in the subconscious 

mind. being separated from this is one thing, u might reconnect during times of rest, dreaming 
or working (if u are totally in trance, for example being a surgeon u mostly perform surgical operations 

in some kind of trance: full concentration and 100% focussed attention. u might be able to perform incredible 
operations. an artisanal goldsmith might be similar doing phantastic works of art. both might earn a lot of money. 

 

? how to get it back ?  
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what goes up must come down 
 

 
 
 

most probably people who create something would become proud ... thinking it was them who did it. as ego is an illusion 
created by the mind just to feel as separated identitiy. u could accept the fact that some hi-er energy could have guided ur 
physical movements giving u satisfaction and an euphoric feeling. the negativ power would later approach u with this “top 
of the world offering” and most weak people would agree and some deal is made. from that day on ur life might become 
smooth, comfortable and secure. u might become rich and settled down. 40 years later u might be shocked to death, if 

someone is knocking at ur door ... time is almost up, time to depart ... from then on ur view on ur own life might change 
 

 

 
 

the darkest hour might be the hour u face all ur life’s deeds coming back ... as u cannot handle this, 
u can only surrender to some greater power ... pray for forgiveness and believe in divine grace 
evolution is very personal now ... one might die, others could die and even brought back, etc. 

 
 

suddenly u feel strange. was this all life has to offer? u might not have looked deep enuff in order to ask fundamental 
questions. all who preferred the easy way of following this wide and open highway (sometimes even paved with gold, 

literally speaking) – will they turn to stone?  all their dreams came true, but there is doubt remaining. perhaps their dream 
had been too small? be it as it is:  time is over, game is over and a veil of forgetfulness and early dementia is being drawn 
over their ego-mind. now something changes. they get access to all their old memories and to all that they have blocked 

and rejected. at the same time they cannot remember many new thinx. they forget more and more ... worst of all: it might 
be too much for their brain to keep the balance ... drowning in “sinnflut”.  that is the price for “shaking hands with lucifer”. 

? do u really thing the devil will approach u with some tail or some horns on his head ? as if there would not be any 
evolution ... there is evolution of gods too, and there are angels and demons guiding or influencing people’s minds. there is 
even an almighty god beyond all smaller gods and other heavenly beings. of course, ur local religion does not know this ... 

 

life was meant to be a fairy tale 
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u do not have to close ur eyes in order to mediate 

 

this statue is named “meditation” ... now u know that “becoming like children” in order to be able to enter the heavenly 

kingdom is similar to this kind of “meditation state with open eyes”. that is how a new world is created out of imagination. 

 

enuff to feel some kind of unity with ur surrounding, enuff not to think anymore, enuff being present 100% in the here and 
now! enuff to embrace godlike attributes and vibrations in order to beautify ur world. once u focus ur attention onto 

something, u direct ur creative energy towards it. an observer is NOT separate from object of observation . u do influence 
all what u see. in another realm another parallel world might be created. this other realm – once it is mature – might even 
become manifest in ur dimension, while u are still alive on earth (reflected by some cosmic event even).  that is if u have 
reached some hi level where distincition between 2 separate worlds is vanishing and u enter a state of non-duality. u can 
perceive things from a higher perspective. u feel yin and yang as 2 opposite powers and perceive life as a balance of those 

powers. u know what is moving those forces and u move thru space with some more gravity than before ... ?  if luv is 
gravity, then what is attraction ? 

 

 

amazing movie about a farmer on a deserted soil (cos of agrobusiness) who will be sent into space by some powerful guys 

with the aim of finding a new earth somewhere in space ... fresh insights into quantum physics and family relationsships !!! 
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if 2 worlds touch 

 

? ascending ? 
 

? could it be that the very universe that had been created while u were observing something, could one day approach the 
universe u are living in? thus adding an ancient mystic element to ur life u had lost in some remote past of ur childhood? is 
this when “dreams come true”, when “life becomes a fairy tale” again? perhaps u should pay more attention to some lyrics 
of some special artists like “alanis morisette”,  “alphaville”, “snap”, “no doubt”, “shania twain”, “jesus jones”, “qntal”, “klf” 
(aka timelords, aka JAMs), “omd”, “helium-vola”, “stoa”, “euphoria”, “icona pop”, “a-ha”, “adamski”, “avril lavigne”, “nelly 
furtado”, “charitona”, “duran duran” (“arcadia”), “peter schilling” and even “camouflage”, “hubert kah” or “spectra paris”, 
“kirlian camera” and “lfo”, “emf”, “depeche mode”, “spacefrog”, “the shamen”, “fsol” (be careful about the last ones, cos 
the difference between real artists and lower level artists is crucial: real ones are never doing drugs, fake ones might only 

be inspired doing drugs, which is still within the realm of lower gods ... thus not breaking free from karmic bonds and 
samsara. there is a asian movie with the same title. it is quoted somewhere else in this book. go 4 it! 

 

whole = beyond duality 

(beyond yin & yang, black & white, male & female) 
 

? or going berserk ? – seen in 2 sculptures by ernst barlach 
 

he was a good friend of kaethe kollwitz, his “hovering angel” and a kaethe kollwitz-museum are in cologne. 
www.kollwitz.de, perhaps she has been an inspiration to ernst barlach. luckily this relationship was at professional 

level only. very much different from the passion between auguste rodin and camille claudel (movie “camille 
claudel 1915”, France 2013). in the end he dumped her and she was “kept” in a mental asylum. (incredible how 
many real artists had similar experiences if they were not recognized and respected by those in power, by those 

with money and influence). it is a sad story that artists have to make a living too, and doing so many had to adjust 
to a strange society. if they knew, who was behind their “fall” ... if they only knew that every so called vice 

(drinking alcohol, smoking, eating animal products, doing drugs / intoxicants) they fell prey to, did allow negative 
powers to contribute to their demise ... 

 

... going down ... 

then unity re-emerges 
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? how do me knows this ? 

 
 
 

??? “where will all the butterflies-flinders-papillons-schmeetterlinge go?” some need a place in winter – in this country !!! 
 

intuitively, doing guerilla gardening (within boundaries of ordinary law and without) in harmony with nature, answers come 
those answers come with a warning: if the law is not there to protect the meek according to “give ‘em help to improve”, 
then there has to be something else to replace it (old concepts rotten to the core) ... the law of forgiveness, compassion, 
the law of mother earth. but sitting there, closing one’s eyes and being part of some bad business does not help ur soul 

 
if u believe in darwinism or the law of “might is right” then there is no hope 4 u and u better stop 

reading this, and do what u want ... , cos this principle is not nature’s – it was a reflection of some human’s principle 

 

 
 
 

the true symbol of christ, courtesy of and copyrite by  www.galloromeinsmuseum.be, tongeren, belgium 
they changed the matrix ... referring once again to  the guerilla gardening site after “their intervention”: u can forget all 

about “matrix trilogy” now, it has been changed, now it is the “carolingian” and they are worse, cos theirs is not the sugar 
loaded addicting dessert (merowingian scene), theirs is spices and animal-meat (even worse than ancient rome) 

 
if u believe in the power of luv, in innocence and supremacy of the idea (mind over matter) then u are welcome to this 

source of inspiration, education and trans4mation ... in fact we are already living on a new earth, the sun has brought forth 
a daughter as was forespelled in nordic mythology. she wanders the same way as her mother and yet, earth is warming up 

differently then u thought. a shift in frequency is taking place and faster particles hit the magnetic field of earth and 
humans: heating up the system has shifted to hi-er frequency. that is the reason for a bigger discrepancy between daytime 
and nitetime temperature. and mother earth is constantly updating. u can only try to become like “being in tune with her” 

... 
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to all fake ones, cheap copies and watchmen 
 

 
 

 nordic mythology has nothing to do with german nationalism, which has always been a fraud, a cheap copy based on low 
level spirituality ... which even became diabolic in the end. in fact, countries as danmark (WWI) and norway (WWII) suffered 
a lot under german fascism. and it might not be coincidence, that exactly those two countries do not accept the european 

currency called euro. and now u see a big and fat german nation trying to solve european problems they have created 
themselves by greed and their shopping culture of cheap consumerism ... ! what a shame ! ... and yet: it could be that they 

are not responsible.  did u know what the “rus” is all about? where it started? it could have become rotten too, this concept 
of race and purity. me thinks, u have it all inside: different races by different ancestors, active dna and junk dna. u can even 

influence which part of ur genetic code is being translated into body structure: so being predator or being victim could 
depend on ur own choice: food ... and evolution is about changing into more peaceful thinx ... from vegan to fruitarian 

 

what if 
 

? ur world has been based on brainwash ? 
? ... the exact result of “forgetfulness induced by this environmental stress” ... ? 

? coupled with the loss of “schumann frequency within big cities” ? 
 

me has no proof, me only has some experience about what went wrong in terms of assessment and distortion of facts 
from an ethical point of view. we just cannot continue neglecting those who claim to be affected by emf, chemicals, etc. 

 
all those mainstream-experts with their big data or whatever they cite ... might not have looked deep enuff 

 

 
 

does it makes sense to clean it neatly with hi-tech and low paid workers, if all plastics is shreddered and transformed into 
even more harmful stuff? is this the net result of forced “voelkerwanderung” just to import cheap “workforce” following 

some group of CEO’s u never face directly ... this is more than kafka’esk ... and could it be that stupid germans are 
encouraged to some militant actions, just because they are addicted to junk food, alcohol, drugs and medications? 

!!! what we see now: could this be already their mind-controlling agenda executed ... omg ... wake up !!! 
 

their block time realm is a dead end 
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! find the truth urself ! 

 

 “listen to the true words of the saints. they say what they have seen” 
“the body is the temple of god, where the jewel of divine wisdom is revealed” 

“we are, however, so attached to the house that, forgetting ourselves (the soul),  
we have almost become its walls and roofs.”    “stress on external observancy and lifeless dogmas 
 gives rise to ill will and conflict between men, families, societies, countries, races and religions.” 

“if we can get rid of the worldly desires, there is nothing to keep us confined in this world.” 
“the lord has given us mind and body that we may lay by store for the next world” * 

 
(*explanation: the next world in the sense of: after death. don’t ever think some people can destroy earth and someone will make a new 

earth if they are finished with their hellish project ...  this is only written here, cos the author has witnessed those kind of possessed minds 
uttering such visions. u would be shocked, knowing what they preach during their almost psychotic lectures. they are as extreme as other 
religious leaders, they are just more sublime and accepted in their madness. catholistan, forgive urself! there are still good christians ...) 

 
all above quotes are from huzur maharaj sawan singh ji, radha soami, satsang beas india, 4. ed., parbathi p. 1346 

 
 

copyrite from and courtesy of lokschuppen rosenheim, bavaria, www.lokschuppen.de 
 

with the arrival of spanish conquistadores, the inca-empire was already on the decline. the strategy of those conquerors 
shows striking similarities to modern times. it has been talked about too much about this already. if history can not wake 

some humans up, then what can we do? u give ur energy to all that u pay attention to. so watch urself and know about the 
power of subliminals, advertisement and junk food. it is similar to some wizards /witch poisoned apple or warm and sugar-

tax-loaden strategy of lending and recollecting ur tribute once u are in it (“abschoepfungsstrategie” is only one of their 
games). ask ur local “kaemmerer”, be it handwerkskammer, aerztekammer or whatever guild or order or loge or verein! 
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pbs - pagan belief system 

with the words of nightwish “sleeping sun” from cd “drakkar”- the essentials of metal & gothic” www.drakkar.de: “loosing 
faith has a price”. did u know, what happened around 1000 A.D. ? and why history apparently is in cycles? and yet from a 

different point of view (just adding another dimension) it is a spiral upwards (at least since 2000 and 2012). now u only see 
that what had been covered with dust. 

 

 

? u wonder how this kind of war against nature is still going on. why are people still waging religious wars? the author was 
so lucky being educated totally without influence of any religion or faith. the official religion called socialism (on the other 
side or the iron curtain) had been rejected by him. children can be smart, if it comes to the test. being a child in a former 

communist country he was shielded by innocence and who knows what kind of beings did help. there had been attempts to 
lure us kids into future plans involving mine-working in uran-mines (where this materials for nuclear reactors is extracted). 
the ancient tribes in parts of europa could retain their pagan belief system, just because some rulers (vikings, for instance) 
officially adopted the cbs (christian belief system), yet allowed their subordinates to keep their pbs (pagan belief system). 

some traditional knowledge could not be uprooted, because there never was any kind of aggressive opposition or separatist 
movement.  this is similar to north-american indians at the east coast or in the area of great lakes. they integrated their 

culture into the conqueror’s culture. if u always build borders just to keep pure, u might end up like european royalty – blue 
blooded, cos of inbreeding. this might be the reason for unimaginable cruelty of some guys towards animals ... and later 

towards humans. watch movie “the cove”, if u want. they are to be pitied and must be full of fear. perhaps they had never 
been allowed to see the world with their own eyes. they are in fact the “homeboys” and “mothahuggas” always being the 

“nesthaekchen”. if u give them power and leadership, u will see their real face ... a very fascist one ... karmic-driven 
 
 

 

courtesy of and copyrite by www.lokschuppen.de,  “inka – koenige der anden”, rosenheim 

2000 years of oppresion is surfacing and it needs salvation, forgiveness. the history of inca-people is similar to european 
history. now we know for sure that there had been contacts between the oldest european civilisation of our era (the bask 
people, modern spain) and the great mayan civilisation. there was contact between the northmen and the aztec empire, 
just to name a few. what most do not realize is the pre-maya culture. they were those ancient gods. their culture was the 
culture of olmec and toltec. every great civilisation started from some divine roots. mythology keeps some trace of those 
mighty ones. later generations sank down, changed history and established religion in order to control “their image” of 

godhood. 
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inca belief system 
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ibs – islamic belief system 

 

“in general it is believed that people in early palaeolithic period (30.000 years ago) had developed already a level similar to 
ours physically and mentally speaking.” ...  “the more humans are delving into the laws of nature, the more they 

acknowledge their limits (boundaries). and the more he (man) knows, the more he finds himself puzzled at every attempt to 
analyse it. in the end it is about knowing the “nichtwissen” (ignorance). 

 
from otto karow “kinder der sonne” 3-929 068004-4), kult-ur-institut fuer interdisziplinaere kulturforschung e.V., lollschied, 

rheinland-pfalz,  1. ed. 1993 

 

from an exhibition in the streets of aix la chapelle by ahmadiyya muslim jamaat (copyrite belongs to them) 
 

if one really seeks to understand the faith of islam, there is a lot of insights waiting. most revealing are the facts about jesus 
christ’s live, which seem to reflect the truth more accurately than those official biblical writings. the notion that islam is a 

kind of update on christian teachings does make sense for the author. it corrects misconceptions in christianity that piled up 
with the flow of time. u even can see parallels between those 2 major christian belief systems (catholicism and 

protestantism) and those 2 major islamic belief systems (sunnite and shiite). whoever looks for discord will find enuff of 
arguments to support his theory. whoever looks for similarities, will find enuff of material to support his thesis. u can only 

find in books what u already know. human mind seems to work in such a way. that is why any discussion between 2 
opposite parties is fruitless, if they are not really open. there is even experimental proof for the fact that people stick to 
their opinion even if they are unmistakenly confronted with the truth. it is all about psychology and individuality now. 

 
did u know that even in germanic / nordic mythology (scandinavian countries and countries in the east) there existed two 
different branches. nowadays most do only know this odin / thor / walhall story. that is only one part of the story. in fact 
that is only the “war-god” part of story. there is another story to tell about the more ancient gods, the peaceful one’s ... 
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the greenest of all religious movements 

 

u can easily upgrade some plant based milk to a creme fraiche. just put the spelt drink (or rice milk etc.) into a mixer, add 
some guarkernmehl (no heating necessary) and more or less quinoa grains (raw food) after milling them into a fine powder. 
add some raw food thistle-oil and stir it with hi power. if u want more sweetness without sugar tax and a flatrate to disease, 

u would take raw food agave siroop, but sparingly,    or some kind of melasse.  
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cbs – christian belief system 

 

as there has been written enuff already on this subject, only some thoughts here: 

as in every institution there is truth and falsehood. the only way to come closer to the truth is measuring the people by 
their own standard (by their fruit they shall be known). anyone talking bad of another belief system is not a true adept of 
his own respective belief system. (judge not, so u not be judged). anyone who is not as innocent and humble as a child, 

cannot enter the kingdom of heaven ... now, tell me how much of those preachers are as humble children? whould a child 
preach others what to do? would a child wage a war against another belief system? would a child ever worry about a 

remote future?  
 

 

to those who have expierenced hardship from authorities, watching this movie “michael kohlhaas” might be a healing 
experience. in the movie there is this  martin luther speaking to kohlhaas: “god would help u, if u embraced the suffering he 
sends u and learned to bear the burden of injustice.” (1:08) “a christian should fight not with sword and crossbow but with 
the cross and patience. his triumph is not domination or power but submission and humility.” (the author would like to add 

that it is impossible to teach thru words. it would be better to teach by example alone. no need for talking cheap ...) 
 

 
 

michael kohlhaas is someone u can identify with and yet he is confronted with someone reflecting his true image back to 
himself: martin luther says: “u are a trader. ur business is prosperous for u. life is gentle. ... i see ur heart is wicked” 
 ... “all we ask is to be allowed to live and prosper beside them” (meaning the church-system and rulers at that time) 

“don’t kill and u don’t die!”    “it is all very fine, chasing poor folk with words like arrows. but do u ever think of ur own 
end?” 

 
“never forget ... we die alone!” 1:14 
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! compare and understand with ur heart ! 

just compare the quote from  huzur maharaj sawan singh ji (“listen to the true words of the saints. they say what they 
have seen”) with the quote from christian bible shown below. that is how u can find the truth, cos the meaning is the same. 

nevertheless there is a huge difference within the biblical translations as is shown below. 
 
 

 
 

copyrite by wael shawky “cabaret crusades”, courtesy of www.kunstsammlung.de, duesseldorf 
 

“i am revealing in words, what i saw in my father’s presence, and u are revealing in action, what u learned from ur father.” 
the new english bible, new testament, john 8: 38, oxford university press, 1981 

 
„ich rede ueber das, was mein vater mir gezeigt hat, ihr aber tut, was euer vater euch gesagt hat.“ 
die bibel, johannes 8:38, 2. auflage 1982, dt. bibelgesellschaft stuttgart, balzers, liechtenstein 1992 

 
if u compare the english sentence with the german one, u will find a great difference. that is how words can “change” truth 

into “versions of truth” ... it shows u clearly: “logos” is more than “words” – “logos” is a word in greek language. 
 

in the beginning there was logos (der klang) 

 

u only have to know the “reproach-element” in the words of jesus christ. analysing it, one could find: jesus christ simply 
talks about that what has been shown to him in the presence of god (often times represented as dove in allegoric paintings 
... the dove represents the holy spirit*). his disciples are just doing what their father (the teaching, their god) has told them 
(via the ears = via priests or via written words = versions of “bibles”). that is why they did not understand him. so, this was 
only to proof that often times there is more similarity between different religions as between different versions of written 

teachings of only one religion. in islam, judaeism and buddhism it is similar. isn’t that incredible ??? 
 

*... she is related to chicken, chicken are mass-slaughtered in germany still, heinrich himmler was a hi ranking ss-boss and “chicken breeder” 

... and u? still believe in what meat-eating priests say?                     the good one’s are here: www.theologische-zoologie.de 

? so what is this all about ?  
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? are they still heading towards a dead-end ? 

 
 
 

there is an end to german collectivism (be it red, be it black, be it religious or of whatever kind) 

u do not have 2 follow anyone but u 
treat others as u urself want 2 b treated, even if they try to hurt u – know urself, before u want to know others  
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? it turns out to be genocide ? 
 

 
 

given the situation, that we do not have an unexposed group anymore (at least in big cities where politics is being made) 
and given the fact as there is a lot of doubt about this matter now (after billions have been spent with nothing but a lot of 

so called “scientific reports”), then u should look back. remember the first of simple scientific investigations involving 
animals exposed to increased environmental stress by arteficial human-based emf (electromagnetic fields): 

 

 
 

 ... exposed bees flee, exposed birds move away, exposed plants change their shape and might wither ... 
 

this is proof enuff already, cos humans are part of mother nature and she has a simpler way of information-transmission 
 

? and what is the sense in exposing animals in cages, letting them suffer until they die ...? ... just to proof the harmfulness or 
harmlessness of something ? that is why the author in his scientific works tried not to refer to any paper (citations) 

involving animal experiments and that might be the reason for prolonging the review process (the first version of the 
author’s paper on electromagnetic hypersensitivity was different from the accepted version ... initially it had been sent to 

some other publisher and was promptly rejected ... it was only later that another journal did accept a modfied version) 
 

 
 

the law should protect the meek and the weak (those who suffer), 
no matter if others (even if they constitute the majority) do not feel anything. 

 

it is getting personal now 
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time is here to connect cause and effect 
 

 
 

plants do reflect everything: from underground activities to “hacking in” and “being wired” 
 

let this story not be yours. make use of ur time, cos u still have enuff time to forgive urself and change ur life in order to 
save it and that of ur family. hi-er beings are here to help, but they cannot wait for everyone’s sluggishness and taste habits. 

theres is a vegan future or there is no future. it is as simple as that, cos u have no choice anymore. earth is already 
ascending, and they are inside of u now. who they are? parasites, yeasts, bacteriae ... it is an inside game and the only way 
to escape is with knowledge from the future. we bring information from the end just to change ur fate, not ours. this does 

not violate any law of physics. there are things moving faster than lite. it is no secret anymore that albert einstein’s 
concepts were paralleled by even better one’s during his lifetime already (!). but controllers did not want u to know or u did 

not want to know. u can try to get and read the letter of max born to otto brenner (“stimme”, frankfurt main, II 1966) 
 
 

 
 
 

wake up, educate urself and solve ur emotional and family problems before death. whatever is left unsolved has to be 
solved next life. but ... it is not so easy coming back to earth and remember all u know now. it is worldly desires that do this 
reincarnation things ... those unfulfilled desires and wishes and even desires like those seeking salvation from the gods are 

the reason that make human come back life after life without a true salvation from cycling in lower realms. it is just too 
much to solve while dark forces are dragging humans deeper and deeper into a spiral downwards. as earth is ascending on 
the evolutionary plane, the time-frame (zeitfenster) for salvation is closing. it needs bravery and energy to face ur biggest 

enemy on the path – ur own ego. 
 

www.ukrainianagony.info 
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time exists only within the realm of karma 
 

 
? “feathered dragon” or “gefiederte schlange” ?       courtesy from and copyrite by dommuseum aachen, 2014 

 
 ur own ego has fed a dragon sucking on ur blood nite after nite. ur digestive tract is harboring anything which is dark 

matter, which u do not know, but which u can influence day by day and step by step. if u do not know what me is talking 
about, go to ur local slaughterhouse, have a look and look into the eyes of those dying for ur taste buds. in fact, if u eat 

them, they are part of u. cos there is no such thing as a separate identity of an individual human. there is only unity 
consciousness embracing all of living creatures on this planet. ur very ego is creating an illusionary world thru its thinking. 
the boundary u keep is illusionary and will fall the latest with approaching death. it would be wise to use time on earth to 

know the world of unity before death. cos afterwards u are where ur dreams have brought u ... it might be too late. 
 
 

 
 

“all u need is patience” photographed in france – this “mini-dragon” was friendly, it reappaered from a cave after holf an hour 

eid exe 
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inception 
 
 

 
“fat chicks don’t fly” – grafitti street art from an 
underground location in maastricht, the netherlands, rite 
hand side 
 
the city (where the grafitti was) is at some places so full of 
negative energy that escape to dark places might be the 
only solution for people living there. it is not their fault. it 
is the consequence of a hi-li controlled and super-proper-
sensation-white and all perfect environment: it is almost 
hell in this sterile kind of atmosphere ... u can hardly find 
wild nature, u can hardly find ancient trees, and if u could 
feel all around u, u would know how much insanity and 
perversion must be going on behind closed doors ... u do 
not want to know anything of such matter ... just be happy 
inside, forgetful to the fleeting images outside 

 
recommended book: penny pierce “leap of perception” www.cygnus-books.co.uk (code: 230705) 

 
the idea of human being a separate identity is a lie. and the world of dreams might be more real than ur waking hours here 
on earth. if u do remember ur dreams, then ask urself: who is acting in a dream and how can u witness something as being 

part of u without controlling it? who is hacking in? could it all be due to different clouds of consciousness overlapping 
beyond time and space? where does it start? in ur own gut? are ur bowels the place where clouds of consciousness meet? 

and in respect to prophecy: if ur bowels represent ur dark world, ur midgaardslang, then what is a fire-spitting dragon? 
perhaps an inflamed bowel as seen in colitis or crohn’s disease ... a water-dragon (diarrhea) would be more desirable, but 

could be deadly too, as u can see in cholera or life threatening diarrhea ... so, what is the end of the world? what is this 
“fenrir-wolf” in times of “ragnaroek-doom”? ... could it be that even this has to do with ur body temple? could even 

“ragnaroek” be a very individual “doomsday scenario”? 
 

 
 

if u know what “thimerosal” is and that ur children are exposed to it, if being vaccinated, u might be shocked and instantly 
refuse this frightening fact: half of all flu vaccine doses are thimerosal preserved.  if u think autism is not related to 

vaccination, then u might be surprised to know that both glyphosate (in roundup, no. 1 herbicide in the u.s.a.) and autism 
show low melatonin, impaired sulphur metabolism, low vitamin d and disturbed sleep. glyphosate does make aluminium 
(contained in deodorants and sunblocking creams) more toxic, leads to clostridium difficile overgrowth in the guts. if enuff 

of aluminium is stored within the body, then dementia prevails. 

 
 

 
 

one lite is enuff to repel a space of darkness 
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sweep out 
 

“the miracle seekers, who try to analyze the holy nature of god thru reason only, never find an entrance to gods sphere.” 
quote by huzur maharaji sawan singh 

 

 

? what sweeps out ur brain ? 

lysosomes do it on a cellular level - the same structures as everywhere. they have enzymes and break all those garbage 
down. they need heparan sulfate in order to do so. haparan sulfate belongs to GAG-group (glycosominglucans). those are 

some kind of endogen “antioxidants”. what is alarming is this: autistic individuals do not have enuff heparan sulfate. 
 

? what network is affected ? 

 

this fluid-filled cavity-structure looks like some “homunculus”: u have it inside ur brain 
 

a cavity network! yes, we have big cavities inside our brains, similar as depicted in comics showing homer simpson (“tv 
series the simpsons”). as water is essential, we have some within our brains too. this water is inside those cavities. it is 

called “cerebrospinal fluid”. at the shore of this ocean of fluid is a gland, ur pineal gland, which some consider the seat of 
the soul (soul is different from spirit = geist). this pineal gland gets information via sunlite. during daytime it builds up 

sulphate storing them as heparan sulphate. in the evening ur pineal makes melatonin and transports it as melatonin sulfate 
to this ocean of fluid within ur brain. then melatonin releases sulfate. sulfate diffuses thruout the brain. 

 

 
 

a drop of water, even if encaged, is still part of the ocean 
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u need sulfate to sweep out ur brain cells 

 

 
 

courtesy of staatliche museen zu berlin, stiftung preussischer kulturbesitz,  
www.smb.museum, pergamon-panorama.de 

 
there is a “communicating network of fluid filled cavities”. the cavities are called “ventricles”. there are glands with direct 

access to those “fluid filled cavities”. one of those glands is ur pineal gland. (pineal does refer to “pine”, a sort of tree) 
ur pineal gland produces melatonin, which controls ur sleep-wake cycle. melatonin can transport sulfate to brain cells 

during sleep. it acts as an antioxidant and binds toxic metals too. moreover it induces REM sleep (most important, cos of 
dreaming ... as long as u need to work out ur dreams subconsciously, cos in daytime u are occupied playing roles in other 
one’s dreams). alzheimer’s disease shows reduced REM sleep (that is when ur intellect says goodbye and all ur memories 

come to surface ... but it is too late to bring order to this puzzle of memories u had been blocked from most of ur life). 
psychosis is when this process happens earlier ... the sad thing is: where can u work on those memories without being 

imprisioned in concentrated care operations called mental hospitals? of course, u would need a safe environment, no stress 
and time and rest for urself ... and people standing by and lending help ... other one’s than those white guys with 

pharmaceutical drugs at hand, u would need those rare individuals, who went across this abyss, returning with real 
experience. a psychosis in a mad world may be a path to true health. nevertheless it is dangerous, covered by illusions and 
dead ends, cos astral beings can influence people without borders and without protection. drugs are of no help at all or of 
very little help. the original soteria concept implemented in switzerland must have been incredible. the soft versions are 
just cheap copies, implemented in order to stop this movement ... always the same principle: game of control & power. 

 

sunlite is needed to catalyse sulfate production 
 

 
 

aluminium and thimerosal disrupt the pineal gland and its ability to make sulphate. why? ur pineal gland has no border to 
protect it from what is inside ur blood. (blood-brain barrier is naturally absent in this area ... every space needs an access) 
glyphosate (roundup herbizide) disrupts sulphur management ... which is only one way those hellish toxins attac health 

emf (electrosmog) makes blood brain barrier leaky, even if u cannot feel it (that makes it so dangerous) !!! 
 

u are under attac in the age of aluminium 
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? how do they get inside of u ? 

 

 
aluminium compounds get inside ur brain where no borders are (via bloodstream) 

aluminium nanoparticles are contained in sunscreens (sun blockers with LSF) and deodorants  
thimerosal is a designer mercury compound – the most toxic non-radioactive metal (preservative in vaccines) 

glyphosate is in food products (GMO foods and animal-meat-products in europe, with the exception of switzerland) 

 
vaccines contain thimerosal and ur children are a primary target. we know now that vaccines are the reason for blockage in 

respect to trauma too. vaccines can disrupt a fine balance between pituitary gland, pineal gland and other glands. or 
differently speaking: “every obsession needs a physical vehicle”. a vaccine-shot and the poison is inside u. the vaccination 

against hepatitis B in former eastern germany (ddr) was NOT safe at all. the author could avoid it, simply cos of some 
suspicion from parental side. as the author checked in the ingredients later on, he concluded that he just had luckily 

escaped some unpredictable scenario. whoever was not suspicious could not escape those kinds of collective vaccination in 
a mandatory school setting as it had been practiced in ostblock-countries. later in his life he did get this vaccination, cos 

being a medical student, he had no choice but to accept such kind of vaccination. nevertheless the new substance was safe 
enuff in his opinion. today the situation is totally different.  there is much more ingredients and they are from animal source 

(directly from the slaughterhouses) or genetically engineered and most scientific reports concerning them are just fake ... 
www.impfkritik.de (u can order a movie made by professionals including independent scientists and medical doctors) 

 
 

 

 
 

more in respect to this and other topics: 
thomas schmelzer “trauma holocaust” raum & zeit, 184 (31. jg.) juli / aug. 2013, p. 93 -97, 

dvd „mama illegal“ by ed moschitz www.mamaillegal.com     annie jacobsen “operation paperclip” (little, brown, 576 pages) 
dvd movie “good kill”, belgium      joseph p. farrell “covert wars and breakaway civilisations” 978-1-935487-83-8 

antje bultmann “psychiatrisierung – wie unbequeme buerger entsorgt werden“ , raum & zeit 189/ 2014: 83-85 
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dementia 

 

brain vessels full of aluminium and other substances from non-alkaline blood are narrowed, blocked and no more able to 
supply fresh oxygen and  nutrients to brain cells. thus breakdown of old matter and rewiring of nerve connections is no 

more possible. if u cannot break down old connections (old memories), u cannot make new connections (new memories). 
that is the very reason for the fact, that all those in power rite now in this country are “doing what they always did” 

 

 

copyrite is with marienkirche, hansestadt luebeck, germany 

 ... and u wonder why they are so blindly following a path towards their own destruction ... it is not their fault. they have 
some kind of subclinical dementia. they try to solve problems of today using what they know from yesterday. the truth is: u 
can solve problems of today only if u know ur past and apply solutions from the future. those solutions already exist and are 

accessible. looking for them can be like seeking a needle in a “heuhaufen” ... most people get lost on this journey ... 
 

 

copyrite is with marienkirche, hansestadt luebeck, germany 

! quidquid agis, prudenter agas et respice fine ! 
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the secret 

 

if u cherish and protect animals (by not eating them ... for instance), they will help u invisibly and visibly 

the key to unlock brocken and blocked hearts is removing plaques by a plant based diet and the more ”into vegan raw” the  
better. cos: if “purity” has a physical equivalent, then it is in the blood. it is NOT and never has been in the genes. this 

genetic stuff and “vererbungslehre” and “rassentheorie” was the greatest of all lies, some people took as truth. “purity of 
blood” is reflected in a “free flow” within blood vessels. if “flow” is perfect, the “soul” is free and “the holy spirit”, which is 
all around and all pervading, can be accessed. this is what they meant saying: “the spirit of god hovered over the waters”. 

 

! watch the face of the sphinx ! it does resemble a real face ... and perhaps this face is not of earthly origin ... 

 

? what if there was “intelligent design” and “evolution” ? 
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there are 2 different creation stories in the christian bible 

 

 

 

written by a scholar, this book has incredible insights ...(citing “classified new discoveries” to connect the dots) 

the human body is a cristall-fluid-battery. it it best if this battery is truly alkaline. that is what “purity” truly means. all 
genetic enigneering or knock-out experiments or even genetic recombination or genetic therapy is “child play”, performed 
by low level scientists. their playground is the experiment: “if u just have equipment, let us put something inside and look 
what will happen.”  that is their principle. such a principle had been rejected by scientists like albert einstein. everybody 

could do such thing and call it science. there is nothing very creative in this. u need only machines, money, “human capital” 
... the real thing is lacking: inner vision and hi-er knowledge from beyond. inner knowledge from the heart is the key 
ingredient for true progress.  that is the place a hi-er ethics is coming from. otherwise there is no thing as progress.  

 

 

? is “uncovering all truth” as dangerous and exciting as shown in the abovementioned movie ? go 4 it ! it is ur life !!! 

western science, and especially biotechnology (from genetically engineering thru genetic enhancement) is built on one of 
the biggest cover-up stories. u may be surprised, but all of people are, if contronted with “reality”. bioengineering might 

work at some level. but it has side effects. why? it is far from the truth. genes exist, dna does exist, but u have all ur 
ancestor’s dna within ur dna. if only 1% of ur genetic code is translated into bodily protein, then guess what the rest of ur 

dna is: NOT junk. it is all the other ancestor’s background information. u can read those later writings by those who 
discovered human dna (watson & crick). u can read biographys of eminent scientists, just to get the facts of who they were 
and what level of consciousness they reached. most start somewhere being young. they end up somewhere else being old. 

 

 

? reflecting a strange story of “hacking into some system” ? 
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save ur people 

 

it is wise not 2 judge others – the best way 2 get rid of ‘em 4 good 

! quoted above is a book called “the germans” – xenophobe’s guide series ... excellently written ! similar to books written 
by philosopher, historian, sociologist and writer joachim fernau (still available in german language in antiquariats) 
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save ur city 

 

there is one like u: small, innocent and doing this kind of “exploring thinx”, similar to “haenschen klein” ... return or not? 

 

there is a time for everything ... the time of inner reflection is now and perhaps the new generation will never loose some 
kind of unity-consciousness. all the other generations lost it bit by bit during earthly indoctrination. always thinking 

something would become better after growing up ... the biggest of lies !!! the world of a child is of the same complexity and 
challenges as the world of grown-ups. later in life u wonder how subtle some indoctrination cultivated this “illusion ego” as 

some kind of separate identity at the expense of the hi-er self ... 
 

 

even a “gruenfuessiges teichhuhn” will find something to eat. it does not have to be bread, bread and more stupid bread. 
the way it is produced nowadays does not resemble anything traditional anymore. that is why this don quijote story by 

miguel de cervantes is so important. it was not about progress, it was about food production becoming an industry ... with 
all its dire consequences ... 

 

 

https://unitythemovement.com     www.thrivemovement.com 

? or did they sell everything already ? 
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hurrying, after some suspicion about the true situation became soldified with every bit of new information from independent 
searching and non-mainstream media 

 

... not even asking u ... 
 

perhaps it is no surprise ... and perhaps it does not matter anymore ... cos there might be something happening now ... 
which puts those selling their own kids to some anonymus investor in front of their own true image: welcome, dorian grey! 

! face urself, there is no one 2 judge u, no one 2 stop u, perhaps no one 2 even talk 2 u about this ! only silence and 
witnessing everything, cos the new generation of kids can feel it everywhere ... seeing rite thru ur heart ... where all is open, 

nothing hidden, no place 2 hide ... 
 

 

 

it just all comes back now, cos mother earth (gaia) is healing, is not dead, will not die, no matter how hard some apocalyptic 
religious visionaries and fanatic priests are empowering other perhaps atheistic secret agents to put their visions into reality 
... it is all their energy, all their thoughts ... their offspring playing videogames have creative power too ... do not ask, what 
realities they are creating just thru some stupid videogames! it is with the same kind of popular soldier-hero “images” that 

some big military organisation is recruiting “their future staff”. sad story, but u can go urself to some event like “games 
com” in cologne and see how this “recruitment” is taking place ... it seems to be a mixture of shizophrenic behaviour, if men 

“shape” their offspring according to “their image”, while blocking the way to a real spirituality (experience rather than 
words and books) just to see that “their offspring” fall prey to alcohol and drugs (they have to fall so deep, just because 
their parents left them no choice). and mothers trying hard to change the course of life are always too late, cos the are 

more mature, more individual beings then men. men are similar to “flocks of animals”. women are more similar to 
independent individuals. that is why women are higher in terms of evolution. did u know that in nordic mythology it is said 

that magic belongs to women? if men practiced it, it had been associated with misuse of power, perversion, etc.. 
 

? mitgegangen, mitgefangen, mitgehangen ? 

“awake – ein reisefuehrer ins erwachen“ movie by catharina roland (A 2012) trinity-verlag.de    
awakeinthedream.net        
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? “verschmutzungsrechte” ? 

 

marriage is the embodiement of a spell. (mose, genesis: 2:24) “ ... he leaves mother and father to live with his wife ...” - is 
there  nothing in between? nothing like a personal spiritual journey, before falling prey to sinking into a “comfortably 

numb” life, where both man and woman are bound to be one? a spell until death trears them apart. the spell is as follows: 
man was not made to live with someone else in a tiny flat and an urban or suburban setting. tight professional schedules, 
everyday stress, quarreling and no space for oneself: how can u be happy under such circumstances? it does not matter 

how much money u may earn. u are forced to spend it on satellite-business like insurance, social security, tax, etc. etc. ur 
home is where ur heart is. as heart and mind are connected, and words are so powerful: do u have an idea how much u 

loose of all ur energy in the same kind of family-business-communication every day? u can only survive in such situation if 
living in the countryside with a lot of fresh air, nature around u, and time to relax. mother nature can refuel ur body-system 

... 

 

this book is useful as a shocker, cos money is almost useless, this book is useless in respect to the author’s advise 
cos just another way of buying urself into safety does not help. u can only heal from inside, not by transferring ur worries 
from money to property or “sachwerte”. u must be able to keep in order what u have ... all by urself, without servants or 

others working for u ... that would mean a bit more freedom to u, cos freedom is all what matters now 
 

it is naive to think that ur local heroes are only interested in ur future. they are interested in their future. but having sunken 
into schizophrenic double bind situations while selling their souls on the way ... they just cannot help u. they have too much 
worries, cos their whole life is built on a big big lie: that there is something else than an everlasting present moment. they 
have hoarded a lot of money out of worries. they worried for sickness in old age. now their “dream” has come true. they 
are old and sick and are afraid if u. if u do not want to become that way, who will pay them? if u do not willingly accept 
their control over ur life, what could they control instead?  cos they have time ... u do not have. u know about climate 

change. they see it is as remote as ur future not knowing that evolution and change appear suddenly after tipping points 
have been crossed. now they are spending the rest of planetary resources like they always did: “man goennt sich ja sonst 

nichts”. they do not care about a future other than their own future. they cannot comprehend “exponential effects”. 
 

nur damit sie taeglich was schaffen 

www.thrivemovement.com/chemtrails-how-they-affect-you-and-what-you-can-do.blog 
www.thrivemovement.com/cell-phones-more-than-voice-in-your-ear.blog 
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grenzschmutz 

 
many men go to work every day, cos nobody can stand them at home anymore 

many men go to the army, cos being suppressed all their life, they want to be like heroes 
in fact they are sinking deeper, cos exchanging the master does not help the slave ... he will just be another one’s slave 

 
 

 

touching movie, very meditative but showing the land, the people and the sadness of life in parts of europe during ancient 
times. it is the opposite to “action movie”, reflecting on human values and weaknesses ... the soundtrack fits amazingly to 

the spheric scenery, atmospheric images and philosophical content put into as few words as possible. the movie might be as 
sad as the landscape. and in the movie it rains as much as in parts of this country. 

 

? sturmbewehrte arbeitsplaetze ? 

 

no recommended movie, just showing that it is real already, it is not just a movie ... it might be real already. u can talk to 
refugees in order to have an idea about what is really going on. it does not make sense to drive them away from their 

homes, cos some industry needs resources just to keep some “arbeitsplaetze” (employment) here. if machinges do the work, 
then u should ask urself, why “control” means everything to some people. they took the game to another level. nothing new, 

only global now. devil’s circles all around and it makes no sense to judge, cos: “whoever picks someone else’s nose, he 
himsself is dirty” - „wer anderen in der nase bohrt, ist selbst ein schwein“ (pigs do not pick their nose, nor are they dirty) 

(wie speziestisch dieser satz ist, merkt man erst, wenn man alles schweinische hinter sich gelassen hat, besonders, was die 
taegliche ladung verdauungsbrei angeht, egal wie burger-l-ich das sein mag) 

 

clean ur closet, like rapper eminem did, and then u can say (with the words of dido: 

“nothing is really mine” – the only task here on earth is transforming each dirty and 

wasted place into a happier and more inspiring one 

https://youtu.be/IEV5AFFcZ-s  
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interlude 

 

vor-sinnflut 

scharfer blick u schaerfung aller sinne fusst auf perfektem „flow“. clean bloodvessels and alkaline blood increase sharpness of senses 
(flowing blood represents the flow of life, the soul). if gods are those who brought language to mortals, then a way to approach them is 

knowing more and more foreign languages ... u will discover amazing thinx on da way ... perhaps even ur “real self” 
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the key 

 

 u can shift along ur genetic code’s “uncoding”  (so called useless) sequences and re-activate them. this is possible, if u shift 
ur diet towards more ancient eating habits. the more u move towards a purely plant based diet, the better for u, cos u 

reactivate only access to hi-er spiritual realms without being affected by lower realms. all eating has to do with knowledge 
(if u prepare ur meals urself, u might have an idea how this works, if u prepare ur meals with a mortar u might become an 

alchemist urself ... this is perhaps how homeopathy was “discovered” by samuel hahnemann ... a gift by some hi-er intuition, 
cos he was very poor and had many kids ... and of course, there is an element of “secret societies” in his life, whatever order, 

whatever loge, whatever belief ... even he was bound to follow, perhaps that is the reason that he became rich in paris). 

 

asgaard’s prophecy 

 

courtesy of and copyrite from gallo-romeins museum, tongeren, belgium, www.galloromeinsmuseum.be 

 
the midgaardslang is around u. it represents ur subconsciousness. it is not brain-bound. ur brain is ur personal computer. 

there u store part of ur information. ur soul is hovering around u like god hovers over the waters. ur soul stores all the 
information that comes into ur system via subliminals (more than 95 %) in a cloud around u. the holy spirit is working thru 
that cloud. it is infinte and all-pervading at the same time. the problem of our world is not good one’s and bad one’s. the 

problem is just that many things are not in the right place. if each and everyone of us has brought light into this cloud 
around himself, then no darkness would be there anymore. earth is beyond duality already. mother nature is in heaven 

already. all what is left to say can be put into 4 words: “waiting for a human”, which is u! 

 

salvation is a personal matter 
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there is no apocalypse – some generation is just getting old 

 

 

the reason why this planet pandora could be invaded by the protagonists of this excellent movie is to be found in some small 
but significant detail: the wild one’s did sacrifice animals and thus they had a tiny fraction of evil inside. enuff to let the ego 
grow with all its dire consequences ... but that is life, even if it took a “spiraling downward” movement. the invaders are like 
westerners with their colonial mentality (comparable to spanish conquistadores in the americas). they accelerated a society 
already in decline. and now they too have to fall. western world has caught the whole planet ... mother earth has evolved, so 
where is human evolution ??? we are not here to start from scratch again ... just some truth is needed, some lite in da dark! 

 
a double bind situation 

it is a very personal thing, that gift of human’s free will. darkness is only thru the net of cause and effect bouncing back on 

humans with different time lag. what we experience now is “reintegration of soul” and “acceleration of individual karma” in 

terms of “reaping what once has been put as seeds into the field of one’s own biography”. it is a kind of harvest, a kind of 

individual salvation or even damnation (mostly meaning another cycle in the next life). some will go hi-er and never come 

back, some will recycle here (reincarnation). some will even go to lower worlds (they do create such pleaces here, if they 

continue to build up bad karma).  

examples: 
one conventional t-shirt needs  150g of pesticides and up to 10.000 liters of water 

 
most resources (even stones, bricks) are not fair trade and come from far away 

 
the current tax system does encourage wasting of resources due to re-investment 

and tax-avoiding-strategies. it is so rotten and bend to private interests that 
only a group of specialist people know all the tricks and insider ways to save 
money. it has become a means to keep people under lifelong control. free urself! 

 
what use is such a complicated society, if most business is  in fact parasitic, 

feeding on the revenues of others?         if those parasitic businesses have bought 
all the tools to control people, then we are in some kind of block time realm, a 

100% deterministic universe where everything is under control, a perfectly 
planned (fascist) society, rotten from inside, cos there is no more space for 

development ...  for rest ... for reflection         for serenity, for happinezz 
 

we are already there. this is capitulo- communism, and what is going on rite 
now is this strange program. it has been known to many people. those “awaken 

one’s” at times feel as if they are in some kind of bad movie. almost everyone 
on the street has an idea about this. the rest is doing daily business in offices ... 

without any clue about what is happening around them. how surprised 
and sad they will be, if one day they wake up from such a nitemare?      
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the darkest hour 
 

 
 

“dracula untold” - very somber and cruel movie ... reflecting the darkest of european - asian culture clash very well 
true story of prince vlad becoming the son of the devil, this movie is a must see for all involed in business and money 
cos it has a surprising end ... least those smart and handsome men do not forget whom they are really following ... 

(interestingly the russian movie “the dark world” has a similar connection to our world at the end ... surprise, surprise!) 
 
 

 
 

“u sit here in these vast halls with a crown upon ur head and yet u are lesser now than u have ever been.” ... “u cannot see 
what u have become”  “hobbit trilogy, part III, battle of the 5 armies”      (some entrepreneurs feel like kings now) 

 
“a king has its reign and then he dies” ... “it’s inevitable!” ... “that is the natural order of thinx” 

“u used to have so much grace!” ... “they respected u, look up 2 u!” ... “u `re nothing than a scared old man!” 
 

quotes from the movie “prometheus” dvd, 2012, dvd extras:  a king has his reign 

 

global dimming – personal and outside 
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dementia 
 

 
 

if dementia ensues, the physical brain (similar to a computer) will be blocked by some hardware problems. access to 
harddrive will be slower than before, for instance. the more acidic the blood, the more blocked the vessels are. the more 

blocked the vessels are, the less “sweeping out”. “cleaning out ur closet” as eminem has once put it, is each human being’s 
holy task on earth. it starts within one’s own familiy. if this is not done during active life, then in old age it could be too late. 

loosening ties of attachment. 
 

 
 

the best way to avoid dementia is natural raw vegan food pattern. if everbody had a garden, it could be cultivated and 
harvested with no pollution, no anonymus modern day “slavery” and in a peaceful manner. pic about plant-milk upgrade ... 

it is so easy to make a dessert or flan or pudding from a package of plant based milk (that milk u can do urself too) 
 

as the soul is taking over in an attempt to loosen ties to the physical world, people around u might not be able to establish 
contact anymore. that is what dementia is about. and that is what nordic mythology meant with dawn of the gods 

(goetterdaemmerung). cos it is a population problem now. it is human-made, inspired by some dark forces (“welttyrannin 
rom”) – see the quote by poet klopstock further below: interestingly both charlemagne and nrw are following some 

tradition in this “roman empire” tendency. even the colors of this country’s flag do reflect this ... seen with the “heart”, with 
the eyes of an artist / child / real homeopath. 
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ragnaroek 

 

 
 

if their idea of “elysium” is a city like “asgaard”, then u better run. there are other places, for instance “vanaheim”. earth is 
much more beautiful then any kind of sterile spaceship or a city without big trees and devoid of pristine rain-forests. keep in 

mind: walhalla is connected to asgaard ... but that is only one part of the story, they rest got lost, but re-appears now. 
 
 

it had been forespelled that at ragnaroek fenrir (“der fenriswolf” or “hati and skoell”) will devour  sun and moon. u can 
easily connect the dots and read all u can get about cloud seeding (they try stop global warming by global dimming with 

“cloud seeding technology”). it does not work and serves only to block vital access to sunlite.  
 

 
 

people become depleted of vitamin d, get depression, get tired, eat too much. eating too much of junk food leads to further 
breaking down of physical health. vaccination (thimerosal) and pesticid / herbicid (roundup) exposure thru accumulation in 
animal based food (GMO = full of glyphosate) lead to heart disease, cancer and autoimmune disease. this is reflected mainly 

in the gut-brain. all u have inside ur bowels does affect ur brain. and that is the way u are subject to mind-control and 
brainwashing without that u even realise it. 

 

 
 

? “beowulf” ? interestingly, even predator-animals are human’s helpers in ancient urban myths 
the way they have been used by local churches for their sinister purposes is apparent too (truth cannot hide) 

it was just the natural way of a rotten society if devils had been employed to build institutions of indoctrination. 
is it surprising that those with the most of fear are those asking for guns? hunters, butchers, soldiers ... are full of fear 

 
 it is just that ur senses loose power. they become less and less sharp with the time. people do not smell it anymore. they 

can not feel it anymore. clostridia overgrowth and rotten dead matter inside people’s bowels slowly but steadily take over. 
acidic blood is only fueling bad temper. anger erupts like volcanoes. body fluids reflect a sickened body, especially the bile. 

there is scarring of liver tissue a long time before anyone can see it. malabsorption of essential substances complicates 
matters further (isn’t this the same as reflected in the image of an eagle devouring the liver of prometheus while he is 

caged onto a rock in caucasian mountains?). prophesies are not here to be fulfilled. they are a warning for those followers! 
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g.o.d.’s creation 
 

 
 

the first human beings (askr and embla) had been made by gods from tree-trunks. dwarfs and elbs were part of that 
creation story too.  those ancient gods worshipped something ... nobody does know exactly what ... but surely something 

not of this world.  
 

each human being is made up of hamr (shell = huelle) and hugr (wesen). hugr is the true character. there is shapeshifters – 
beings appearing in human form but able to transform into bear or wolf for instance (in the case of most men). women 
could transform into beings from the sea or birds. attila – the great leader of the hunns had úlfshugr = wolf-like nature.  

 

 
 

in german mythology every human has a hamingja, some kind of spirit living in the body but able to leave this body. 
hamingja does represent happiness (compare with the american constitution where happiness was incorporated).  

 
within each family there is a fylgja (doppelgaengerin). it is part of a family (clan) and will be transmitted from generation to 

generation. it is always female. this kind of entity does protect and often times appears in dreams. she warns if danger is 
looming. could it be that this fylgja watches over some kind of “family spell”, which is transmitted from generation to 
generation until one person of the family can break it? is this ur “guardian angel”? is this the one protecting u, until u 

become a “free soul” ... ? “free soul” is this when u are above karmic ties of cause and effect, which do not allow free will ? 
are “normal” people never free (caught by law of karma) ? is “free will” ur entry to “godhood”? is this “unity” – if u are able 

to access and control ur subconsciousness, making use of the rest of ur brain potential (95%), loosing all ur fears? 
 

 
it is said that pregnant women attract butterflies 
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real freedom 
 

 
 

is never by killing the dragon. can only achieved by a “definitive pact”. the knight / fighter represents the intellect, the 
strategy, everything the human mind produces out of reason. the dragon is the subconscious mind, the animal soul. it is 

made of desires, emotions, intuition. if a man fights against this dragon, he might apparently win, but in the end, the 
dragon will win. see odin’s end at ragnarok. if on the other hand people totally give in to their emotions, desires, they can 
get lost in illusion. then the dragon is running around freely, but the knight can not tame it. he cannot use his powers. true 

freedom is if the dragon accepts the knight freely. then he will serve him. but first the knights ego has to die. watching 
avatar again might clarify this ... there u have this dragon-myth depicted with dinosaur-like creatures ... 

 

 
 

bearing in mind what is written above, some movies like “twilight trilogy” by stephenie meyer make sense. especially, if u 
saw the dvd-extras and if ur attention was on food too. u even can watch “the host” (dt. fassung “seelen”, mentioned 

somewhere else in this book) and replace this underground-crops of grain with vegan raw or fruitarian lifestyle. then u can 
be sure that the european solution to “big brother’s” threat is very simple and straightforward. it does not need any 

violence or danger. some movies are made to wake people up. they might reflect subpopulations on earth. they even can 
have a special target audience. this “twilight saga” was very succesful in belgium. in germany they even made a persiflage-

“beilight” movie. it must be really bad, but it gives hope too. cos during WWII the aim of those leaders was directed at 
erasing the germans. adolf hitler was explicitely trying to destroy them completely after witnessing that his goal was not to 

reach with them. historian sebastian haffner wrote about this extensively. there is much more to it, cos it seems that 
leaders are to be pitied, cos they are powered by all people supporting them. later their hamingja might leave them, which 
is reflected in “selling one’s soul” or in the “faust” concept adapted by j w goethe. it is a sad story if u see them fall and all 

around u know this with the exception of “those leaders” playing a comedy on a strange stage ... 
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the day u become a free person on earth 
 

 

fenrir / fenris was son of fire-god loki and frost giantess (!) angrboda. he was destined to swallow odin (house of aesir). the 
aesir are the war-gods of ancient germanic mythology. they have been very competitive ... their karma is hitting now 

the picture above is not a nice one, but it is from pompeji – before it sank beneath the ashes of a vulcano-eruption (!!!) 
sometimes 2 dogs represent this fenrir-wolf, cos mythology is “stretchable”, it has local modifications too ... 

 

“ ... die hohe rom ward zum kriegerischen stolz schon von der woelfin gesaeugt: lange war sie welttyrannin ...“ 

poem „mein vaterland“ by friedrich gottlieb klopstock“ 

u can compare this with the lyrics from david guetta feat. sia “falling to pieces” 

with the help of mighty brothers 

  

“earthlings” – movie, recommended for all doing “western science”, with poetic voice of “spiderman” joaquin phoenix 
 

! if u want to know why those hunterers featured in the official video “falling to pieces” (youtube it: david guetta feat. sia) 
are so fierce and brutal, just watch what they eat ...! to make the connection to mythology:  just ask urself, who is funding 
all this research leading to more and more junk food, “frankenfood” etc. ? this food changes human microbiome. thru this 

and vaccinations, radiation, pharmaceuticals, drugs, alcohol etc. humans are transformed into controllable subjects (a caste 
of cheap consumers). it is exactly as forespelled by klopstock. we are now at the time of “goetterdaemmerung”. it is an 

inside game. humans still have a chance to individual salvation.  
 

if u want to know the house of aesir, read “harbardlied”, (full of killing, rape, etc. – gods became like devils) 
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watch out for seduction powered by industry 

 

 
 

very tasty vegan chocolate bar. there are 3 vegetarian types, only the chocolate one is vegan. nevertheless if u take a look 
at ingredients u might eat that delicious piece of food not too often. luckily there are much better and 100% raw vegan 

chocolate bars available. the only problem might be ur local dealer. he does not know it, his costumers do not know it and 
both are moving in circles ... until the time of death is there: voilá! game over! and ... too late for them ... wasting a precious 

lifetime! sinking while enjoying this prision of sleeping, working, shopping and eating and talking ... what a tragedy!  
 
 

 
 

they missed a real chance to ascend into the realm of godhood ... they did only recycle all thoughts of the past, keeping hell 
alive.* hell was not created by gods. hell was created by meat-eating humans. they are moving in circles, encaged in a 
golden prison, not knowing what awaits them after death ... their evolution was a pixeled block time realm made up of 

smaller and  smaller pixels and bigger and bigger screens just because their vision got lost on the way ... 
 

 
 
 

*” ...as soon as it became day, all the dead stood there again and fought, and all the weapons could be used again ... until 
the dawn of gods” from “hoegni und hilde” manfred stange “die edda” 3-86047-107-4, bechtermuetz verlag (weltbild 

verlag, augsburg 1995)     a clear reference that those dark energies are still there and need to be transformed by the gods. 
only those are able to dissolve them thru “heaven’s grace”     humans are to be pitied, they are caught in a shadow world ...  

 

www.welcometofreedom.at 
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saved by invisible guardians and fairy queens 

 

in order to be free, it might be enuff to be vegan, trying to move towards raw vegan (depicted is the preparing process of the 
author’s dinner meal ... u can have different variants by replacing ingredients, for instance rice-brans (reiskleie), oat brans 

(haferkleie) with other raw food grains 
 

time is passing and some “zeitfenster” are closing. the new earth is already there. the sun already has given birth to a 
daughter. she does rise at dawn and sink at the end of day the same way as her mother did.  the food of the future has 

been mentioned in the “edda” too.  

 

fruit arian is real arian 

 

„ ... an einem orte, hodminirs holz genannt, verbargen sich 2 menschen, lif und lifthrasir genannt, und naehrten sich vom 
morgentau. von diesen beiden stammt ein so groosses geschlecht, dass es die ganze welt bewohnen wird ...“ 

 
„ ...at a place called hodminir’s wood, 2 humans, called lif and lifthrasir, were hiding. they fed themselves on morning dew. 

from those a huge lineage sprang forth, that will live in the whole world ... ” 
 
 
 

! it is a question of food, not of genetics or inheritance ! 

dr. med. heinrich kremer “darwins irrtum und die krebsmedizin“ in raum & zeit mai / juni 1999 (nr. 99) 17. jg. pp. 5 - 17 

www.thriveforward.com  
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old swede 

 

potatoes with dark color inside (!), this sort is called “blue swede”, the author does make juice of of it. filtering the starch out 
of it u can enjoy both the liquid (for instance with freshly pressed apples) and the solid matter (“trester”). no need for 

cooking ... just make sure there are no green spots on the potatoes surface ... there is a saying “the thumbest of famers get 
the biggest potatoes”, if they only knew, that the smalles of potatoes are the best ones (those “blue swede” are in fact very 
small. they have more of yang quality. even if potatoes are yin veggies. those “blue swede” potatoes are depicted here in 
original size, if u would print this page on a a4 sheet of paper (european dimensions ... but it does not matter that much) 

 
reading all this u should keep in mind: mythology is like religion: stories with archetypical ingredients from which a world is 

brought into being. as this world is not completely pre-determined and u still might have a tiny fraction of “free will” ... u 
can make some great adventure out of it. cos mythology tales and religious texts have been written down a long time ago, 
but earth had evolution since then. in the beginning all those stories had only been transmitted orally. those stories could 

be updated by wise people or changed by priests that way.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

according to their respective levels they always changed something. that is why most of european history is so dark, so 
rotten, so disgusting ... it makes no sense to try to “return to old ways” just to nourish some ill-understood romanticism. it 
would be better to find a balance, using the best ingredients from the past and from the future. this is possible, cos there is 

only one crucial moment: “der augenblick” – one second – and ur whole life can be changed ... ur devil is the only one. u 
might even have created it urself – by dark thinking! 

 

the devil u know is the only one 

 

asgaard is a replica of human’s world, but (lower) gods live there. they are bound by karma still, even if they are gods. 

this is similar to greek mythology. what both “official versions” might have neglected is “the beyond”: different sphere, 

where the almighty (highest god) dwell ... which is not to describe in human language ... so there will be silence here too 

on this matter ... 
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lower gods 
 

 
 

it might be that those lower gods do influence the world of humans. they do think that they represent the almighty one’s. 
seen from human’s perspective it might appear that way. if u only know mainstream media, u might get the impression that 

end-time is everywhere. this in fact has a purpose, cos wherever the inspiration of authors, writers, artists might come 
from, most of them are inspired thru addictive substances and thus they are doing this kind of “prometheus” thing: not 

bringing fire this time, but other thinx to keep humans busy and to keep them in illusionary realms. perhaps some advanced 
artists, professionals, businessmen, executives do represent those “lower gods” on earth. but there are these rare 
individuals who do represent those “hi-er gods” on earth. u can never know who is who ... until u are up to them! 

 
 

 there is some kind of agenda put into reality which resembles everything we had been warned of by some artists, yet 
people go on in their mad ways ... if gods are back, then the only way to some kind of personal safety would be taking 

“refuge in the highest form of knowledge”, protection by the highest powers. those highest powers require one thing as 
prerequisite: peaceful food ... the rest will reveal itself step by step ... cos if there is no time for some, and less and less 

time for others, then one thing does not make sense anymore: time is money. in fact both are non-existent, both do reflect 
a mechanism of control. and control is essentially a  very human thing. control is what collectivist models of society have 
been based on, like the system in former east-germany  ... speaking about germany, nina hagen once said: “u live in the 

most controlled society on earth”. wake up, neo is long forgotten and is very outdated !!! u do not need any role model ! 
 

hel – not a place of punishment 

 

a tomb of a mighty female wizard had been discovered in our era. her clothes were of blue color with red ornaments. 
apparently this femal wizard was well respected and venerated. it seems that the use of halluzinogenes like “bilsenkraut” 

had been practiced by her ... this might be enuff for the reader to reach one conclusion: she was a kind of shaman. and they 
could only communicate with lower gods. now u know on which level the mainstream viking society was based on ... she 

might have been the incarnation of the she-wolf ... some kind of a-type personality which acts as some attractor to 
influential humans. but u can be sure that there are hi-er level beings protecting all those who yearn for eternal liberation. 

 
peter pentz, neil price “das frauengrab in fyrkat“ from „die wikinger“ edited by gareth williams & peter pentz, 978 3 7774 

2232 9 (this book and the exhibition on which it is based cannot help u to really understand “viking mythology”. but seen in 
context with the exhibition held in tongeren, belgium (from the swedish museum) something different emerges ...  

 

perhaps just another “kurort” for “sick individuals” 
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? atlantis – how often, which place ? 
 

 
 

? do u have an idea, why most of “helgoland” is not accessible to the general public ? 
 

in opposition to celtic mythology (which is “druide-bound”), in nordic mythology there is no such “messenger”- element. 
nobody does “believe” in anything. spiritiuality is just “experienced” – it is “real”. awakening to spirituality (youtube the 
movie “awake”, u can watch it free of charge in full length) can be reached thru plant based food only. meat does only 

activate the lower chakras, which increases sex drive. loosing all precious alkaline body fluid makes men become sick and 
old and senile. it happens now, gradually ... isn’t it funny? in western societies many men do have a harem too. 

 

 
 

courtesy of and copyrite by “ueberirdisch nordisch” exhibition about akseli gallen-kallela – “finnland im geist der moderne”, 
museum kunstpalast duesseldorf, smkp.de 

 
 the difference to islamic societies might be: in historic middle east one man used to have many women at the same time 

(which was installed due to social reasons as a measure of social security ... originally it had nothing to do with sex). in 
western europe one man often times has many women sequentially (apparently old-fashioned men cannot live on their 

own if they are getting old ... is that the reason re-marriage is so popular?) poor women ... still stumbling over this trap ... 
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it comes back now from all sides 

 

 
 

? why ? 
 

cos individual footprint is important, if all comes back in a wish to solve all repressed emotions, all repressed knowledge, all 
secrets. it coms back to those who generated them, cos gods do not really care for other’s business. they do care 4 mother 
earth though. there is an inspiring story about law and forgiveness in ancient times: king olaf tryggvason  once had asked 

for a ship being built. craftman thorberg skafhug was comissioned to handcraft part of the ship. shortly before the work was 
done he had to leave. an urgent personal matter was the reason. after he was back the ship was approved and praised by 
the king and his followers. surprisingly on the next day part of some planks had been found damaged. the king was upset. 
he insisted that the issue needed to be resolved. finally thorberg admitted being responsible for this act of violence.  the 
king condemned him to repair the damage. and behold ! after the planks had been re-crafted by thorberg himself, they 

were much better than they had been in the beginning ... (from the book “die wikinger” by garreth williams) 
 
 

 
 

courtesy of and copyrite by “inka – kings of the andes” lokschuppen.de 
 

do u know why in the christian bible it is said something like “do not let ur left hand know what ur right hand is doing”? 
 

for answers u might want to watch movie “the host” (“seelen”), cos we have 2 hemispheres, one rational / intellectual and 
one intuitive / poetic. both do influence the body. both can rearrange their neuronal circuits. but most importantly both are 
limited. but there is access to unlimited knowledge inside of u. once ur brain-hemispheres are synchroniously working = do 

not work sequentially during day and nite, u have “unity consciousness”. this is the beginning of enlightenment and the 
path to god-consciousness. 

 
but on ur way u are still traceable by others. the left hemisphere mostly is determined, planing everything and calculating. 
ur agents know how to access it ... thoughts can be read by psychics and by all animals (more or less). ur rational self had 
been called “human soul”. this is what makes ego grow. if u are heading towards “top of the world”, be warned. cos u are 

controllable. and someone is always faster. and: “pride is before falling from grace” -  “hochmut kommt vor dem fall, demut 
danach”.  ur intuitive part had been called “animal soul” by some persian mystic called mevlana rum. the hardest task in 
human life is to find balance. if ur parents have brought u up with neglecting ur poetic / artistic side then u have to start 

with finding that part of u somewhere in ur past. that takes time ... it makes no sense speeding up into some remote future, 
if u have no idea about how to care for a tiny plant, for a dog or a cat. it would be wise, if u knew such thinx, before u even 
think of “settling down”. cos life is a stern teacher. whatever lesson not learnt has to be re-learnt ... sometimes involving 

many lifetimes .... 
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sailing on the 7 seas 
 

 
 
 

did u know that ancient people living around the north sea and baltic sea used “nite jump” navigation? they did sail at nite 
only just to have an eye on the polar star. this was important, cos this world is made in such a way that something seems to 

be always lacking. (if people knew that the whole of humanity could be happy if they really would not go against 
themselves ... just some sharing of real knowledge would be enuff) what is more interesting is the following fact: from 

bronce age to mediaeval times an island named helgoland was a vast resource for copper-mining. the name “helgoland” 
does mean “holy land”. this resource was not exploited aggresively. copper trading had been done “by the way”. if tribes 

were visiting each other they did some exchange of goods too. but they have never been those kind of “traders”, 
“businessmen” like those appearing now.* 

 
 

 
 
 

 it fits very well with the notion of some ancient german tribes having fed on a vegan lifestyle. it might have been not black 
and white. there have been different tribes, different places and there was development too. as every civilisation usually 
makes a transition from god-like (olmecs, toltecs in the americas) thru descendants of gods (mayan civilisation) to human 
controlled societies (aztec society) this has been the case in europe too. there have been the same kind of barbarious and 

nasty bloody rituals among viking tribes as among mayan tribes. some priests always used black magic to control the rest of 
population ... now we are at the end of a kind of aztec-civilisation on a global scale on earth. the rest is cosmic with 

individual salvation, cos mother earth is saved and her consciousness is taking over ... ! believe it or not ! ... golden age is 
there already for those who know ... one world, one luv, rainbow colored. 

 
* detlev ellmers „fruehe boote – seefahrt waehrend der nordischen bronzezeit“ brueckenbuch der seeseegler, 

hochseeseglerabend 1993, segelkameradschaft „das wappen von bremen“, p. 22-28 
 

and the FBeeI can’t sleep 2nite 
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ur body needs healing as mother earth needs healing 
 

 
 

“unless u turn round and become like children, u will never enter the kingdom of heaven” matthew 18:3 
 

“never despise one of these little ones; i tell u, they have their guardian angels in heaven, who look continually on the face 
of my heavenly father.” matthew 18:10 

 
st. matthew: “how often am i to forgive my brother if he goes on wronging me? as many as 7 times? 

jesus christ: “i do not say seven times. i say 70 times 7.” matthew 18:21 
 
 

 
 
 

www.themaster.senator.de 
www.acielouvert-lefilm.com film by mariana otero, belgium 2014 

www.no-der-film.de film by pablo larraín, chile 2012 
www.lesmiserables-film.de 

www.thebestoffer-film.be film by guiseppe tornatore 
“l’origine de la pomme” film by catherine peix 

“des abeilles et des hommes“ film by markus imhoof, (suisse 2013) 
„lagos –notizen einer stadt“ film von jens wenkel (D 2011) 

 
 

!!! make fun it, let ‘em never sleep again, if they watch u !!! 
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there is more positive than negative already 
 

 
chocolate updrade with rose leaves and needles from coniferous trees, add some buckwheat etc, and mash it in a mortar 
with some tamari, a little bit of water (or no water at all) and some thistle oil (or peanuts, sunflower seeds) –> tasty bread 

 

in order 2 4give ur enemy u need 2 know him 
 

seemingly almost every young human being is following someone, be it the boss or some kind of instructor in professional 
terms. so make sure, u follow the best kind of “role model” u can find. or just follow urself, do it the “forrest gump” way. it 

might turn out the quickest path to real freedom and “divergent living”. above some positive, inspiring thinx, just to nourish 
hope, belief and good nrj !!! ur world is “pixeled” into reality every new morning. it is “holographic” and there are particles 

from other worlds continuously appearing, disappearing, etc ... even within ur own body !!! 

 
perhaps the devil is living under the same roof  as u 

 

 
it is ur own ego 

no need to join him in death 

falcos went this way, he is dead for good, nina hagen was there, and she is still alive (!) 

austrian pop icon falco (“amadeus”) fell prey to this kind of “satan promising the world” – he might be god-like ... 
unfortunately in lower realms and still bound by the law of cause and effect (karma) ... u ‘d better go beyond this trap, 

pinnochio (buratino) did it, jesus christ did it, buddha did it, prophet muhammad did it (pbuh) ... and do not believe those 
cheap buddha statues u can see in every second shop as a kind of decoration do mean anything important. it is low level 

junk, similar to the spirituality in western societies ... u can buy it in supermarkets ... u can do a lot of yoga thinx ... 
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“i am a quick chess player, have 9 skills, ... and me is mostly occupied with a book or doing some handicraft. i am able to ski, 
row and know playing the harp as well as writing poetry” jarl rognvald (a northman from ancient times) 

swimming was an elite sport for vikings ... which is one of the best thinx u can do for ur body. but what can u do, if the 
entrance fee for some indoor pool is so expensive that u rather buy some fresh organic fruits from it ... ? dance in the rain ! 

 
what has become of this city ? what has become of this country ? the author feels as some kind of refugee here ... 

such a strange land ... but given the fact that human’s body was created by lower gods, while the soul is from the hi-est, u 
can understand why lower gods want to control “their” creation. but hi-er gods are observing, especially those kind of 

watchmen are under observance. otherwise this world would have been gone in 2012 already, and many times before that 
date ... u can ask all animals, why ? u can ask what use is in all those weapons ... still, this religious wars ? what a shame !!! 

 
the center of europe did sink 5000 B.C. below sealevel, it was submerged (doggerland) by a flood-event, u can read about this 

“witch hole” close to the scottish coastline... www.neuzeit-online.de, nr. 28, sept/okt 2015) methane eruptions ... (similar to bermuda 
triangle) caused this flooding event. do not ever think of exploring it ... u’d better read frank schaetzing again and read about 

“kontinentalplatten on ocean floors”. they can shift due to methan. it is all bound to “tipping points”. to be save we only need degrowth ... 
nothing else!!! reading “die kluge else” by brothers grimm might help too, she overcame “murphy’s law” and found her freedom ... 
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marriage as the ultimate seduction 
 

 
 
 

“in line and settle down” – knowing the lyrics and understanding them, would be enuff for u to know which way to go ... 
even if u are already married (as singer gwen stefani is), there are ways to find creative and happy solutions, the movie 
“about time” is showing some ... and there is this official video by kimbra, called “settle down”. youtube it and enjoy! 

 
gods married or seduced daughters of giants. giants fruitlessly tried to  win goddesses by force. the way people become 
controllable is by being bound in a golden cage of marriage, daily worries and degraded to being “cheap human capital”. 
once u know this, u can try to solve ur mystery of life, before u fall prey to a thing called “settled down”. there is this very 
famous pianist helene (!) grimaud. she lives alone with wolves whom she saved. and here some wild wolves are “coming 

back” to wild nature. this is a blessing ... 
 

 
 

inca tradition has  many similarities to european tradition (lokschuppen.de, inka- koenige der anden) 
 

what is giants? does it have to do with people trying to become strong by ingesting lots or protein, protein shakes and other 
crab? ... perhaps coupled with ingesting anabolika or steroids? ... just to gain a “perfect body”? then u would know who 

those giants are. the dark side of this “brainwash” by the “food industry” is a much higher risk for cancer. dairy products for 
instance, increase the length of being exposed to female hormones in women. so the risk for cancer is skyrocketing. could it 

be that the opposite of giants, the so called “dwarfs” are mostly much more healthy? the author wonders, what kind of 
food those tribes called “pygmies” (pygmaenen) once ate ... perhaps they have been fruitarian ... 
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tell ‘em and they won´t believe u ! 

 

if u told them the truth, all what u see and what went wrong in ur opinion, they might answer the same way some old 

scientist answered in “interstellar” movie: “are u calling my life`s work nonsensical?” 

“i am an old physicist. i am afraid of time.” 

 

 

“we must think not as individuals, but as a species” 

this is pure collectivism (fascism, ddr-communism), a discipline, germans have been trained in for centuries. they seem to 
know it all and yet they look for some leader. modern day “terrorists” stumble exactly into this trap. they feel like “chosen” 

to be such a “hero”. often times they are influenced by powerful movies or other kind of “role models”.  but as today’s 
society is still upside down in terms of justice and compassion, they are in fact victims. they do only tap into some kind of 
energy which is lurking around and waiting to invade people’s mind. this energy consists of all those lies and suppressed 
memories and emotions. anyone without protection can fall into this abyss. some ages are more vulnerable than others. 
a good read might be “der unsichtbare tropenhelm“ by friederike habermann (wie koloniales denken noch immer unsere 

koepfe beherrscht) 

 

 
 
 

again a quote from the movie “michael kohlhaas”. the protagonist is reading the lutherian bible to someone else: 

 
„thru a glass darkly“ 

“it’s an image” – “a way of seeing the world” – “something u see, but don’t recognize” 
an enemy 

or a friend ... or urself 
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ur doctor is a liar 

 

one of those rare books that are better than the rest, cos as in every system, there are bad guys and good guys. it is no time 
for judgement, but a time for decision. u decide ur own future by choosing whom u follow ... 

 
movies: “la piel que habito”, directed by pedro almodovar, spain 2011 

“happy”. directed by roko belic, usa 2012 
“the substance: albert hofmann’s lsd”, directed by martin witz, swiss 2011 

“darwin’s nightmare”, directed by hupert sauper, austria 2004 
 

talking 2 them is wasted energy 
 

many physicians think they are immune to monetary influence, yet recent studies show that accepting industry hospitality 
and gifts has a significanct subliminal (!) effect on patient care decisions. 

susan l coyle “physicians industry relations. part 1. individual physicians.” in annals of int med 135, n. 5 (2002): 396 – 402 
lena kornyeyeva “die sedierte gesellschaft“, 978 3 453 200 60 9 

w h bates „improve your eyesight”, orient paperbacks, india, 978 81 2220, 230 pages 
 

www.doctorsaredangerous.com 
http://www.health-science-spirit.com 

http://lawrencebroxmeyermd.org/ 
 

4give those lonely beings and show them luv 

 

embrace them, but do not follow them ... if u r brave 
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eternal longing 
 

 
 

italian vegan magazine 
 

answers are here and the book u are reading is full of advise and help for those trying to escape their prison before it is too 
late. the turmoil in the outside world is just a reflection of many different inner worlds full of junk food, dead bodies of 

innocent creatures, drugs and other sad things. clean up ur system ... this book can show u where to watch, how to fix ur 
system and how to start as quickly as possible ... time is NOT on ur side, cos time does NOT exist (for those beyond the 

illusionary veil) ... there is illusion for those who still need illusion to keep them from the truth behind ... u can even try to 
fool time: b 100% in the now, do things without preformed plans and thinking, without creating karma. just do good and 
stay true as a token of gratitude for ur upbringing in this world  ... try not to comment in ur mind on what u are doing. cut 

off inner monologues. this is what the bible meant by “let not ur left hand know what ur right hand is doing”. u are 
traceable by ur inner monologues ... this part of ur personality is no longer urs. they have snatched it ... they can scan ur 
inner monologues by technical means. nevertheless it is possible to do “without doing”, if u are in trance (u can call that 
meditative mood too). u can immerse 100% in some kind of activity with no need for thinking or commenting. the more 

academic u are the more difficult to stop the need for thinking.  

 
do not tap into the prison of a crazy family situation 

cos they ‘ve been cursed the very day they ‘ve married 
 

moshersoteria.com, mindfreedom.org, theicarusproject.net, comingoff.com, beyondmeds.com, memoryholeblog.com 

 

 
 

... bis das der tod euch scheidet ..., wenn ein partner stirbt, was bleibt bei individuen, die sich selbst nicht erkennen 
konnten? nur wenigen gelingt ein zustand wie ehe, ohne die suche nach sich selbst aufzugeben ... weil sie sich im 

alltaeglichen geschlechterkampf aufzehren, in die geschaeftswelt fluechten, kinder noch mehr unruhe bringen und sie im 
grunde einfach nur abschalten wollen ... was so gut wie unmoeglich ist mit all den schwiegereltern, verpflichtungen und 

versicherungen ... gefangen im gefaengnis ... sad story, noch bevor sie je ueber s meer fliegen konnten ... 
 

they act schizophren, cos one is talking, the other is controlling 
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a shared subconscious mind, shared by the food they ate 2 gether 
 

“follow whomever u like” 
 

 
 

if u believe in what ur local priests forespells and if u believe in apocalyptic visions backed up by daily brainwashing thru ur 
“gleichgeschaltet meinungsbildende medienlandschaft” then go on with ur mad ways ... we are not judging anyone ... but 

please, try to look deep enough, cos thoughts have energy, thoughts are so powerful to create a reality. does it make sense 
that at the same time a priest is trying to control his followers by apocalyptic messages and warnings, that some children 

are visiting something like the gamescom (trade fair for computer-games, videogames etc.) where the professional army is 
looking for soldiers with the same kind of imagery as those “ballerspiel” – companies? at another location this very privately 
financed army is poisoning innocent birds with nano-particles just to shoot them down later when a very attentive media-
organisation is bringing those apocalyptic news into mainstream television and government funded radio-broadcast. then 

those followers of this priest have “their apocalypse” in real time. this is no scientific-horror-movie style thing. it is reality in 
some corners of the world. u better wake-up and take a look at ur eco footprint. earth has enuff resources for a harmonious 

co-existence of all of humanity and all of free living beings and plants  ...  with no need of any kind of control ... 
 
 

 
 
 

 try to live in accordance with nature as long there is a pristine and sacred atmosphere at some places. u can find peace 
there, but how can u have peace in a hectic and overcrowded busy urban atmosphere where controllers and consumers are 
playing a game of deceit and illusion? wake up! u r creator, not follower! u are here for a purpose, u have only forgotten !!! 

 

mann, frau 
herr, dame, herrin 
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2 clusters of scientists 

modern scientists can be divided mainly into two sections: 

- group 1: hardworking rational thinking scholarly scientists 

- group 2: those with awe and wonder in view of nature´s mysteries 

 

 

courtesy from and copyrite by ueberseemuseum bremen 

group 1 – the junk scientists 

those in group 1 have followed the path of “publish or perish” successful and now 
have occupied all major and important positions in universities and research facilities. 
to them funding of their projects is a foremost task and their concept about success is 

mostly darwinistic, e.g. competitive. they need to achieve something to be on top, stay 
on top and defend their position. 

 

 

 
did u ever ask urself why almost nothing from the technology sector is „fair trade“? 

“today ... the power exercised previously by theology has passed over to science; 

hence science has become the greatest single source of error ...”  michael polanyi 

quoted from article “scientific outlook: its sickness and cure” Science 125: 480-484, 
1957 

  

look out of the window! 

what do u see? 

did u forget where we are? 

do u have any idea what a warming 

planet beyond 2°C really means? 

do u know what “global dimming” 

is? watch ur sky! 

human intervention is not for the 

better ... actually it only accelerates 

the destructive process once 

initiated by other humans ... 

“the science of physics itself began 

to revise the materialistic view it 

had instituted. the universe was 

known to be not materialistic at all, 

but an interwoven pattern of energy 

systems where time could speed up 

and slow down, where the same 

elementary particle can appear in 

two places at the same time, and 

where space is curved and finite but 

still unending and maybe 

multidimensional ... other sciences 

began to rock our worldview, 

revealing the environmental 

damage resulting from the 

exploitation of the earth’s resources. 

pollution was steadily poisoning our 

biological life support systems. 

clearly we were destroying the very 

world we hoped to improve with our 

progress ... “ 

 james redfield & carol adrienne 

 

55 billion of animals are still being 

slaughtered for food every year. 

heinrich himmler was a passionate 

breeder of chicken. almost every top 

nazi started in the animal exploiting 

buisness, be it as butcher, hunter, 

breeder ... “in respect to animals all 

men are nazis” 

u go vegan or u will die ... perhaps 

too soon. u have no choice anymore. 

we have crossed some line ... too 

late for those who do not want to 

change! ... it is an inside game now 

“nothing is as powerful as an idea 

whose time has come” victor hugo 

(1802 -1885, french writer) 
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evolution 

 

 

 

group 1 scientists tend to be materialistic and realistic. their ideal is 
mostly one brilliant guy whom they follow without ever daring to 

question authorities like their “icon”. (it might represent some kind of 
father-figure which they embrace, because most of them are far from 

being mature regardless of age). this kind of dependent personality 
shines thru in times of crisis. such are moments when the true nature 

of every human being comes to lite. we are now in times where truth is 
revealing everywhere. many people (especially children) have the 

ability to “see right thru the heart”, which is nothing but seeing the 
truth in everything thru some sensual faculty beyond comprehension. 

 if the very foundations of all u ever did are to be questioned what 

would u do?  

 

 

earth is evolving on her own now, and it is apparent that something 
has been changed. earth is safe, nature is going to heaven, but 

? ... what is mainstream human doing ... ? 
?   so damned into daily fascism still   ? 

  

philosophy of science 
 

the scientific worldview in the 
western world is basically 

built on philosophers like for 
instance karl popper. his 

philosophy can be 
summarized as follows: 

 
 a scientific hypotheses is 
accepted as some kind of 
truth as long is not been 

replaced by a better 
hypothesis. a better 

hypothesis would explain 
more than an older and 

weaker one and thus be a 
more accurate view of the 

world.  
 

in this way science is an ever 
evolving approximation to 

the truth. 
 

in other words: a scientific 
truth is as long a truth as it 
has NOT been falsified by 
another / better scientific 

hypothesis. 
 

there was one scientists who 
gave us a nice quote on this: 
„science is error, updated to 

the latest news“ 
 

what makes this concept so 
backward and slow is the very 

fact that every current 
generation of scientists is 

similar to the priest class of a 
religious order: unflexible, 
bound to their respective 

dogma and often times not 
able to accept new and better 

knowledge than that which 
they represent themselves 

 
 in view of these facts it is 
easy to understand why 

evolution in terms of scientific 
advancement is always and 
has always been suddenly 

and unpredictable instead of 
progressivly and gradually. 
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end of kali-yuga 

what most people of our time do NOT know is known to most geniuses 
(straight edge artists, whose inspiration does NOT come from addiction 
like cigarettes, drugs, alcohol or other addictive substances) – mother 

nature is evolving constantly and already has left behind the world of kali-
yuga-consciousness. that does mean nothing else than: another world is 

accessible again – the world of mysticism.  
 

 

with the advent of quantum physics a realm of ancient fairy tales has  
proven to be as real (or even more real) as the pure rationalist realm of 
science. it always existed but had been covered with dust and was not 
accessible to many souls anymore. now with the end of kali yuga, the 
new world is already there – parallel to us, but occluded to those who 

want to grab it without being ready. the reason is exponential 
development in all fields but a human mind (intellectual side of human) 
which is NOT ready without the intuitive knowledge. best read is “the 

little prince” by saint exupéry on this subject. 
 

audio cd by popstar nina hagen “return of the mother” 
audio cd by popstar sinead o’connor “universal mother” 

 

 

“die japanische kultur ist zwar von den franzosen und italienern in ihrem wert erkannt 
worden, die fernoestliche medizin ist ihnen aber unbekannt geblieben.“ georges ohsawa 

(nyoiti sakaurazawa)  

in this „spiegel“ edition was an interview with quantum 
physicist david deutsch ... amazing and with incredible insights 

that could affect even every day life 

every civilisation seems to evolve 

thru stages 

 

advent 

consolidation 

degeneration 

destruction 

 

while humanity has evolved 

around 5 civilisations and every 

time the destruction came in form 

of a great flood like event, this 

time it will be different 

earth is already changing into 

another sphere 

frequency shift, awakening unity 

consciousness, solving of personal 

traumata and escape from “devil’s 

circles” or other traps of “block 

time realm” are only a few terms 

to describe this “shift” 

all animals are part of this change 

and are still helpers to humanity 

higher beings (invisible to most of 

us) are helping 

u better ignore the dark side of 

this planet whose adepts still are 

trying hard to keep some of their 

status quo ... they represent 

stagnation, stubbornness and  the 

paradigm of old (materialistic 

science) ... there view of the world 

has been replaced by a better one  

which dates back almost 50 years 

(!) ... the structure of universitz 

research and financial ties to 

“special interest groups” have 

made our situation so incredibly 

“upside down” and “wrong”. now 

they have to fall, cos the deeper 

truth has been know too long ... 

they already are getting nervous 
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? is life a game ? 

 

if u delve deep into this matter urself u will be surprised how the current world view in 
western societies had been shaped. it is the net result of fake information and 

distorted truth or pure lies just to keep some state of general ignorance which could 
be used for an almost endless game of “following someone who appears to know 

some or all of the answers”. in the end u are being forced to play “their game” just to 
make a living here. but u grow old over this (futile) attempt while losing the precious 

time on earth for inner development and solving ur holy task while living: 
 

? who are u ? 
! know urself ! 

the worst would b that u are old and start worrying about time 

 

 

 

 

poets and mystics have much deeper insights into the fabric of reality than most 

scholars 

www.silenttearsmusical.com 

peace begins in the heart 

the heavens depicted as a (holy) cow. stars and the sun are close to her belly 

 

 

the image depicting the cow is from 
ancient egypt. egypt represented a 
wet-land (yin energy) in opposition 
to saudi-arabia which is essentially 

dry (yang energy). 
  later those mystic concepts had 

been replaced by newer concepts of 
religious rulers. 

 
all thruout human history yang 
(northern hemisphere, colder 
climate) countries did almost 

everywhere overrun yin countries 
(warmer countries in tropical 
regions). some could protect 

themselves, but mostly the fierce 
and aggressive yang aggressors 

dominated ... european history was 
often times  a story of aggression, 

war and genocide. all is due to 
restlessness of yang-societies. 

  
their root problem was a diet based 
on animal protein which induces a 

kind of restlessness and a 
competitive and aggressive, 

dominating mentality (colonial 
mentality). 

 
what most people do not know is 
that all great mystics, poets and 

even the most brillanat scientists 
did know about this, either from 

direct experience or thru their life’s 
experience. but as history had 

always been changed by those in 
power, almost nothing of the true 

history did appeaer in textbooks or 
in mainstream literature. 

 
 
 
 
 

“listen to the true words of the 

Saints. they say what they have 

seen.” huzur maharaj sawan singh ji 

“my submission” p. 51, radha soami 

satsang beas, india, 4
th

 edition. 
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education 

 

“? children – who are they ?” 
“god’s descended onto earth in order to help humanity” 

 
! u’d better become like them – u’d better forget ur teaching ! 

 

 

one movement for freedom in austria is called “erloesterreich” 
the movement for freedom in germany is multifacetted and based on small “degrowth 
communities” with self-sustained living and alternative currencies not based on profit 

or interest 

 
u must be able to differentiate this movements from those initated by 

other kind of groups 
who only copy and might have some sinister interests 

 
... as long as people have “the dark world” 

in form of dead bodies of other species 
on board of their own “spaceship” 

(which is the human body) 
they will not be able to discern right from wrong ... 

 

 
is bi-directional  

 

quote in german language on the 
left side is by austrian author stefan 

zweig from his book “die heilung 
durch den geist” 

 
below is a picture of a magazine 

with articles about “changed 
history” ...  

 
nowadays u can find articles 

revealing facts about almost every 
european nation u normally would 

not know from school. 
 

“it is an old federal textbook. we’ve 
replaced them with the corrected 

versions” 0:11:34 “interstellar”, sci-fi 
movie 

 
the question arises if it still makes 

sense to send kids to school. current 
teaching does only reproduce old 
mistakes in new clothes – just to 
produce the next generation of 

“consumers” in a “controlled 
society” arranged nice and comfy in 
a “block time realm” – welcome to 
“metroland”, “tomorrowland” or 
any of those apocalyptic visions 

(hamburg metropolregion is such a 
vision already in progress, aachen 

2020 is just another small scale 
edition of a similar vision): 

 
a mass of uneducated or well-

educated people with no ressources 
but willing to provide cheap and 

anonymous “workforce” in a 
“dienstleistungsgesellschaft” – and 

this just to feed a sick and mega 
decadent progress-fanatic and 

restless, overweight and addicted 
caste of money owners? 

 

it would be hell if it ever 
came true ... 

 
liv haym “schulflucht” 

anke caspar-juergens “lernen is 
leben“ 

„tilmann geht nicht zur schule“ von 
johannes heimrath, 3 bd plus dvd 

978-3-927369-88-7 
drachenverlag.de 
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truth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

copyrite by and courtesy of “gerettete schaetze” bundeskunsthalle.de 

http://humanrightsclinic.law.stanford.edu/project/living-under-drones/ 
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/category/projects/drones/  

 

group 2 – the real ones 

 

those scientists in group 2 are primarily interested in the truth. their concept about 
academic success is different from competitiveness or brilliance just to show off their 
ego. often times they are artistic, spiritual or otherwise inclined to not only follow one 
area of interest or research. they delve deeper into their area of research just out of 
longing for the truth no matter what kind of their own beliefs might be shaken and 

dissolve into nothingness. they know that science is “error, updated to the latest state 
of the art”. that might make them appear childish or naïve, but in fact they often times 
show a deep respect at all marvels of creation and tend to treat nature with greatest 

respect and humility. 

 

is coming to lite 

the picture above is meant to be understood in a non-religious way and rather on a 
personal level than on an institutionalized or „controlled“ one. any of the great spiritual 
masters of the past did never ever dare to establish any kind of “religion”. that has been 

done by others … and it had been done just to control people. it was a copy, mostly a cheap 
one. it is almost the same as in science: the real ones, after being persecuted or driven 
away have been copied by those occupants or warlords just to be instrumentalised for 

sinister goals … even with the best of intention ... such was the age of kali-yuga. 

jobina schenk 
meisterin-der-geburt.de 

 
arnold wiegand 
vegan-sport.de 

 
michail gorbatschow 
„das neue russland“ 

9783785751602, audiobook, 
gelesen von bodo primus 

 
“autobiography of mark twain” 

blackstone audiobooks 
vol. 1, 9781441778437 
vol. 2, 9780520272781 

 
mark twain „meine geheime 

autobiographie“ random house 
audio,  

9783837117271 
„neue geheimnisse meiner 

autobiographie“ 9783837128512 
 

oraclebroadcasting.com, 
siriusdisclosure.com, 

sacredmysteries.com, 
douglasdietrich.com, 

statinnation.net, 
nomorefakenews.com, 

earthbasics.com.au, oya-online.de, 
emergences.be, lesmediavores.be, 
oceanexplorer.se, fairphone.com, 

humane-wirtschaft.de, 
fairnopoly.de, 

eternitywatchmagazine.com, 
preventdisease.com, 
supermarktmacht.de, 

deutschlandistvegan.de, 
gradido.net, ikbankmee.be, 

webofdebt.com, 
newdawnmagazine.com, 

nexusmagazine.com, 
transitiontowns.nl, 

newkorotkow.org, foodsharing.de, 
rohvolution.ch, rohvolution.de, 
vegane.org, thriveforward.com, 

pcrm.org, eatcarelife.com, 
hippocratesinst.org, 

thetruthaboutcancer.com, 
http://westonaprice.org, 

sagneinzumilch.de 
 
 

“ for those who  know  the 
tendencies of yin and yang and how 
to balance them, the universe and 
life itself represent the greatest of 

school that exists. for those who do 
not know this principle, life is a hell.” 

 
georges ohsawa (nyoiti sakurazawa) 
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? enhancement ? 

 

copyrite by and courtesy of “gerettete schaetze” bundeskunsthalle.de 

 
if u know the life of brilliant mind nicola tesla and his affection for doves or albert 

einstein and his passion for going bare-footed and being simple u know that they are 
different from those conformist thinker-scientists of group 1. those in group 2 are the 
“real ones”. they bring about sudden changes because of a change of paradigm. rare 
and unique individuals represent this kind of sudden change, they are that change. 

mostly they are gifted by nature which enables them to grasp thinx intuitively or faster 
than others. they might be using 99% of their mental capacity instead of the mere 5% 

ordinary being are using. their tool to achieve this has something to do with pure vegan 
food and / or spiritual practice. 

 

 

veganmagazin.de 

a more than average mental capacity has nothing to to with whatever kind of 

“neuroenhancement” or “neurostimulation” or any of those heavily promoted 

technological advances of our times. 

 

! just another way to keep u here !

this world had been in duality since long 

time 

now earth is changing into unity 

that is the reason behind every mysterious 

event and all those changes coming 

humans have to evolve, become 

independent and discover their soul 

(re-integration of the soul) 

for some who have lost access to their soul 

while being absorbed by outer reality this 

can be very hard to achieve 

there is a short-cut to self-realization 

it starts with vegan food and evolves into 

something like paradise food 

fasting would be the fastest way if the 

individual could avoid falling back into old 

eating habits (jo-jo effect) 

every religion encouraged fasting, but this 

concept had been changed to more and 

more exceptions just to arrive at today’s 

rotten concepts of whatever pure foods 

called halal or similar ... originally pure food 

was plant based food and even the plants 

had been respected 

the best food for health reasons would be a 

vegan/fruitarian one 

only 10% of the body’s energy demands is 

coming via food into the body 

human’s mostly die just because they 

overloaded their bodily system with waste 

products 

as the intercelluar space and the intracellular 

space is full of garbage blockade results 

if there is no more flow energy is prevented 

from flowing freely 

with stagnation comes depletion 

with depletion comes destruction 

with destruction comes death 

and ... renewal 
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family secrets 

 

 
 

 in respect to einstein there is one point to add – even some brilliant minds have their own 
secrets: he had a son who apparently suffered from what is called schizophrenia (please 
refer to the following pages too). u can research into other artist’s biography and u will 
discover that every family has their secret. (movie “dark shadows” starring johnny depp 

has the german subtitle: “jede familie hat eine leiche im keller”) 

 
there is movie about camille claudel (the muse of auguste rodin) “camille claudel 1915”. 
she might have been the greater artist, but being a woman in a male dominated society 

made her a broken person. similar to friedrich hoelderlin in germany. she was brought to a  
mental asylum. in fact this kind of disease could be describes as “environmental disease” 

and has nothing to do with genetics as our backward junk science suggests. modern 
mainstream science is still obsessed with the notion of a genetic cause for mental disease, 

yet is totally off-track with such rotten concepts. 

 

 

 
albert einstein once confessed that the flow of his ideas was dependent on the food he 

ate. while being with his wife and eating her cookies he realized and is being quoted with 
something like: “... since eating those cookies my ideas have become like them ...” (not so 

brillant anymore).  

 

 

the product shown here (cucumber “urgurke”) represent what was real food in ancient 

times. reading an old fairy tale, the author was surprised to know on how little food people 

used to live: a handful of dried mulberries & a piece of bread was enuff for a whole day 

 

! debunk them !  

a comparison with russian 
philosopher leo tolstoi seems to 

be appropriate: both were 
married and one offspring of 

einstein had a big burden 
(mental disease, see next page). 
leo tolstoi saw his own kind of 

burden as past karmic bond. he 
once said he must endure his 

suffering under the spell of his 
wife due to past life’s actions. 

“reaping what we saw” that is a 
foremost family tale of give and 

take. but one time in ur life u 
can tackle it all – disentanglemt 
from family karma is possible – 
from vegan to raw vegan u can 

achieve one important thing: the 
very 1 % of ur genetic code that 
is translated into bodily cells and 

structure will be changed to 
more ancient patterns of 

structure etc. those parts of ur 
dna which are not understood 

by conventional western 
medicine and labeled as “junk 

dna” are in fact the missing link 
to a profound transformation 
which can be achieved thru 

changing ur food choices. u can 
change ur whole genetic 

background by switching the 
part of ur dna that is translated 
into ur bodily building blocks. 

junk dna becomes the active dna 
and ur whole life will change 
into something beyond the 

karmic bonds of ur own family. it 
does not matter anymore what 

kind of disease ur ancestor 
might have had once u can make 

this transition. 
 

if u are interested in movies u 
might want to look at the 

following movies in the following 
order (from fake to truth): 

 
“a beautiful mind” 

“k-pax” 
“the day the earth stood still” 

“safety not guaranteed” 
 

if u are a music lover u can listen 
to all the lyrics from jay z. 

“niggas in paris” is more than 
revealing: “i was supposed to be 
knocked out too”. if u eliminate 

the “drug element” and upgrade 
urself to the one who saved jay z 

namely his wife beyonce u are 
close to safety. she started a 

new business, a vegan catering 
company (notion about this is in 

“Das Vegan Magazin” 
july/august 2015) 
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surprise to all believers in conventional genetics 

protein’s amine groups react with carbon dioxide (the electrical charge, shape, etc. changes) and they react with sugars 
(glycation). the protein’s functions are altered that way. and suddenly everything acts differently. ? could it be that 

metabolism does change u more than ur genetic code ? 
 

direct sunlite is the giver of direct information to ur cells 
 

it is stored in ATP and it keeps ur cells informed 
light governs all cellular functions 

 

indirect sunlite is giver of indirect information to ur cells 
u can only get it thru eating plant based foods 
more is in raum&zeit 197, sept/okt2015, 34. jg. 

 

 

  

 

a peaceful, active and open-air lifestyle balanced with inner realisation (meditation, relaxation, contemplation) is key for 

balance. in this dual universe upgrading into non-duality right now u are left alone with urself: u are in control and no one is 

there to tell u what to do. find ur way! 

yogan way of living

www.raum-und-zeit.com this magazine is representing most of the true scientific knowledge of our time. it is in german language 
and written for the general public. it features independent scientists and even non academic scientists. their findings and 

conclusions are sometimes breathtaking and later will become the foundation of a holy science of mother earth. truth will prevail 
and cannot be changed by lobbyists or funding agencies for long. gaia-earth is now on her path to a profound global 

transformation. 

http://www.raum-und-zeit.com/
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mental disease 

albert einstein’s youngest son suffered from schizophrenia, but looked from a more primitive angle that diagnosis might be 
wrong. nowadays there is widespread consensus among spiritual oriented scientists / artists that most people labeled as 

disease stricken were in fact NOT as sick as thought. kali yuga as an age where the truth has been corrupted was designed 
and documented by a class of people NOT eager for the truth. this is the reason why in most sci fi movies successful 

scientists / doctors are depicted as being murderers or liars: “the day the earth stood still” u.s.a. (2009),  “the dark world” 
(russia 2010), “prometheus” (u.s.a. 2012), “ex_machina” (uk 2014), “the amazing spiderman 2 – rise of electro” (u.s.a. 2014) 

 
“loren r mosher “soteria and other alternatives to acute psychiatric hospitalization” 

the journal of nervous and mental disease 187: 142-149, 1999 

 

every time a new technology arrived history had been changed by those in power (papyrus, pergament, paper, digital age). 
now all had been set by those in power to push their agenda which is still based on kali yuga consciousness. 

 

 
 

james f. tracy “psychopharma’s priesthood of the mind” Nexus New Times, dec / jan 2013, pp 21-25 
antje bultmann “psychiatrisierung: wie unbequeme buerger entsorgt werden“ raum&zeit 189, 2014: 83 – 86 

harold d foster „what really causes schizophrenia” 978-141 2015318  www.hdfoster.com 
http://www.globalresearch.ca    (http://tinyurl.com/9yhnlom) 

steven dibasio “mind control in the 21
st

 century” Nexus New Times, june/july 2014, pp 13-20 
VeteransToday.com (http://tinyurl.com/oubee4j  http://tinyurl.com/mhbpyd3) 
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cruel world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

interestingly, mountain tops were considered as places where spirits of the deceased would dwell. 
perhaps some mental images in respect to spiritual realms are completely wrong 

 
? or have those images been fabricated by exactly those kind of spirits ? 

 

the quote below is about sacrificing children as a kind of religious practice done by ancient aztecs of the americas. with the 
arrival of the spanish explorers they had already degenerated into a kind of controlled society. the colonising european invaders 

did nothing but accelerate the destruction of a society in decline. 
 

incredible and awful this must seem to us, yet this has been the foundation of some kind of “spirituality” and it still might be true 
for some dark minded people (sacrificing children of animals and eating them is still practised today ! it is insane but still 

accepted by some degenerated societies like western societies.) 
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another world 

a low level consciousness has already been left behind by most people on our planet. the overwhelming presence of 
negative information in current media (radio, television, internet) is nothing else than a farce to most people on this planet 

even if danger seems to be real and close.  
all is recorded somewhere, all has been leaked, and if there is something positive about global surveillance: they cannot 
hide, their weapon in order to influence people and establish a world of oppression and control has been turned against 

themselves. it is now quite obvious that they are too deep into their kind of acting and talking in order to realize how funny 
their mad ways must appear to everybody with a clear mind (free souls). 

 

 

guy de maupassant “la vie errante“ 1909 louis conard, paris 
 („die irrfahrten des herrn von maupassant“ transl. by erik maschat) 

 
 changes appear suddenly and have a major impact on everything what seemed to be a safe playing ground for group 1 
scientists. evolution has always been that way – unpredictable, massive and on every scale. nothing seems to be a safe 

ground anymore, especially to those who used to rely on deterministic and rational order. narrow minded and habit bound 
thinking is the concept of old and has no future. those nations who have been successful for a long time (yang countries) 
were based on values as planning and pure intellect. their restlessness was their progress. such nations now have their 

hardest times. cos one thing is certain – mother nature goes to heaven. which translates into: 
total transformation of almost every aspect of society.  
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the ground is shaking 
 

 
 
 

while some people tend hold on to some kind of father figure as “role model”, others pick some icon – and so history seems 
to repeat itself. but the truth is: it does not repeat itself for those who feel, it does repeat only for those who are caught in a 

“block time realm” of predeterministic behavior and planned action. transformation is on a pure individual level. and 
mother nature has their own way of selecting people who are ready while cleaning her atmosphere of those hurting her. 

 

 

 

quote from the book “cloud atlas” by david mitchell – the movie based on the book starring hally berry, hugh granth, tom 
hanks (“forrest gump”) ... just to name a few of actors. 

 
“cloud atlas” - the movie based on the book -  was a collaboration by eminent “matrix” regisseurs wachowski siblings 

(“matrix trilogy”) and outstanding regisseur tom tykwer (“run, lola, run!”). contrary to “matrix trilogy” this production was 
not commercialised. in order to get some funds for their project they “pixeled” the scheibenhaus from nrw-city duesseldorf 
into “a new york setting”. as germans are rich and need help from rather poor artists (financially speaking), they succeded 
and their movie became one of the most expensive european productions of all times (!).  if u are interested in the female 

equivalent of “neo” played by keanu reeves (with the architect being portrayed in another movie called “das haus am see”) 
u should watch “amelie” starring audrey toutou. there is another movie completing some mental image called “nathalie 

kuesst” ... incredible! ... a deeper look beyond mainstream is worth risking ...
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group 1 scientists far outnumber group 2 scientists 

 
the majority of those in important position come from group 1. 

those who change whole concepts and bring about paradigm-change come from group 2 

 

 

 

more regarding group 1 

in a world that is speeding up now those scientists in group 1 try to delegate most of their basic research (let their 
subordinates do the hard and time consuming work). they do heavily rely on doctorates, academic fellows and technical 
staff. the staff is mostly regarded as human capital. if they really care for their employees than “the system” would make 
their live so complicated that surviving would be at stake. u might wonder what this system is based upon ... no answer 
here, it is similar to kafka’s novel “the castle”. u cannot find the source except u are willing to go to hell ... who would be 

interested in such a journey? it is not worth it ... 

 
 

 

 

some of the texts presented here as illustrations are from presentations held at our Humic group´s meeting in the context of 

RWTH project house HumTec. they are shown to illustrate all what is written here connecting some general and 

comprehensive view to a very concrete and “down to earth”- example. 
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the first lie 
 

in order to show how misinformation and deception has blocked true advances in 
science and societies this page is dealing with the first and biggest lie in emf research. 
the author worked as post-doc in a multi-disciplinary team at a prestigious technical 

university. area of research were “health effects of mobile technology” and 
“acceptance research”. 

 

 

some years ago people still knew about SAR value. it should be a measure of how safe 
or not safe a mobile device is in terms of health effects. nowadays most people just 

love their smartphone, being totally absorbed by its spell and at times being 
overwhelmed by addictive behaviour concerning wireless technology. they are not 
able to expand their awareness beyond some small narrowed point of attention. 

 
 

 

 
fact is that the SAR value and current limit values are NOT representing true science. 
the situation is so obviously wrong, that anyone with some highschool background in 

physics would be shocked how such non-sense could make it into scientific papers and 
be declared as scientific. 

 
it might be this first deception in respect to SAR and limit values coupled with some 

brainwash employed thru “acceptance research” which made it possible for some big 
industry to introduce something like global cell phone technology without any 

knowledge of effects on human health. 
 

 
 

the royal academy in brussels, belgium, where independent science still has a place 
 

absorption of radiation from emf 
(electromagnetic fields) in human 

tissue is dependent on wavelength. 
the graph on the left hand side does 

show this from another kind of 
discipline: laser medicine. the author 
did his doctorate thesis in this area 
years before working in the field of 

emf and acceptance research. 
 

 light emitted by laser diodes is the 
same kind of radiation as 

microwaves emitted by cell phone 
towers - only different frequencies, 

but the same kind of 
electromagnetic radiation with the 
same kind of principles applicable. 

 
working with engineers and 

physicists and other specialists in 
laser medicine the author did spent 

many years almost exclusively 
dedicated to his thesis. the principle 

was: understanding one’s own 
doing. doing all the work on one’s 
own, which means not accepting 
anything being part of the text 

which did not come from personal 
experience.  of course the author did 

receive extensive help and 
explanation by all staff members of 
the research facility where he was 
working. but he was reluctant to 

delegate things like statistical 
calculations to others (which still is 

common practice for medical 
students writing on their doctorate 

thesis). he was reluctant to delegate 
the worst part of this thesis. getting 
tissue material stemming from killed 

pigs at the local abattoir 
(slaughterhouse). 

 
while writing down the results the 

author used extensive graphic 
illustrations. the work should be 

understandable to everyone reading 
it. the author is not proud of his 
thesis or doctorate, cos being an 
animal lover he had hard times 

accepting many thinx. looking back 
from today the conclusion would be: 

it was not worth it 
it was worth it to loose oneself, 

to rise with some ego-illusion, only 
to fall, cross the border between life 
and death and due to the grace of 

celestial intervention: being able to 
share this story ... it might have 

helped the author if one of his co-
workers or advisor had uttered a 
warning: ! no one warned him ! 

 
perhaps they can take advantage of 

this confession in order to leave 
some path towards destruction. cos 
one thing is still for sure – one day it 
all comes back – and our time is the 

time where it comes back 
individually. save urself!!! 
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acceptance 

 
“acceptance research” in a brainwashed and controlled society is a perfect tool for 
establishing “mind control”. especially if all what is not in line with their agenda is 
being blocked, omitted and left aside. now we see the results in this country nrw. 

greetings from rome. their tradition ...  even reflected in the official flag and colors of 
nrw. in our season ... as leaves are falling, it is time to harvest – it is fall. 

 
 

 

a rescue for the body: vegan meal (50% raw vegan) 
 

now we are in a strange situation. true research is no more possible, cos “everybody is 
exposed”. u just cannot find something like a “control group” (an unexposed group 

representing some natural state for comparision issues) anymore. 

 

 

 

here is the cover of the author’s doctorate thesis in the field of refractive corneal 

surgery and laser medicine. it had to do with a laser technology to increase the 

anterior curvature of the cornea (similar to LASIK). the thesis showed that cells on the 

back of the cornea could be damaged. the author could witness that even with lots of 

evidence for unpredictability of this refractive laser procedure (LTK) and hundreds of 

scientific papers in this area, some industry was still trying to sell equipment related to 

this technique. it seems that the simple fact of financial overload coupled to enuff of 

people willing to follow the path of money is the problem. otherwise no one would be 

interested to waste a resource as precious as personal life-time on such a matter (or 

any so called “business”). 

  

in order to do his doctorate thesis 
the author had to go to a local 

abattoir to get some dead tissue 
from already killed animals. this 
experience should change his life 

forever. as the animals were 
supposed to be dead and his only 
task was collecting the eyes of the 
slaughtered animals he would not 
go against his principle of no-harm 
and his “no-animal experiment”-

policy.. but the reality in this 
slaughterhouse and in fact in every 
slaughterhouse is different. once u 

enter such place u are part of its 
energy. this kind of energy had an 
almost deadly effect on the author 
himself. something happened later 

in life. at that time he was still 
writing the thesis. once u open up to 

unity consciousness but not free 
from poison (alcohol, tobacco, 

animal products) u most probably 
will fall into a kind of paranoia state. 
this is dangerous, cos the probability 
of being “psychopharmacollected” 
and “psychopharmaimprisoned” is 

very hi in controlled societies. it 
might be a “death sentence” and u 

might never come back once 
“drugaddicted by them”. 

 
“we have seen that neuroleptic 
drugs destroy something that is 

hard to measure and yet is the very 
thing that makes humans human 

and human life worlth living” 
 

lars martensson “should neuroleptic 
drugs be banned?” commitment and 

civil rights of the mentally ill. 
proceedings of world federation of 

mental health conference in 
copenhagen, august 1984. ed. by k. 

jensen and b. pedersen, SIND, 
copenhagen, 1985 

www.larsmartensson.com 
 

looking back from today and having 
changed lifestyle from normal 

western diet to almost raw vegan 
the author’s conslusion would be: 

 
it was not worth it, but it had to be. 

being young does mean being 
vulnerable to influences and 

promises by authorities. life could be 
better without going into such 

darkness. hopefully those in charge 
will accept that each generation is 
more advanced than the old one 
and stop their practice of “forced 

neuroleptic imprisonment”. there is 
a lot to be done. we do not live in a 

free society yet. 
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absorption 

here some pictures and concepts to illustrate this important concept of energy deposition in respect to electromagnetic 

fields. it is obvious how limited humans are in terms of their senses. they do not perceive but a tiny fraction of all that is 

going on around them. and even this fraction mostly reaches their body via unconscious paths. even this tiny part of 

information coming thru the sensed is subject to filtering and selection on an autonomous level. 

 

in the beginning there is spectrum. different wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation determine if u perceive them as light 

or if ur cellphone receives them in form of microwaves (the same stuff this kitchen tool with the same name is using) 

 

 

 

the author’s work during his doctorate thesis was done in medical laser facility. the area of research was refractive corneal 
surgery using laster equipment. the anterior curvature of the cornea can be changed thru tissue modification using heat. as 
lasers can focus energy to small areas of tissues. it was believed possible to arteficially “steepen” the cornea for a greater 

refractive effect. the idea was to replace the need of glasses if the patient could not see very well without this aid. 

 

emission 
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laser 

 

using a laser at different wavelengths meant being able to work at different absorption coefficients 

 

not only did we do the calculations in respect to different wavelengths of laserlite in respect to absoprtion. we did 

experimental measurements too in order to verify experimentally. 

 

one could have easily write the thesis omitting those extra measurements, but it was the author’s aim, to be 

understandable and to be as exact as possible and reproducible in his work. this was the most difficult part of all the 

experiments.   

 

at this time of his life the author did not prepare his food by himself. he did not eat much junk food, but was not even vegan 

(around the year 2000). the picture shows a “vegan raw schwarzbrot” selfmade within 4 minutes without other equipment 

than a mortar. this bread constitues at times the breakfast of the author. no need for drying, heating or waiting) 
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the procedure 

 

on the right hand side u can see how application of beams of laser light into the corneal stroma could change the corneal 

tissue (via a process called denaturation of protein = shrinkage of corneal collagen) 

if u are interested in the wonders of the universe more than in ur own career, u will notice how ingeniously perfect the 
human machine is. life taught the author different lessons about the human body-machine. in its undisturbed state it is 

almost perfect. the most important disturbance of the human body is via food and drink. humans thruout history mostly did 
not have much clues how to fuel their machine. they did not even know their machine. only mystics and sages did know 
these facts. that is why holy books of any kind are full of dietary advice. but this dietary advise was the very subject of 

manipulation by dark forces with the aim of controlling humans and keeping them bound to the sphere of pure materialism 
/ determinism. thus only a few could liberate their souls from the cycling path of reincarnation. 

 

 

it is very important to make a distinction between absorption and penetration depth and the deposition of energy within 

the human tissue. absorbtion can be expressed as “daempfung der wellen beim durchgang des mediums” (“lowering of the 

intensity of the waves as the pass thru the tissue of interest”) in german language. science is similar to language. that is why 

it is dependent on the language ability of the researcher. the more development in linguistic / artistic terms, the better the 

scientist will be. if u are only prone in 2 languages (for example german and english) u might not be very “imaginative”. 

 

 

experimental setup to verify calculations in respect to the absorbtion coefficient.  however great the equipment, u cannot 

do such measurements within the irradiated tissue. this is the same while using other frequencies (emf = microwaves).  
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penetration depth 

 

this concept about absorption is crucial even for emf and cell phone radiation. it is explained again and again thruout the 

thesis. the interested reader is advised to read the original publication. it should be available to a library in any research 

facility like for instance a university or technical high school. 

 

here is quote by some high level motorola executive named kane from 2001 (found in “wi-fi technology, an uncontrolled 

experiment” by marko markov, nexus new times magazine, oct/nov 2013, p. 17): “never in human history has there been 

such a practice as we now encounter with the marketing and distributing of products hostile to the human biological 

system by an industry with foreknowledge of those effects” 

 

most experts do NOT really read and understand the scientifc 

papers written by their doctorate fellows or other ‘helpers’  
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if research is done in a hurry and / or under “publication pressure” 

 

 

the penetration depth is dependent on the laser’s wavelength as we have seen by now. wavelength and frequency are 

inversely coupled. if u do not remember this, please refer to some textbook about basic physics. the higher some frequency 

the lower the wavelength. if the medium changes thru which electromagnetic radiation is passing an effect like refraction is 

observed. within the medium of more density wavelength is diminished while frequency is not changing. the reason 

behind this effect is different speed of light in different mediums. one effect is the color change of light passing thru any 

medium different from vacuum. to remember better: just imagine someone wading thru the mud: he might keep his pace 

(same frequency) only, if he makes shorter steps (smaller wavelength). this is getting close to the “farbenlehre” of j w von 

goethe, poet scientist from 18
th

 century. what many scholars do not know: he wrote extensively but advised his readers to 

enjoy nature instead of reading all his written crab (!!!). 

 

the author has once met a researcher who has spent his whole life trying to understand the human testosterone (hormone 

in the male human) receptor. at the end of his life he confessed not having understood it. woa! what a life! if u cannot 

understand that there is life beyond academic institutions and that there are in fact shortcuts to hi-er knowledge, then this 

might be a last warning: wagner or faust, slave or master, pupil or teacher might be just 2 sides of the same coin. but 

becoming someone wholeheartedly interested in life is the future saint’s way. it might be worth it to read biographical 

stories of eminent people instead of blindly doing research just to feed the ego. even if it would be the parent’s ego. 

parents might feel proud of their offspring with a PhD or something. especially now and especially in the west. there is lots 

of people with money. now they want titles too. for others it is just a sign of a society getting old and rotten. they are only 

interested in being fed and entertained. if they cannot see what they are doing to their offspring ... they are to be pitied. 

they are to be forgiven. but following them might be deadly. it is not worth all the money ...  

 

... u can never read all those books, u can never read all those papers ...  
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! freak ‘n’ see ! 

 

here some basic terms in a nutshell and as a kind of summary. the author will not translate everything, cos this is not what 

matters. what matters is having fun doing research. what matters is not harming other beings while doing research. and 

what matters most is freeing oneself from boundaries inflicted by others. it makes no sense if people become actors in 

other’s lifeless dreams at the expense of playing the main character in the story of their own life. waking up in the hour of 

death is too late. the time before death is “real lifetime”. all up to the reader. all up to u. 

life is a game, but u cannot undo it 

 

experimental setup for the refractive experiments using some awful material: dead eyes from pigs, collected at the local 

abattoir (slaughterhouse). this was the stage all of the thesis did not make sense anymore. even if no being had been 

harmed of killed for the experiments (the animals were killed just in order to produce meat products), the author was 

affected by the hellish atmosphere of the slaughterhouse. he did not realize it then. it was only later he had to suffer. 

as life is eternal, there is an attractor from beyond 
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evolve to that, it might be ur fairy queen watching over u 

 

 

 

thinking outside the box and reading stuff just for fun might be more advisable in times of general madness reigning over 

the halls of fake science. u normally are not encouraged to read what others dismiss as “not real science”. but the truth will 

prevail in the end, cos imagination is worth more than intellect. fairy tales are worth more than textbooks and calculations. 

 

 

 

do u know why ur cornea is transparent? it is made up of material, yet u can see thru. how is it possible? it is a question of 

arrangement. collagen is forming a network. collagen molecules are held in place via bonds. 

she might represent ur hi-er self 
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transparency 

 

there is a matrix. they call it intracellular or extracellular. this matrix is vital for ur body’s balance. once ur cells can work 

properly and if they can throw all garbage away by themselves, nobody needs to change this matrix. for those feeding on 

junk food, matrix will be changing ... almost every nite.  u do not have to change ur matrix. in order to know u. 

ulrich g randoll “matrix-rhythmus therapie” raum & zeit sept / okt 2013 (nr. 185) jg. 32., pp. 10 - 21 

? who are the gods ? 

those who brought the “word” to the earthly beings. “taal possessors” – which means, the more languages u can 

understand / speak the closer u become to them. but speaking the universal language, the heavenly one is beyond. hi-er 

gods can communication from satellite to satellite without any words. this is logos, the inner sound. “logos” is greek and 

means sound, word, vibration etc. it had been mistranslated as being some kind of “written word” in the christian bible. 

every theory is bound by its constraints 

 

 

 

if god said “i am the light” then u should watch the frequency of lite bulbs during human development. it has changed all 

the time. and if god represent lite, then what is electricity? originally albert einstein used the term electricity for E in his 

formula e=m  . he did change it into e = energy only later. 

eloquency 
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coagulation 

 

after application of laser pulses the protein does shrink. it looses its transparency. applying  a ring of several coagulations 

around the central cornea makes predictable behaviour of shrinkage (in order to steepen the central cornea) unpredictable. 

and more: due to the living nature of cells, the effect vanishes over time. living matter is different from dead matter. 

de natur ation 

nature would be perfect, if humans would become perfect again. in fact; they have been perfect the very day they came 

down here for the first time ... 

 

if u would have mediate about the subject of this kind of scientific work, u could have known all in advance. but some do 

earn money with science. they cling to rotten concepts just in order to make money out of it. 

shrink age 
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raw vegans can keep the flow 

 

the backside of the cornea is covered by endothelial cells. they are attached to a membrane called descemet’s membran. as 
has been mentioned somewhere else, we do find particles of plastics even at such places in modern times ... corneal 

endothelial cells do move water out of the cornea and doing so, keep it transparent. every tissue in the human body needs 
fresh flowing of fluid. if there is no flow, then life is going to end. extra- and intracellular matrix is vital to proper functioning 

of human machine.  if u can maintain a primordial state of ur cells, and if u can control whom u take in onto ur bodily 
spaceship, u are reaching sasfe ground and u probably will not need any doctor anymore for the rest of ur life on earth. 

 
 

 

u can change ur life within 1 second – the blink of an eye 
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science done without real dedication is just work 

 

a broad based education and a real passion for answers concerning life is more important 
than stupid students sitting in a class room spoonfed funk science by a crazy teacher 

 

science done while harming others is not real science 

the author has witnessed that healthy rabbits had been made “arteficially ill” just to find some cure for some medical 

ailment like arthrose. now having made the transition to raw vegan, he knows that food and food alone is the door u have 

to cross for real health. it is a lie to go on eating junk and trying to solve resulting health issues with some pill or even those 

drug delivery methods. pharmacological research is now the same as other junk science made in germany: they just have a 

machine. they just do something to some object. they observe and they describe. this is all devoid of any inspiration. it 

could be done by a toddler. that is why thruout this book various artists are cited. mind is above matter. and it should be 

clear since 2012: planet earth is in danger. u can only solve her problems from the future. using concepts of yesterday to 

solve problems of today is useless. we already have access to those future dimensions. mystics, sages, poets and other wise 

children, always had access to some hi-er space time continuum. western science has always been lowest in terms of 

comprehensive view of life itself ... a fairy tale ... if u know how to use it. 

 

the author’s self made “real fladenbrot” is just the result of using other grains 
“coconut flour, amandel flour, lineseed flour, hemp flour, brown millet seed flour “ are free of gluten and do not need heat 

 

it will become superficial, cos u might miss some detail concerning 

ur own development ... this is like alchemy, u get to know urself 

doing some outer activity ... that is what life is about 
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premonition 

 

 

the funny thing is that u somehow know all in advance ... but u seem to be bound to do the experiment just to be conform 
to current scientific practice. given the time it takes (years) until publication in a peer reviewed journal and the 

‘modification’ during the review process, such work does not make sense anymore. if results are not in accordance with 
current trends in official western science, u will be left alone. ur publication might be accesible but nobody would take time 
and read it. they just go on in their restless competitive manner ... and later u might wonder if spending the best part of ur 

life for nonsensical thinx like this race for fame or position was a good idea. 

 

 

(the author once talked to a very eminent ophthalmologist from UK and asked if plastics could be found within the 

endothelial layer of the human cornea. the answer was yes, but such data could not be published because of powerful 

vested interests from big business. u can get such information only directly from experts. it will not appear anywhere printed 

or published.) 
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truth is simple 

 

how dumb we had to be, in order to believe what they said 
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growth shows as tumor 

 

unlimited growth is cancer 
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degrowth is healing 

 

fasting means detoxing 
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? david against goliath ? 

 

 

www.humane-wirtschaft.de 

 the texts in German language may serve as an example for the corrupted state of 

science in 2015. the above for instance, is about cell phone critiques and their 

arguments facing a kind of goliath (cell phone industry). 

 

 

www.impfkritik.de 

 

 

 

 

 

as with other areas of research, for instance climate change or life sciences, the goliath is 

always the big industry with nothing else than economic interests. as knowledge is 

increasing exponentially, they will be thrown over by their own old fashioned paradigm: 

progress. u would be surprised if u knew the level of ignorance among those money 

lenders or funding groups which control most of the academic world today (2015) 

the movie “wir impfen nicht“ has 

been made by scientists and seems 

to be well-received by those who 

prefer independent information – 

very recommendable !!! 

the bad side of vaccination 

campaigns can be studied 

excellently from a history kind of 

view: during cold-war times in 

eastern europe some advocated 

vaccines were not safe at all and yet 

most people were misinformed and 

had to accept them 

now nothing has changed much and 

most western europe countrys show 

perplexing similarities to 

developments in totalitarian 

regimes of cold war times – what 

makes this so dangerous is the 

“wohlfuehlatmosphaere” (a kind of 

being “comfortably numb”) 

... u could say that every obsession is 

based on a physical vehicle in this 

earthly realm ... 

once that poison – be it a vaccine, 

food, a medication or a dental filling 

– is inside of u, it can influence ur 

whole system 

ur system is nothing but basically an 

electromagnetic one 

and that is what most people are 

still totally unaware of 

while some guys from the dark side 

are very well aware of 

! time to wake up ! 

j bierer “medicine or manslaughter” 

int j soc psychiatry. 29: 247-248, 

1983 

p.r. breggin “psychiatric drugs: 

hazards to the brain” new york, 

springer publishing company, 1983 
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reflecting an illusion world 

 

how long have u been sleeping? 
???... some sugar to make the pill go down ...??? 

 
 

 

 

lyrics of successful norwegian pop-export a-ha from audio-cd “foot of the mountain” 

  

did u ever ask urself why u are here? 
 

did u ever dig deep enuff to find 
truth? 

 
or did u just give up and follow 
someone who seemed to have 

answers while knowing in ur heart 
that he did never dig deep enuff to 

find truth? 
 

self-deception is followed mostly by 
creating an illusionary world made 

up of 
compromises between truth and 

mistruth. if that be the case all truth 
becomes mistruth. 

 
returning to truth is always a 

struggle and means leaving the 
comfort-zone of mistruth and move 

thru a zone of fear and danger 

 
2 quotes 

 
“...per head of population, 

britain has 13 times as  many 
accountants as germany...” 

 
“brazil nuts are so radioactive that a 
pocketful will set off the alarm at a 

nuclear power station.” 
 

1227 facts, john lloyd, faber & faber, 
UK, 978-0-571-29794-8 

 
 

only some rare and brave ones dare 
to follow this path into the unknown 

... to the end. it could cost them 
their very life. this life could even be 
regained. u can be “pixeled back” as 
we are here in a “digital universe”, 

but talking about those thinx is 
impossible. it cannot be transmitted 
thru words, cos our society is still to 

far from accepting truth from the 
other worlds. and it must not be ur 

case to be “pixeled back” once u 
have been “beyond” ... u cannot 
know in advance, cos all that is 

given here is by grace. and the only 
protection is from the most high ... 

beyond the stars. 
 

stars can fall 
 

but it can be made for u 
just as it was the case with 

“sterntaler” 
 

sterntaler - ancient fairy tale about 
a girl who gave away all that she 

had. in the middle of her despair she 
regained more than she could 

dream of. stars fell down to her 
transforming into golden pieces. 

taler was an equivalent to cent at 
that time, it was the local currency. 
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in fact time is the biggest of illusion 

time is spent mostly in advisory boards and steering comitees from politics (getting 
funds for their projects) to private funding organizations (which do mostly exist just 
to stir “their” money away from being paid as tax). often times a very altruistic or 

compassionate “branding” or “marketing” is being used to cover up a darker part of 
story. this holds especially true for any religious or pure scientific agenda. 

 

 

 
“the first problem for all of us, men and women, is not to learn but to unlearn.” 

gloria steinem 

 

 

movie portraying the typical alpha-mode-male 
 ! excellent ! 

 

 
 

www.meisterin-der-geburt.de 
http://orgasmicbirth.com 

  

? is time an illusion ? 

does it only exist to connect cause 

and effect (to fulfil the law of 

karma)? 

is the reality behind the curtain 

eternity? and might this be the 

reason for “deja vu” experiences, 

visions and other forespellings? 

but as some have more or less 

access to eternity and others do 

NOT have access there is obviously 

differences in perception of the 

world around us 

does the degree of timelessness 

depend on the amount of things u 

can sense at one given moment? 

in other words: is he who uses  99% 

of brain capacity able to  sense a 

wider range of bandwith of his 

surroundings and thus bending 

some space-time? if u can sense 

more at a given moment u need 

less time to get the information u 

want, getting more information is 

being translated into getting more 

thinx done in the same time. this 

translates into a faster 

action/reaction pattern, cos every 

action is changing the world around 

u. so there are obviously people 

who move with different speed 

thru  space-time-continuum ... 

is food the crucial element that 

does influence the speed of ur 

movement thru ur own space-time 

continuum? 

now it makes sense that the future 

will be vegan, cos meat eaters with 

much longer digestion time move 

the slowest thru space-time 

continuum ... often times they are 

not able to connect cause and 

effect anymore ... just because of 

some delay (their karma coming 

back hits them only after they have 

forgotten what they did in the first 

place to deserve their fate) 

time might be an illusion 
the same kind of illusion 

as today’s money is 
 

no value behind anymore 
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alpha-mode 

 

helium vola “liod” chrome records (audio cd) 

type 1 scientists (u can call it “alpha-mode-dominance strategy”) need to be present to be known by their colleagues 
(media presence and public presence). as brilliance in speech is key for success, most so called “charismatic” people have 
taken the lead. they do in fact control the subconscious mind of their audience (the same as pop stars or religious leaders) 
leaving off a kind of addicted crowd. for those scientists belonging to group 1 it seems most crucial to defend their position 

within their networks of colleagues and beyond. if they write books they mostly do so just to “show off” in front of their 
colleagues even if students are a main target of the revenue-targeted-agenda. 

 
 

“unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth.”         albert einstein 

 
“wealth earned thru medicine is always poisoned” - quote from the movie “ayurveda” 

 
 the quote above by albert einstein makes much sense especially nowadays where the race for a university-degree has 

become a mass-movement and therefore has succumbed to mainstream consumerism. 

 

 

no more lies 
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sapientia non sit in litteris 
 

 
 

www.woluwe1200.be   vhfmag.com   veganisme.fr    veganfrance.com 
 

type 1 scientists totally ignore the fact that big volumes and fact-loaded textbooks are mostly too hard to digest for 
students nowadays. but their textbooks are a reflection of their linear and old-fashioned way of thinking. linear thinking 

cannot bring about any breathtaking invention or discovery. instead it is only successful because of the thousands of 
follower-scientists working in big network like structures or “clusters”. they use highly sophisticated machinery (invented by 

others) just because they have the money u need in order to be able to do this kind of cheap low level research ... 

 

 

the above is about the german cell phone research project which lasted 7 years and was funded 50% by the federal 
government and 50% by the cell phone industry. in the end it brought not about any new knowledge or any significant 

change in policy. today we know why: too much vested interests and too much of “so called experts”. the most disturbing 
fact is: the foundations were wrong. the concepts (even basic ones like absorption or limit values) do NOT represent sound 

science, but are close to fraud and have been rejected by eminent scientists without vested interests or industry ties. 
examples are the use of the SAR = specific absorption rate (which is junk-science in truest sense). such concepts make the 

whole system of junk-science appear as big lie. a lie cannot become truth just because it has many followers ... 

 

wisdom is not in books 
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stress – destruction – breakdown - death 

 

electrosensible-zone-blanche-ehs-film.com 

www.takebackyourpower.net 

www.teslabel.be 

www.grondes.be 

www.demobilisation.wordpress.com 

www.robindestoits.org 

www.next-up.org 

www.criirem.org 

www.priartem.fr 

www.tierversuchsfreie-medizin.de 

 

vegan.at – excellent independent information 

j.b.burch, j.s.reif et al. „melatonin metabolite excretion among cellular 

telephone users” int j radiat biol 2002, vol.78, no.11 (1029-1036) 

some effects of electrosmog 

stress on every level 

distress is “fight or flight”, while 

eustress is “ariana mania” (which 

means some are getting hi, cos they 

functioned already on a hi-stressed 

level due to professional demands in 

big companies), those business 

leaders mostly get ill while on 

vacation or they suffer a burn-out 

after some time 

this stress is the reason why most 

men and women follow some 

addiction, be it tobacco, junk-food, 

alcohol or chemical drugs: they are 

like dogs in pawlow’s experiments: 

conditioned to follow some reflex, 

regression to a childish episode in 

their life, where motherly love was 

given via food instead of love 

reduction in melatonin levels 

(that is why most men crave milk 

products, cos milk has melatonin in 

it. what people do NOT know is that 

milk is cancer-promoting, disease-

producing and it empties their body 

of some very important substance: 

calcium) 

movement of calcium ions between 

cells in influenced 

women are more affected, cos they 

have more magnetite receptors than 

men, eating more is compensatory, 

cos eating u do mostly out of 

dissatisfaction with ur world 

accumulation of calcium within 

mitochondriae 

(calcium controls ATP production by 

oxidative phosphorylation) 

 

recommended book: 

rainer hagencord “gott und die 

tiere“ 978-3-7867-8632-0 

www.toposplus.de 

quoting the old testament and being 

both theologian and behavioural 

scientist, the author shows how all 

animals are within god-

consciousness. only humans have 

“dropped out”. 
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can’t get no sleep 

 

 
ur body might loose some useful substance, like for instance melatonin, which is sleep 

promoting and considered relevant for regulation of the sleep-wake cycle. 
 

later on ur body is more and more caught in a circle of stressful life and weakened 
resistance to all kinds of stress. 

stress hormones are up (cortisol, serotonin) 
ur life span shortens, cos ur dna is not safe anymore. 

 

 

 

“accelerated telomere shortening in response to life stress” ProcNatlAcadSci U.S.A. 

2004 dec 7; 101(49):17312-5 

cg parks et al “telomere length, current perceived stress, and urinary stress hormones 

in women” Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2009 Feb; 18 (2): 551-560 

ak damjanovic et al “accelerated telomere erosion is associated with a declining 

immune function of caregivers of alzheimer’s disease patients” The Journal of 

Immunology 2007. 179, 4249-4254 

 

  if u cannot sleep, just ignore it, 
go outside, do gardening, do exercise 

ur body will get what is needed without any 
effort by ur ego 

borders fall – blood brain barrier 

gets leaky 

(histamine, insuline) 

this may lead to a pre-alzheimer 

state (early dementia) 

leakage of harmful substances into 

the brain 

borders fall – blood testes barriere 

gets leaky 

sperm motility reduced, reduction in 

fertility 

female fertility reduced, because 

eggs do not divide anymore but are 

susceptible to longtime irradiation 

weakening of membranes 

phospholipid bilayer is affected 

cerebral hypoperfusion 

similar to that what has been 

observed to occur in 

neurodegenerative diseases 

premature death 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

“if the misery of our poor be caused 
not by the laws of nature, but by our 

institutions, great is our sin.” 
stephen jay gould “the mismeasure 
of man” new york and london: w.w. 

norton & co., 1981 
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protect urself – safe urself 

 

there are ways to protect urself 

 

butternut and other pumpkins have tryptophan. ur body makes melatonin and 
serotonin from it. other fresh fruits and veggies may directly deliver melatonin 2 meet 

ur bodily demands. it is absorbed if u eat vegan raw foodstuff. there are marvelous 
substances inside. 

 
ur body can produce enuff of melatonin if u do get enuff sunlite. 

but if u are sitting all day in ur pretty office managing all u want to manage u might be 
missing some of the benefits the sun provides 

- for instance: melatonin 

 

 
  

but u can make ur own kind of raw vegan cheese from only 4 ingredients 
 

carrots, pumpkin seeds, sea salt 
 

if u have enuff money u can afford to buy raw vegan cheese in some 

advanced cities of this planet 
 

on the left hand side u can see a raw 

vegan cheese “precursor” (it has not 

been fermented) 

in the authors opinion it is not 

necessary, cos this “precursor” is 

made within 4 minutes and tastes so 

yummy that u just cannot wait u eat 

below is a picture of a slice of vegan 

cheese (commercially bought) eaten 

together with leaves of green 

cabbage from one of the authors 

local guerilla gardening sites 

although the cheese is not raw 

vegan it adds some kind of 

comforting blend to those green 

leaves 

it might give some kind of “food for 

the soul” just because pawlow’s 

reflexes might be engrained deep 

into the subconscious mind 

how many toddlers will get 

foodstuff instead of love from their 

moms? might this be the reason 

that nowadays so many young and 

old men are craving cheese? 

if their cheese is dairy based they 

get a lot more than cheese, for 

instance casein. casein is cancer 

promoting even if it has some other 

properties. 

 

http://www.theicarusproject.net 

http://www.naturalnews.com 

http://www.mercurypoisoned.com 

http://www.preventcancer.com 

www.treeoflife.nu 
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if u are unfortunate to live in one backward city where people are more interested in 
buildings than their own health u might want to buy a book on vegan self made cheese 

(u can modify any recipe to suit a raw vegan lifestyle).  
 

most recipes on self made vegan cheese are almost raw vegan, so nothing of those 
useful and sleep promoting and happy making substances are destroyed 

 

 

 
 

miyoko schinner “veganer kaese” (vegan cheese) unimedica-verlag 
unimedica.de 

 
reconnect with mother earth 

the gagan were white ... they believed that all that was not white and shiny was 

destructive. their fear of waste, soil and sand killed their feeling of belonging to mother 

earth. they moved to white settlements made of marble and cristal and created plants 

and trees that do not loose their leaves or blossoms ... (plastic plants) 

from chris morton, ceri louise thomas “the mystery of the cristal skulls”, thorson’s 

london, (“traenen der goetter” transl.: anneli von koenemann, 978 3 502 15495 3)    

heal urself 

olga kharitidi “entering the circle” harper, san francisco 

personal testimony of a soviet psychiatrist 

given the vegan cheese on the left 

hand picture is not raw vegan (only 

vegan) there is this green cabbage 

with incredible health benefits if 

eaten raw and fresh 

the most important is the amount of 

light stored in those green leaves. in 

combination with all the ingredients 

which in fact are not known to us 

(we do know only a small fraction 

yet) the most important thing is 

INFORMATION. 

information is the one immaterial 

thing u can transfer from the future 

into the present without hurting any 

existing physical law. believe it or 

not, this is exactly what is 

happening now and it is the reason 

behind this turmoil on a worldwide 

scale. the truth is just showing and it 

is heart wrenching how backward 

and lost in illusionary thinking many 

people still are 

what they need is NOT more and 

more technology 

what they need is luv and lite 

they can only find peace outside if 

they have peace inside, cos the 

outside world is a perfect reflection 

of the inside world 

how this is brought into the screen 
of this lower universere called 

earthly realm 
is a mystery of itself 
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clouded consciousness 

 

 
 

david mitchell „cloud atlas“ 978-0-340-82278-4, madaboutbooks.com 

 
 

our world is now in a state of transformation 
u can see immediate effects of unpredictable actions 

almost everywhere, cos that is the only way out of the “vicious circle” 
gaia was trapped in for thousands of years – it makes no sense anymore to follow the 

path of “block time realm” only to cling to some old and ancient lies just to keep a 
status quo. 

 

 
 

this movie by romanian regisseur radu mihaileanu is fun to watch and bridges the gap 
between western “top of the world” style of living and eastern simplicity and 

humbleness. “zug des lebens” (train de la vida) is another excellent movie from the 
same regisseur. it is a about nazis, jews, deportation, psychology and madness and yet 
funny to watch. u might laugh and shed tears at the same time. such movies are very 

touching. 

 

some quotes by markus rothkranz 

from his book “heile dich selbst” 

(in german language) 

ueber veranlagung 

“wichtig sind nicht die karten, die du 

bekommen hast, sondern wie du das 

spiel spielst.“ 

ueber essen 

„unser koerper braucht nicht berge 

von essen. wenn die leute krank 

sind, dann liegt das meist nur daran, 

dass sie erstens zu viel und zweitens 

nur muell essen.“ 

„unser menschlicher koerper ist auf 

den verzehr von rohem fleisch nicht 

eingerichtet. die magensaeure von 

fleischfressern ist 10 mal staerker als 

unsere.“ 

ueber muskeln 

„die groessten tiere auf diesem 

planeten essen kein fleisch. aber 

woher haben sie ihre muskeln? was 

steht denn bei elefant und nashorn, 

bueffel, kuh und pferd auf dem 

speiseplan? in erster linie gras, 

blaetter und obst. gorillas sind 5 mal 

so stark wie der mensch. ihre 

eckzaehne sind wahre hauer – und 

was fressen sie? blaetter und 

fruechte. goriallas sind vegetarier.“ 

ueber entgiftung 

„um gesund zu werden, genuegt es 

nicht, ein paar pillen einzuwerfen 

oder an einer karotte zu nagen. nein, 

so geht das nicht. wir muessen erst 

unseren koerper entruempeln und 

den ganzen muell aus unseren zellen 

hinausschaffen, der sich dort seit 

unserer geburt angesammelt hat. ob 

du es glaubst oder nicht, viele 

menschen tragen noch die schlacken 

minderwertiger nahrungsmittel und 

negative gedanken aus kindertagen 

mit sich herum. natuerlich werden 

zellen neu gebildet und ersetzt, doch 

die botschaft wird weitergegeben.“ 

markus rothkranz 
„heile dich selbst“ (heal yourself) 

hans nietsch verlag 
uebersetzt von elisabeth liebl 

978-3-939570-88-2 
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summary on how emf exerts a detrimental 

effect to ur health 

 

 

 
impact is via 

frequency, amplitude, pulse, polarity, information content 
net result on cellular level is generation of free-radicals 

which is nothing else than 
increase in ROS (reactive oxygen species) 

 

reason for this is: ur body works in the same frequency range as those transmitters, 

phones, stations 

it all has to do with resonance and it has almost nothing to do with heating of cellular 

structures (harm is via athermal effects) 

 

in general every cell that is fast growing is more susceptible to electrosmog (oocytes, 
spermatocytes, neuronal stem cells) 

 
damage is transmitted to the new generation via epigenetics 

damage is via breaking of junctional complexes 
damage is via dna breaks 

 

! watch urself ! 

how much damage ur body suffers depends on ur health 
(age, tissue, cell health, integrity of intracellular signalling cascade, 

membrane integrity, mitochondrial activation, etc.) 

if u ever heard of a “science scandal” 
making big headlines in mainstrem 
news u would be wise to follow up 

this matter. mostly such a scandal is 
in favor of the current scientific 

view, discrediting some advanced 
and unconventional scientists. later 

on, all is returning to normal and the 
scandal is forgotten. after some time 

when the truth is emerging the 
whole picture is changing. but u do 
not find information about this in 

mainstream media anymore. 
mainstream media are for 

mainstream people. sensational 
news attract readers. truth would 

make many people uncomfortable in 
a “golden cage society”. most 
importantly: how can u find 

advertising companies to pay ur 
revenues if u do not follow the same 

trayectory like them? 
 

the quote in german language on 
the left hand side is from an 

interview in “vegan.at”. in order to 
stand all this modern-civilisation-

stress on ur body u need to protect 
it. the best way for protection 

against “free radicals” and 
resonance induced cellular damage 
is “antioxidants” which is in fresh 

and colourful raw leaves, fruits, nuts 
and seeds and roots. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“niemandem erscheint (auf einer 

hoeheren stufe der entwicklung) das 
licht, der nicht durch seine selbstlose 

natur dem lichte licht 
entgegenbringt.“ 

 
hans reipert „goethes maerchen von 

der gruenen schlange und der 
schoenen lilie“ in den 

interpretationen von rudolf steiner 
verlag die pforte, basel, schweiz 

isbn 3-85636-023-9 
 

 j.w.v.goethe „conte du serpent 
vert“, „les mystères“ poème, preface 

by andré tanner and rené vittoz; 
editions anthroposophiques 

romandes, genf 1970 
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cancer 
  

“there is no raw vegan under the millions of victims of cancer ...” 
from “they are breeding the sick, the disgusting and the bad” info 60 

thoughts on pharmacologists called doctors  www.cosmopan.de 
 

 

all what is poisoning to outside bacteriae has some effect on ur own mitochondriae 
(power houses of ur cells), cos they have been bacteriae in the past. a normal cell has 

around 5000 of mitochondriae on average. they are given by mothers only. the 
powerhouses which give all ur cells energy are transmitted from generation to 

generation by females only. sperms do not have any mitochondriae. thus u can forget 
all genealogy based on names and only involving male-bloodlines ... it was junk and has 

only been used for genocide. 

 

 

marie laforet “fromages vegan” 978-2-84221-387-9 
editions la plage, paris 2014 

 

“in europe all is overly soldified and nationalism is only a mania. a mania as an excuse 

to escape the obligation to great new projects.” 

josé ortega y gasset “la rebelión de las masas”, revista de occidente, madrid, 1930 

 

is not by fate 

there is now plenty of books on 
making raw vegan cheese all by 

urself 
 

most are based on cashew nuts but 
u can take pumpkin seeds too (not 

grilled or roasted of course) 
 

u can grow those pumpkins urself in 
another guerilla gardening project. 

that way u can get enuff of sunshine 
already 

 
if u do not get enough sunshine then 
u should ask ur local veggie-shop for 

a mushroom called “mai-take” 
(similar to shiitake). this mushroom 
has precursors of vitamin D. vitamin 

D is very important and protects 
from cancer. 

 
2 experts on vegan cheese are 

miyoko schinner (english-speaking) 
and marie laforet (french-speaking) 

 
--- 

 
“alles, was wir lernen koennen in der 

naturwissenschaft, in der 
kulturwissenschaft, in der 

geschichte, in der mathematik und 
allen anderen wissenschaften, es 
kann niemals selbstzweck sein ... 

erst wenn wir jederzeit bereit sind, 
sie in uns aufzunehmen und als 

mittel zu betrachten, das wir 
hinopfern als bruecke, ueber die wir 

hinueberschreiten koennen, dann 
kommen wir zur wirklichen 

erkenntnis.“  
 

rudolf steiner 
 

please note that even rudolf 
steiner’s philosophy was subject to 
corruption and misinterpretation. 
more on this subject is in christian 

vagedes’ book “VegUp”  978-3-
942346-04-7 

 
u will find the truth about “demeter” 
agriculture which is NOT according 
to rudolf steiner, cos someone has 

made animal based agriculture part 
of demeter and thus “blackened” 
his name is hugo erbe, he might 

think that he was “smart”, being a 
farmer. he might have become rich 

that way ... such is this world ... 
 

sometimes it is incredible to notice 
how addicted some women are 

about chicken’s eggs. what drives 
them so crazy? what makes them 

craving something taken at the 
expense of male-chicken executed in 

a nazi-manner? 
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an inside game 

 

 

quote by russion author fjodor dostojewsky 

 

an unfertilized egg in female body has 8000 mitochondriae (!) 

that is why u are killing urself if u still doing the pesticide, herbicide stuff, u are killing 
urself if u do the old materialistic way of fighting ur enemy – all u can do is embrace ur 
enemy (until he can not move anymore), forgive ur enemy ... even on a cellular level! 

 
healing is by controlling access to ur platform. u should be the one who is in charge. u 
should know who is allowed to travel with u. u should be the captain, cos ur body is a 

spaceship ...  

 
 

 

www.free21.org 

  

it is the amount of waste material 

which “invites” outside parasites 

into ur system, u are controlled by 

ur microbiome (bacteriae in ur gut), 

they are inside of u and their 

neurotransmitters affect ur gut-

brain which in turn affects ur 

cerebral system, and this alone is 

the reason for u to crave such and 

such foodstuffs (which u do mostly 

NOT need, but guess who DOES 

need them? ur parasites, ur gut-

commensal flora ... which is nothing 

else than other entities feeding 

themselves inside of u 

trojan horse is now inside of u, 

pandora’s box has long enuff been 

open 

ur outside world and ur struggle in 

the outside world are nothing but a 

reflection to ur world inside. ur 

whole life is an outside projection of 

inner states governing ur way in a 

pre-determined manner. there 

mostly is not much space for free 

will anymore. the reason for such a 

life is loops. loops where some 

action is followed by reaction with 

some delay. as too many of those 

loops are interwoven u cannot get 

the full image of ur life. in the end it 

becomes a mess while u are getting 

old over it. then with old-age 

disease and illness strike and mental 

faculties are declining, leaving off a 

shadow self not being able to 

understand anymore. let this kind of 

fate not be the story of ur life. 

 

recommended movie 

“samsara” 
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eastern lite 

 

 

another quote by russion author fjodor dostojewsky 

 

anita kracke „liebe deine bakterien – alles eine frage des milieus“ naturheilpraxis 2015 

(15. Jg.) pp. 61-64. issn 0177-6754, naturheilpraxis.de 

sonntag d “die lehre von prof. g. enderlein im blickfeld neuer wissenschaftlicher 

erkenntnisse“ semmelweis institut, hoya, sanum post nr. 109, s. 14 ff 

fritz-albert popp “cancer growth and its inhibition in terms of coherence” 
electromagnetic biology and medicine, 28: 53-60, 2009 

doi: 10.1080/15368370802711805 

 
 
 

 
 

all quotes on this page by russion author fjodor dostojewsky 

 
“ex oriente lux, ex occidente luxus” 

 stanislaw jercy lec

the secret of swiss muesli 

debunked 

if u want to luv ur enemy u have to 

know what ur enemy luvs ... (and 

because „luv moves thru the 

stomach“ = „liebe geht durch den 

magen“ u just figure out what he 

preferably eats) 

? why has switzerland been so 

succesful ? 

u hear nothing about refugee issues 
u hear nothing about finance 

problems 
u feel there is something behind, 

cos u know they are quite isolated, 
they are mostly rural, they are 

predominantly and old-age country, 
they still have „bunkers“, 

they do „money-laundry“ and 
virtually had been winners during 

european history 
but they have a large industry too 

which is concerned with what 
matters most nowadays ... 

guess what? 
 

time 
 

swiss watchmakers are well known 
across the world for their hi-quality 

and longlasting products 
 

? what makes them succesful ? 
 

surprising answer 
 

their muesli culture 
 

now the facts 

carbohydrate meals do 

reset the circadian rhythm 

morning chronotypes 

perform better in society 

carbohydrates in the form 

of muesli (not popped, not 

crunchy, just traditional 

bircher-style muesli) 

produce some kind of 

release of aggression 

(sich durchbeissen). with 

such form of „energizing 

meal”  which releases 

aggression at the same 

time u should have a good 

start into ur day. 
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 it is a family business for each of us 
 

 

www.free21.org 

do not waste ur energy judging or condemning others, u simply have no time anymore 
and such was their goal: get all ur energy as long as u were judging them in ur mind 

 

history is made by individuals and their 

followers 

history has been changed by some individuals in powerful positions by the means of 
bending truth to their agenda only because they made their followers believe in 

something other than the truth. 
 

nevertheless the truth has been known, is known and will always be known. 

 

 

as hi-li sophisticated being this animal can sense every electromagnetic field 

u are not depressive. u do not need drugs. it is just human 

hibernation syndrome – du brauchst nur deinen “winterschlaf” 

 

firefighter issues 

the author once asked a firefighter 

about his diet 

this firefighter said: “ muesli in the 

morning, muesli at noon and 

vegetables in the evening” 

later the author translated this 

practically into his vegan raw food 

practice ... with amazing insights 

here are some of them 

if u start with carbohydrates doing 

this vegan raw food thing u will 

have immediate energy, ur bowel 

movements are reset just thru the 

amount of sugars in ur meal 

(the same effect can be produced 

thru eating of some apples) 

try this: 

prepare a meal using “wild crafted 

brown millets seeds” (braunhirse 

wildform) – this kind of grain is not 

for cooking or heating, cos there is a 

hard shell around those seeds ... and 

u do eat those grains with shell ... of 

course u can crush them thru ur 

mortar-system of preparation ... 

then u might want to add some 

fresh water, some vegan raw oil (for 

instance “distle oil” (disteloel, 

oelmuehle moog) and if necessary u 

can add some vegan raw and 

fairtrade sugar plus a bit of 

cinnamon (makes ur body warm and 

makes ur blood thinner) 

there is more 

we know from research that some 

protein after a carbohydrate meal 

prevent postprandial tiredness 

as swiss people are clever and u as a 

raw vegan on their path are even 

more clever, u just replace this 

water and oil stuff (emulsion) with 

some vegan milk (me took alnatura 

oat-non-dairy cream from a nearby 

discounter ... it is made in germany 

and even a local product in my case 

so this fair trade thing is not so 

important in this respect) 

! voila ! – incredibly addictive and 

tasty, but at the same time resetting 

ur circadian clock, heating up ur 

body (u have to crush the grain with 

ur mortar using ur muscles) 
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the darkest hour 

what is the net result of any kind of artificial “breeding ground”? me has no idea where 
this concept of “breeding” might come from. it is very artificial and not in accordance 
with nature. it corresponds to a yankee mentality or even a kind of nazi-ideology. the 
net result of any kind of breeding with sinister goals in mind is something like shelly’s 

“monster”, e.g. “frankenstein’s monster”. 

 

 

urban street art (aix la chapelle, germany)  

u do not have to dig very deep to uncover that some really old guys are behind this 
kind of thinking with their “torschlusspanik” after a life of greed and materialism. now 

they have become rich. but isn’t their end inevitable? 

 
 

 

 
“scientific american” is a popular “scientific journal” whose authors often times come 

to very strange conclusions. the picture from above might be a kind of racist one: a 
female is portrayed, and she is dark-skinned while the title has something to do with 

the biblical concept of sin. let us face it: in germany alone 1000 children face abortion 
each day. and yet some old and rich people can afford to pay tremendous amounts of 
money to so called “wunschkindkliniken”. if this is all bound to money then what the 

hell is going on ? 
 

is the hour before sunrise 

  

the hour just before dawn is 
the darkest hour 

 
being mostly raw vegan with falling 

back to simply vegan in order to 
gain knowledge the author found 

out the following (being a 
homeopath without this “globuli 

thing”, cos being a homeopath but 
living like hippocrate is more 

revealing in respect to  health and 
longevity issues): 

 
the dairy component in swiss muesli 
acts like a drug (it is opiod receptor 
mediated and acts in an addictive 

manner) 
 

rural agriculture (grass feeding) 
without industrial farming (different 
from practices in germany) coupled 
with nighttime milk extraction and 
fermentation with special strains of 
non-GMO lactobacillus helveticae is 
crucial for avoiding most negative 

effects of this drugaddiction 
 

switzerland is the only country in 
europe with no-GMO policy for meat 

products (being a raw vegan the 
author knows that  this might 

appear OK to many people, but 
knowing the truth behind this 

“protein myth” something else is 
revealing: 

 
low level spirituality 

  
u better find out urself who really 

won the WWII 
 

u better find out urself who is 
behind this industry funded mind 

control issue exerted via pharmacy, 
food and GMO crops 

 
u better ask urself why history 

seems to repeat itself ... and why it 
will not repeat itself ... u might be 
the very reason that it DOES NOT 
REPEAT itself ... cos u have come 
very far in knowing THEIR SECRET 

 
cowspiracy.com 

http://www.douglasdietrich.com 
http://www.projectcensored.org 

 
! wake up ! 

fatboy ... ur time has come 
u still can save ur life 

 
thanks to the providence and to the 

law of attraction 
 

youtube “awake” – full length 
documentary about a single mom’s 

spiritual journey 
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return of the mother 

 

finally – at the end of time – the truth is coming to lite 

did u know that during the time ur mother was pregnant there exists some connection 
u can never break? during pregnancy there are cells of the child crossing the placenta. 

thoe cells migrate to the brain of the mother. they stay there forever. that is the 
physical reflection of the fact that mostly mothers do feel what happens to their 

offspring. but it is also proofing that mothers are more close to children than fathers. 
in the beginning mother and child shared one consciousness. in fact they have been in 
trance at some point. this kind of trance was a kind of “unity consciousness”. later on 

this is lost and daily worries and struggles take over. 

 

 

till roenneberg et al. “the human circadian clock entrains to sun time” current biology 
vol 17 no 2 r44 (correspondence)  

 

?  could it be wise to go with the sun instead of 
following a mad society ? 

  

did u know how the sun affects ur 

life? 

it is worth to get direct knowledge 

from the sun 

try to spend at last 2 hours each day 

in open air. guerilla gardening is 

best, cos u grow ur own food that 

way. and reconnecting with mother 

nature is perhaps all u need now. 

the rest might be provided later ...  

if u have no land, just start 

somewhere ... just choose a messy 

place and transform it into a 

beautiful place 

me did this, today they destroyed all 

the plants on it, just ot build 

something ... at least at such a point 

u know who they are and what they 

feel and if they have respect or not 

so if we as individuals do not know 

why this and that happens to us, do 

not worry, nature knows how to 

heal them ... it might be the hard 

way now ... just b prepared 

a cycle of 2000 years has ended and 

there are thinx that have a great 

future, while others do not have any 

- now that we know - 

 

! nothing good is useless ! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

we come alone 
we go alone 

in fact – we are alone 
until we merge into 
unity consciousness 

 
we are alone in the face of 

approaching death. the hour of 
death is the hour u r all alone with 

urself. 
 

dying while living meansdissolving 

illusion of separated ego-self in the 

wake of unity consciousness 
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their law 

“in vitro fertilisation” is eager to answer the call for the “fertility on demand” 
regardless of “biological clock”. how much money is spent to make some really old and 

wrinkled ladies become pregnant? other women are so under pressure in terms of 
money and time that they opt for abortion in case of accidental pregnancy. 

 

 
 

is this system of inequality the dream of some arian racists? could the money not be 
spent for adoption programs or for social security being provided to moms from poor 

economic background in order for them to safely give birth to their kids? there are 
enuff concepts of saving the lifes of mother and child without any interference of “free 
will” of one party only … it should never be an economic problem to have children or 

not. 
 

souls exist. they are the master inhabiting a body. nobody can see them, if they come 
down to choose a body. and yet some unborn lives need protection. cos obsession 

might be the net-result of abortion. that is why the oath of hippocrate is so important 
… a doctor should never perform an abortion ... 

 

 
 

especially now ... reintegration of “soul” is human’s foremost task in times of 
approaching some kind of event horizon ... 

 
“selling one’s soul” is the thing doctor faustus did, 

as the devil gave him the world ... 
 

same offering as 2000 years ago to someone else. it happens now to each and 
everyone of us ... u can see now, that most people did accepet the offer 

 
it seems to be a very personal story in almost everyone’s life - this christ-thing 

 

 

quote by stefan zweig “die heilung durch den geist“ (the book is cited elsewhere) 
 

“... those places of rigidity ...” (rigidity is the same as “sclerotic” in medical terms, which 
means for instance “hardened vessel”, “inflexible and hardened tissue-structure” – so it 

seems to turn out that way that sclerosis is similar to something like “turning into 
stone” which is of biblical origin (vgl. “zur salzsaeule erstarren”)                                   

 

to think about 
 

“the world of law seems to be 
entirely full of men” ... “the real 

troubles in your life will always be 
things that never crossed your 

worried mind”  
 

words spoken by the main character 
tim in family movie: “about time” 

 (il était temps) UK 2013 
abouttimemovie.co.uk 

 
more to think about 

 
“the US has more lawyers per capita 
than any other country in the world 

and twice as many prisoners as 
lawyers” 

“the US has only 5% of the world’s 
population, but almost 25% of its 

prison population” 

 
“before the renaissance three 
quarters of all the books in the 

world were in chinese” 
 

“chemotherapy is a by-product of 
mustard gas used in the first World 

War” 
 

“the 10.000 trillion ants in the world 
weight about the same as all the 

human beings” 
 

“the designer of saddam’s bunker 
was the grandson of the woman 

who built hitler’s bunker” 
 

“8
th

 january 1835 is the only day in 
history that the USA had no national 

debt” 

 
john lloyd, john mitchinson, james 

harkin “1227 facts to blow your 
socks off” 978-0-571-29794-8 

QI ltd, 2012 
 
 

recommended movie 
“the host” (“seelen”) based on the 

novel by stephenie meyer 
book “seelen” 978 3 551 31249 5 

audiobook 978 3 86742 147 8 
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more regarding group 2 scientists 

the real ones 

scientists from group 2 might have begun their academic curriculum in the same competitive environment as 
those from group 1 but at one point the question arose: truth or success? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

if success means getting ahead in a financial terms or at least in terms of respect, reputation and academic visibility then 
deviation from the truth is unavoidable. yet those scientists in group 2 made the decision to stick to the truth at all cost. 
some even sacrifice their academic position, others have supporting or funding friends or unorthodox ways to become 

independent of major institutions or industry-funding. 

  

a relation between long distance power leads and leukemia in children exists, without a known model of how this leukemia develops. In 
2002 the extremely low frequency magnetic fields were labeled as “possible cancer causing” by the IARC-WHO. an example of how 
politics could ensure a population’s well-being without too much ado and interference from skeptics. politics is for people, not for 

lobbyists or special interest groups. if politics is used for other agendas it is fake. 
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back to real science 

 

 

very precise and detailed account of real science in respect to electromagnetic 

radiation. all truth has been provided, all things have been said ... so what do u see? 

 

examples of real scientists of our time 

 

t colin campbell nutritionstudies.org (nutritionist, discovered dioxine) 
 

fritz a. popp (father of „biophotonen-hypothesis” which has been veryfied) 
 

neal barnard (president of pcrm.org and leading cancer specialist) 
 

michael greger nutritionfacts.org (eminent researcher in areas like avian flu and 
toxicology) 

 

 
 

looking back: did u know that one day after the german declaration of war (3. of september 1939) 
british planes dropped bombs on cuxhaven? there is something we all do not know in respect to 

churchill and roosevelt, hitler and stalin ... maximilian czesany “alliierter bombenterror – der 
luftkrieg ueber europas zivilbevoelkerung“ and yet it does not matter anymore! what matters is: 

 
today it is NOT much different – look, what EMF does! watch ur sky ! and listen to “their planes” 

making noise ! it is no thunder  or atmospheric thing. it is planes ... military planes, omg !!! 
 

www.terz.org  antifainfoblatt.de  http://blockupy.org   http://www.rosalux.de  www.cosmopan.de 

  

books u should read while on earth 

hugo von hoffmannsthal “der tor 

und der tod“ (40 pages) 

stefan zweig „die augen des ewigen 

bruders“ (60 pages) 

hermann hesse „morgenlandfahrt“ 

(120 pages) 

fjodor dostojewski „der 

groossinquisitor“ (added after 

witnessing the destruction of illegal 

but beautiful guerilla gardening 

project in a very faith dominated 

city ... knowing what kind of 

revelations are already published in 

some small european neighboring 

countries) 

it hurts if living beings as plants are 

not respected. it hurts if cold and 

calcuating minds order something to 

be annihilated just because some 

money needs to be turned into stone 

it hurts that the way money is 

created does cause suffering on 

some other end of the world. if even 

stones are shipped across the 

oceans just to end in another office 

tower.  

it hurts even more that low paid 

workers from foreign countries have 

to do the job, or even immigrants or 

modern slaves working illegal just to 

get along or to be able to send their 

loved ones some money. 

it pains to know that this anonymity 

is the same as depicted in franz 

kafka’s “the castle”. in the end u 

even might find the one who 

inspired such a spell. but better not 

look for it. paulo coelho, the writer 

who became famous with “the 

alchemist” wrote in his 

autobiography about this 

(“biografía de un narrador” planeta 

2003, 9788408 048794). being part 

of brazilian rock music scene he did 

experience some kind of hell on 

earth ... cos doing drugs is part of 

this business. if u have a chance to 

read those line u might be scared to 

death, cos this book is real life 

experience and not a horror movie. 

but it is almost the same as in some 

of those crippling movies (sixth 

sense, for instance ...) 
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true life science 
 

the science of life starts with getting to know ur body. 
the path to health is the same path as the path to know urself. 

whoever u ask 4 advice on ur path should represent someone u trust. 
giving away the responsibility for ur health is the same as giving away ur ticket to 
paradise, cos self realization is the same as healing and the way is the goal. every 

human being is more or less disease-stricken on this planet. that is why we are here: 
finding the way back to ur real self. the real self is NOT the body. the body is the 

incredible tool reflecting aspects that need healing. if that is done u are free.  

 

lisa viger „raw for life” 978—3-86264-340-0, hans nietsch verlag 
www.rawon10.com is lisa viger’s website 

 
 

what makes the book by lisa viger so mesmerizing is the very fact of her biography. she 
lived a typical life of affluence. she was obese, a heavy smoker, very sick and close to 
some kind of drowning due to pressure of society and due to her destructive lifestyle. 

but she changed her lifestyle from the root. now being almost 50 years of age, she 
feels better than in her youth (20 years of age). the book is well illustrated, with 2 

sections covering recipes and some transition basics such as tools, principles, storage 
of food and of course advise on how to become healthy again. 

 

 
 

one of the most incredible advances in food production 
seems to me the technology of producing powder from grass. 

this will change everything in respect to healthy eating and living. 
such foods should be affordable to everyone, of course . 

 

true knowledge 

 

strong bones 

if u do some gardening, u might find 

out most secrets of the universe by 

urself, like for instance u might gain 

knowledge on how ur body uses 

organic silica bound to green leaves 

in order to build strong bones. 

together with potassium u might 

not even need calcium, cos ur body 

can do something which is called 

“transmutation”. belgian doctor dr. 

plisnier wrote about this in his book 

“save ur health” 

r haegel “calcifications et 

transmutations biologiques” la 

nouvelle hygiène, paris, sept. 1966 

did u know that using a mortar 

(moerser) for food preparation can 

provide u with “feldspat, quartz and 

glimmer”. every time u prepare ur 

meal something from the vessels 

gets into ur meal. be grateful for 

that. ur body might become a super-

conducting, incredibly powerful, 

space-time-bending facility ... all by 

itself. and that is only the beginning, 

cos u are not ur body. u are only 

part of someone steering it ... 

by the way: amazonenstein is a 

special variant of feldspat. 

quarz is kieselsaeureanhydrit (silicea 

inside) 

glimmer is “katzensilber“ (felium) – 

makes cat‘s eyes shining in the dark 

the author has witnessed that dogs 

can have “katzenaugen” too. he 

once saw a dog with the same kind 

of light reflecting properties of his 

eyes. his eyes were glowing in the 

dark. 

the author once saw a whole tree 

glowing in the dark. this was in 

place u would not find driven by 

ego. those places exist but are 

protected by some invisible beings. 

the moon is important for formation 

of calcium 

megalith-cultures used mortars for 

food preparation – those 

civilisations had ET contact too. 
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history 

“an important scientific for spiritual innovation rarely makes its way by gradually winning over and converting its 

opponents. what does happen is that its opponents gradually die out, and the next generation is familiar with it”  

max planck, theoretical physicist 

it might well be that in science innovation was always blocked by the establishment. today our situation is different from all 
what has been going on in the past. we just do not have time in view of all environmental disaster brought about by the 

unholy alliance of “junk science” and industry. wasting of resources, pollution and creation of dependency, modern slavery 
and war are such a burden on humanity rite now that the truth has to find other ways to shine into the darkness of “old 

concepts” and “selfish interests”. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

very interesting table from david gee in his excellent paper showing how long it took for various environmental threats to be banned. 

does humanity learn from such lessons? 
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debt – perversion of a promise 

 

most people now can only afford organic vegan and local produce cos they get it back via tax system, 
best is to leave this perverted tax system, where money is recycled among special groups of people 

in order to help urself, u can do guerilla gardening, cos staying true and not taking from others 
is respected that way ... mother earth does not belong to no-one, no interest, just gives and gives ... 

she is in fact the best of teachers: gaia luvs those who respect and luv her 
 
 

it should be obvious now that something is wrong in our academic world today but it the magnitude and consequences for 
future generations have never been worse. those who do research and those who decide what is worth funding are quite 
different. if industry (and therefore money-making interests) has taken over this decision making process then we should 
know that most academic science at today’s universities is ‘junk science’. this might be heavy wording but if u would take 

the time to look deep enough into the current system u might come to the same conclusion. 

 
 

 

quote from the bestselling book “debt” by david graeber 
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current research on electromagnetic fields 

to clarify my position on the decline of mainstream science, let us take the current hype with mobile communication and 
tackle the matter with the most of controversy 

 
(the author did postgraduate academic research at a well known german research facility in recent years) 

 

electrosensibility - electrosensitivity 

 

 

“electrosensibility” means that some people feel as if very sensitive for physical effects of electromagnetic radiation 
 

the others (as they cannot sense something in this respect … they just do not have any bodily discomfort while using their 
cell phone, no matter how long that might be) are convinced that those with “electrosensibility” have another kind of 

underlying problem. openly or secretly, intentionally or not, the “sufferers” have been stigmatized and excluded from being 
credible. sensibility is now “empfindlichkeit” and negatively attributed. it used to be called “empfindungskraft” and used to 

be positively attributed. 
 

the end of the story is that each group is just gathering information to support their respective position ... the only 
difference between those 2 groups is the amount of money spent to back up their respective positions and their media-

presence, which is directly linked to the former 

 
 

history of „electrosensibility“ – from „microwave sickness“ to purposefully causing sickness by irradiating the 

enemy´s embassy in times of ‘cold war’ – shows how the truth had been covered up and suppressed .... just to 

implement something very disturbing ... 
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junk science´s most powerful tool: statistics 

because the majority of scientists in relevant position is rather rationalistic and mostly belongs to 
group 1 our situation now is rather biased (far from the truth and bend by 

political/industrial/financial interests) 
 

if u are somehow accustomed to how science work, u can imagine that the design of the study is 
critical to get whatever result u are interested in … but the observer is the most important 

u cannot exclude the observer from anything which has to do with results 
 

this has been omitted by most rationalistic scientists: we have quantum effects not only on 
microscopic level but even in everyday activities, the observer always is part of the experiment, 

even in double blind studies there is an effect of expectation, of interpretation, of statistics which will 
always bias the result 

 
regarding statistical methods: the way they are still used in medical research is a rather unreliable 

tool to find the truth, it even makes it impossible for “junk scientists” to find real knowledge 

 

more on this u can find in the book “stats.con – how we have been fooled by statistics based science” 

by james penston, 978-1-907313-33-2 

 

this book is excellent, written by someone who worked ten years in medical research and looked deep 

enough in order to unvocer the hidden facts 
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shifters and shapers 

 

 

 

“causal relationships are visible, palpable. there´s no need for any debate. then, statistics arrives, with 
data as malleable as warm wax, to be shaped into anything that the powerful and influential want. 
Results are promoted and advertised. the loudest voices prevail and what they have to say depends 
on their interests.” excerpt from the above mentioned book p. 306, 1st edition 2010, London press 

 

 

from the book “stats.con – how we have been fooled by statistics based science” 

all pictures used here are quotations and each copyright belongs to the respective publisher / author 
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doctors need healing 

 

 

 

if u care about the truth and if u care about ur well-being u might be 
relieved that something did drag u here 2 read those lines. sometimes a 
sudden wake-up call might be frightening but it could save ur precious 

life. nature forgives. but can u forgive urself? if u think u can, then  
! face urself ! 

 

 

 
this book is only one example of exposed truth behind some very bad agenda 

? einmal halbgott, immer halbgott ? 
... time to remember history and one’s own past in order to evolve ... 

 
... tom jaski “radio waves and life”, Electronics, 1960 (published in september of that 

year) ...

from the book „stats.con“ by james penston 

how to find a good doctor? 

those who suffered major illnesses 

are to be preferred 

those who experienced themselves 

what they talk about are to be 

preferred 

those relying on experience more 

than on textbooks or some iconic 

leader-scientists are to be preferred 

those with a lifestyle close to 

hippocrate (fresh air, exercise, 

simple vegan diet) are to be 

preferred 

those with a strong individual 

adherence to ancient ethical 

principles are to be preferred (it 

makes sense to study the “oath of 

hippocrate” again) 

if u are helplessly in need of good 

advice u could go to some events 

like 

rohvolution.de 
veggieworld.de 

 
u might meet people who could 

overcome their 
sickness/illness/disease by 

themselves 
 

their advice is worth more than 
dozens of books or academically 

entrained advise 
 

the best of all doctors is u 

goetterdaemmerung 

there is lots of bad movies out there 

... some are choosing them 

according to the law of attraction. 

“jupiter ascdending” is such a 

movie. but the notion about bees as 

a sign of nobility is close to some 

truth ... me thinks ... but in the same 

movie doctors are killers ... why? 

could it be possible that taking all 

the honey away from bees and 

feeding their offpring with sugar is 

just reflecting humans doing the 

same to their offspring? 

while those who do NOT follow 

anyone are saving nature – wild 

bees are individuals ... similar to 

free souls = lower gods. 
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politics and electromagnetic fields 

given the current omnipresence of EMF (electromagnetic fields) it is quite obvious whose interests have been pushed and 

which positions in which institutions have been used to distort and/or hide the facts. now we are in a really dire situation, 

cos societies are still (!) very unaware of the lies they are taking as truth. 

 

 

 

 

 

the mighty ones are neither the politicians, nor the many scientists   -   the mighty ones are those experts sitting 
in advisory comitees or steering boards   -   the truth is known to the whole universe 

 
with great power comes great responsibility 

  

logo and slogan of the federal agency for radiation protection in Germany (bundesamt fuer strahlenschutz). the agency was founded in 1989 

(year of german unification and year of beginning of some surveillance program) 
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deception 

 

 

 

sky over “universitaetsklinikum aachen” with illegal cloud seeding which is already 

being promoted by junk-scientists at conferences across europa  

picture taken in august 2015 at the universitaetsklinikum aachen 

 ngo-website for “cloud seeding” is www.sauberer-himmel.de or 
http://www.carnicominstitute.org/articles/thenandnow.htm 
bernard vonnegut “cloud seeding” sciam archive, jan. 1952 (!) 

 

 

 

this time we will be forced to going back to 100% “verursacherprinzip” 

(this would mean whoever caused damage will be fully responsible and has to revert 
every tiny bit of damage to people, environment and society) 

 

! embrace them, so they can’t move anymore ! 

  

it is useless to wait for some big guy 

to solve matters of urgency for u 

it is useless to follow “just another 

hero” 

it is useless to tap into the same kind 

of mistakes and behavioral patterns 

as generations of people of the past 

have done 

u might be the change u have been 

waiting for 

u might be the reason and even 

some target in present time for 

some information from the future 

seeking u 

watch that movie “interstellar” if u 

still cannot believe in something 

beyond this illusionary realm 

or do some unusual thinx like audrey 

toutou is doing in the movie 

“amelie” 

what use is watching a movie if it 

does not change u? 

u are not on earth to be 

“entertained” 

u are not on earth just to blindly 

follow 

ignorance is not “bliss” at all 

knowledge is not “bliss” at all 

... 

do you know where the cat has his 

exe-eyes from? 

is a “predator’s fate” a shorter 

lifetime than that of its prey? ... is 

the reason for this something very 

materialistic situated within the 

predator’s bowels? ... is this the 

place a very personal “underworld” 

is created (revealing in nightmares, 

dreams)? ... but if nature is just a 

reflection of human, than, tell me, 

what makes us human? where did 

hell begin? how could heaven be re-

gained, supposed that earth’s role is 

being a playground at the gates of 

eternity just to keep and to guard 

something beyond ... 

showing u the door, 
enter u must alone 
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ignorance 

 

a disturbing fact is the ignorance of today´s so called “elite” of researchers. if 
something does not fit into the framework of their presumptions and quite narrow 

frame of thinking, their first reaction is rejection and skepticism. this attitude is not of 
real scientists, it is the attitude of employees which in fact they are: they have to earn 

a living by their scientific results. money and reputation are the chains which bind 
those “junk scientists” to a world of hidden agendas. 

 

 
 

 contracts are made in closed steering boards and anyone not allowed to those 
exclusive circles had to face the threat of non-visibility, open rejection or even more 
sinister practices exerted by people behind the scenes. this is ending now, cos they 

have been exposed and cannot hide … now is the time to clean up the stage. and it is 
personal, no time for judgement, no time for damnation … just watch urself, stick to 

the truth and forgive! 
 
 

 
 

politician´s role in the context of EMF – decisions are made without much freedom, 
information is biased (the net result of so called “acceptance research”), degrading 

people to the role consumers backed up by so called experts to keep the status quo – all 
for the sake of big business and some very strange agenda behind the scenes 

prof. dr. anna bergmann 

„organspende – das geschaeft mit 

der naechstenliebe“ raum&zeit, 179, 

sept./okt 2012, 31. jg., p. 35-41 
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free urself and the rest will follow 

 

 
 
 

the “working class” of researchers like doctorate´s candidates, post-docs or students in 
elective periods or depending on grants have neither the connections, the knowledge 

nor the courage to take a stand if they discovered “discrepancies”. Sometimes they are 
rather poor, cos earning a living to finance their studies or to sustain their family puts 

them under immense pressure. there is just no time and no energy left to take the 
matter to the public or to those who allocated grants and “shape their future academic 

prospects”. 

 

 

the foundation is rotten 
 

  

information of the public under leadership of big business: as a strategy 
environmental and health issues were either boycotted or kept away from the sales-

situation, e.g. the market 

beware of „neusprech“ 

in the 2012 movie „cloud atlas“ 

there is a lot of semantic / linguistic 

treasure buried 

leading european languages are 

arteficial languages 

ancient and “funny languages” are 

much better in preserving some 

truth than those “mainstream” – 

languages. in the end u will realize 

that prosa is to attract many 

followers. lyrics is more precious but 

not so appealing to the masses. 

why there is so much “genocide”? 

 

 

could it be that the “rattenfaenger 

von hameln” –story was in fact a 

“salvation” – story and only 

changed into something like a 

criminal abduction story in later and 

more religious times? 

 

“tell me how many africans died for 

the baguettes on your rolex!?” 

miss dynamite “a little deeper“ cd 

 

“this shit’s making me crazy 
the way you nullify  
what’s in my head 

you say one thing, do another 
and argue that’s not what u did 
your way’s making me mental 

how you filter as skewed interpret 
i swear you won’t be happy ‘till 

i’m bound in a straitjacket” 
 

alanis morisette “flavors of 

entanglement” audio cd, 2008, 

alanis.com 
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? conspiracy ? 
 

it could well be that ego coupled with a sense of some “importance” which seems to 
be connected to position, makes is impossible for some to accept the simple fact that 

“their science” is based on unsteady foundations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

unique movie about camille claudel, female artist in the shadow of famous french artist 
auguste rodin, starring juliette binoche (“chocolat”. ) regie bruno dumont, 2013 france 

 
ben goldacre “bad pharma” 978-0-00-735074-2, www.badscience.net 

if u tend to be critical and / or if u 
simply cannot believe all what is 

stated here u might belong to what 
is called “anti-conspiracy people”. 

according to an interview with laurin 
manwell in american behavioural 
scientist (2010) such people are 

unable to “process information that 
conflicts with pre-existing belief”. 

 

www.truthjihad.com 

 
next is something worth reading 

from a 3 lingual country, similar to 
switzerland in terms of languages 
and similar to greece in terms of 
financial situation ... but home to 

many european institutions 
 

important dossier on women health 
and reproductive health (no space 

here to reproduce it) 
 

paola hidalgo “la santé des femmes: 
à consommer sans modération?“ p.7 

www.bxllaique.be 
 
 

... pig 26, a genetically modified pig, 
was announced of being born in 

april 2013, created by Roslin 
Institute Edinburg (Scotland). pig 26 

is programmed to resist african 
swine flu, it was born at the same 
location where clone-sheep dolly 

was born ... 
 

paul lannoye „vous n‘appréciez pas 
les OGM? on va vous faire goûter les 

AGM!” p.6 
 

(u do not appreciate GMO´s? u will 
be made tasting GMA’s!) 

 
OGM = GMO 
AGM = GMA 

GMO=genetically modified 
organisms 

GMA= genetically modified animals 
 

“les latins sont nos frères, les 
germains sont nos cousins.” 
interview de serge latouche 

 
“on sait que ni la grèce, ni le 
portugal, ni l`espagne, ni la 

hollande, ni la france, ni peut-être 
même l’allemagne ne paieront leur 

dette.” 
 

“one knows that not greece, not 
portugal or spain, not holland, not 

france and perhaps not even 
germany will pay their debt” 

 
kairos, journal belge mondial, 
juin, juillet, août 2013, no. 8 

 
www.kairospresse.be 

german chancellor gerhard schroeder was giving in to demands of the mobile phone industry. 
an initiative for lowering limit values was rejected. the government and industry co-financed a 

research project with a total volume of 17 million euro starting 2001. 
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witnesses 

 

landscape of “withered souls”? drawing by CDF 

as long as our society is not changed from the core it might follow its unhealthy path to a future which has been portrayed 
in movies as david camerons “avatar”, “paris renaissance 2054”, “mexico 2033”, “transfer”, “the host” or “perfect sense” 
and “the dark world” (Russia 2010), “cloud atlas” (UK 2012), “prometheus” (USA 2012) and more recently “ex_machina” 
(UK 2014). changing a society is NOT by whatever kind of group on the top but from the bottom via individual’s action.  

 
most of those old and modern “revoluzzers” are still lacking some kind of knowledge in psychology or linguistics. positive 

and constructive change is almost exclusively initiated by those “who have gone thru the fire” which means they have 
experienced / witnessed thinx which are not reproducible by means of acquired knowledge or erudite scholarly texts. the 

words of those witnesses weight a hundred times or even a thousand times more than those empty words by so called 
“experts”. today – in the beginning of the 21

st
 century we have a lot of so called “experts”. 

 

 

  the others „real ones“ (here in the field of electromagnetic radiation) are still there … here is a picture taken by the author from a recent 
conference held at the royal academy in Brussels where a decision has been made to withdraw from all industry funding in order to keep 

science independent from influential interest groups (who have corrupted and severly damaged modern research) 

 
5

th
 Paris Appeal Congress, 19

th
 of May 2015, Royal  Academy of Medicine, Belgium 
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karl trischberger “wahnsinn mobilfunk: betroffene berichten” raum&zeit 139/2006 pp 68-74 

a couple of days ago the author has accidentally met with someone who worked for a big telecommunication enterprise 
installing all those emf devices. this person told his experiences with being irraditated all of his working hours. he had bodily 

pain and had to stop his work. 
 

the author was never sensitive to anything related to cell-phones, but while doing the transition from vegan to raw vegan 
and while getting rid of some pharmaceutical product he took for long time, he was able to feel much more than ordinary 
persons. now he knows that u can control even this kind of sensory function as a property of ur bodily vessel on earth. the 

sad story is illustrating how some companies try to do the same thing using more of their tools: drugs, novel foods or 
wavelenghts 
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? what if ? 

what would be if there really was a health risk? 
would that change any of those “acceptance criteria”? 

 

 

 

josh de sol “take back your power”, 2013, www.takebackyourpower.net 

we know now for sure that there is a health risk 

and from the abovementioned unpublished result we get some vague idea how much the truth has been bend, corrupted 
and marginalised. there is much better research indicating the same kind of results. but now nobody finds the time 

anymore. all is being kept busy by restless half-crazy pseudo-scientists hunting to get their promised funding taken away 
from others ... by means of “broken promises”. the consequences may be dire and far reaching for those who knew the 

facts but opposed the truth just because of some special interests ... 
 

how can they have peace in their heart knowing what they might have done to the whole of humanity? we do not have 
many unexposed people anymore, (be it modern food produce, be it GMO food, be it EMF, be it whatever shit they sell ...  

which means the whole of humanity is part of this experiment ... let us pray that people will forgive if they know the whole 
truth behind devils not disguised anymore and even being observed bi gods. by those hi-er beings who always forgave 

humanity ... 
 

it would be wise to forgive. that is the only way to get rid of “bad guys” for good. cos with forgiving the invisible karmic 
bond is cut forever. if there is some trace of revengeful feeling left, people will meet their “enemies” again in some other 

realm, be it in another life on earth or somewhere else. 
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? if all are connected then what if all have been wrong ? 

 

 

links between commercial industry and universities initiated a path downward. interest groups and profit orientated 
businesses with all their networks have woven a tight net of interdependency and complexity which makes it almost 

impossible for those involved to step out of their “sachzwang”-generated world. as most of this world is built on illusions 
the whole money-based scientific model of western societies is destined to fail. the positive side of the same story is that 

there is another and better system of truth behind ... currently still occluded to most academic researches but accessible to 
everyone genuinely interested in free and independent research for a better planet for a free humankind. no borders, no 

control ... just peace n luv. 

 

 

decisions are made by industry. expert opinion is provided to back up the status quo. big business can expand. (translation 
of the above mentioned phrases into simple english) this was the conclusion of a colleague at the Humic research project 

who analysed the political stage of the matter. paper is available at: 

 
http:77dx.doi.org/10.1080/17441692.2011.614626 

christoph schweikhardt, dominik gross “mobile phone health risk policy in germany: the role of the federal government and 

the federal office for radiation protection” global public health 2011, 1-15, iFirst article 

 

 

? what if life on earth is a pixeled “matrix version” of another realm 

much more real ?  
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from junk science to (w)holy science 

 

 

 

a massive problem 

most scientists know very much (which is not much given the fact that knowledge is infinite) 
most scientists know only a very tiny aspect in their field (specialization) 

they really are very poor knowing something which is constantly 
changing and being updated like clouds in the sky 
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save ur stratosphere 

 

clear sky above aix la chapelle (germany) on days where almost no plane is crossing our 
skies. u can feel the clean air and there is no thing as “smog”. picture taken in aix la 

chapelle (aken – aachen) on a hot day in june 2015 (!) 

 

give em luv 

 

 
 
 

the sheer amount of scientists and the collaboration within specialized areas is the 
driving force behind so called “innovation” in western societies which is like garbage 
compared with what some geniuses have found. fact is: we do already have solutions 

for every environmental problem. the only problem: most scientists in important 
positions cannot find the needle of truth immersed in mountains of junk publications 

anymore (including their own). third party advise and so called expert advise mostly is 
superficial and u might be shocked to witness how little some very important persons 
know about simple physics or biology. u used to look up to them in their splendor ... it 

was mere illusionary splendor than true substance. very scary indeed ... 

 

face ur dragon 

the urge to make money has made most scientist-entrepreneurs blind. and 
governmental bodies represent an almost communistic and corrupt system of 

“lobbyists sponsored behind the scenes”. 

 

body electro-magnetic 

everything has a frequency and is 

oscillating at its own frequency. 

proteins and genetic information 

stored as dna are constantly subject 

to  modification via different types 

of aminogroups. methylation, 

glycation and glycosilation, for 

instance, alter functions of proteins. 

their frequency is changed. thus they 

change their properties in terms of 

resonance. immersion in 

electromagnetic fields of an 

intensity that is 10 million to billion 

times higher (!) than natural 

occurring background radiation is 

what happens and what is meant 

with terms as “electrosmog”. as we 

know more and more about this 

epigenetically mediated update of 

the genetic blueprint and its 

importance in terms of evolution, 

something beyond old concepts of 

classical genetics emerges: a kind of 

comeback of an old controversy: the 

notion that environmental and 

dietary choices directly influence ur 

bodies properties including ur very 

dna that is transmitted to every 

succeding generation via eggs and 

sperms. it is more than obvious now 

that something like “selfish genes” 

or “fixed genetic information 

storage and transmission in the form 

of dna” and even this “knock out 

concept of drug targeting” is 

outdated. u can easily explain all 

kinds of processes of information 

processing and storage in terms of 

electromagnetic forces acting on 

resonant protein structures. 

molecules are changed in the 

longterm. current limit values are 

not representing anything 

compatible with sound scientific 

practice as it has been shown 

thruout credible medical literature 

and in the authors own experience. 

it makes no sense to cite this and 

that publication if u can proof that 

industry funding with lots of money 

and even more type 1 scientists 

publishing to earn that money just 

increase the amount of scientific 

material without contributing any 

significant on advancement towards 

unbiased truth. quality is what 

counts, not quantitiy. it is preferable 

to publish 1 paper and perish than to 

follow and publish junk science. 
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http://humanrightsclinic.law.stanford.edu/project/living-under-drones/ 
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/category/projects/drones/ 

 

 

  

illustration from the book „the art of healing“ published in 2015 by the author. access to online readable format 

and/or downloadable pdf is provided free of charge via ginsterkater.com 
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u can watch the movie “ex_machina” while reading “schicke kantine” article written by sigrid maerz about LMU 

entrepreneurship center in garching, munich, p. 46-49, laborjournal, heft 6/ 2015, 7. juni – 15. juli 2015 (title: simuliertes 

leben: wurm in der matrix) --- after checking how close science fiction and real world truly are : draw ur conclusions! 

the big guys in business have a knowledge which is outdated since 50 years or so, but with their money they still try to 
redirect the way of evolution. their attempts are futile. no one can live from gold or other precious metals. and faking a 

whatever called sort of “apocalypse” like some military do, might be frightening to some religions who still believe in their 
misleading scriptures … but this is the result of religions negative way of thinking. they have brought their own military into 
being, cos they are fanatic about some kind of “end of the world scenario” (it is obvious who is behind the green-gentech 
and nanotech and pharma and bio-tech: some guys like to be in control of almost everything) in fact their apocalypse will 

be only their end. if science has taken over the role of religion it will follow the same path of “being left behind by true 
progress” in the new dawn of unity-consciousness. more is in the end of this publication (induction-association hypothesis). 
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there is healing going on for the rest of the world 

 

there exists already some kind of hollywood copy in mainstream cinema’s across europe 
next to selling places for junk food, dead animal corpses and sugar load 

sure, life is beautiful (das leben ist schoen) ... as long u follow the highway (“autobahn”) to hell 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

photograph of artworx made by independent artists from berlin 

  

independent award winning non mainstream movie from eastern europe. the artists in eastern europe tend to be more courageous in 
times of need. they still know about system change from the fall of the “iron curtain”. and they are very sensitive for subtle change. 

the “clean artists” (those not relying on drugs or stimulants in order to be inspired) tend to be “agents of evolution”. 
 

some of them literally can transcend time and space by bringing information from the future into the present without breaking any 
accepted laws of physics. thus with the words of walt disney u can really say “if u can dream it u can do it”. in fact “mind does rule 
over matter” – this is something that has eternal truth in it, even if for almost 60 years people across europa have pursued another 

kind of concept which was a pure materialistic one. some did know that it had been the wrong lane, only a few could set themselves 
free ... 
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knowing urself means knowing ur foodstuff 
 

if u are able to apply the concept of yin and yang to our food preparation methods 
and if u go on to use it in order to understand duality in this earthly realm u are on ur path of “gaining knowledge”. such 

knowledge could anable u to become fully responsible for ur health. 
u will be ur own doctor. 

 

 
 

wouldn`t u be surprised that each one of us down here is fully responsible for his condition?, no matter how desperate or 
unbearable that may seem. that is why blaming someone else is useless. now u can see that taking away everything from 
people does make them to be pitied.  offering something in return does make them dependent. doing both is schizoprenia 

and that is what the system of germany is about: a family of unrealised souls is and must be called “schizophren”. one of the 
partners is controlling the other via subconsciousness ... the other  is temporarily hiding to some working place just to feel 
free a bit. but his boss usually exerts another kind of control. finally u see lots of men smoking with ghosts on the streets. 

and u witness the women getting fat and fatter every day. they protect themselves via food, not knowing differences 
between yin foods and yang foods. industry might know this, industry makes money out of ignorance. and down below 

devils are instructing their respective religious leaders, agents or whatever junk of people. u can only forgive them, leave 
them and grow up! the time of talking might be ending now. it has all been said ... 

 

 
 

if u have difficulties with understanding english, u can find text in german language on this site 
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bridging the gap 
 

 

 
 
 

here is a picture from the author’s own activities as guerilla gardener. u can clearly see a “heupferd” bridging the gap, 
connecting two worlds while moving across leaves as green as itself ... now u become a vague impression that even the 
notion that most of men are not good at differentiating colors. “being blind for red-green” is only but one example of a 

world reflecting every aspect of human in the outside world. being able to find such answers in front of ur eyes is the 
greatest gift mother earth can offer to u. that is what saint-exupéry meant by “seeing with the heart” 

 

 

 
 

... here is photograph showing a “heupferd having a lunch-break”    
 
 

like pegasus – the flying horse – das gruene heupferd  
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finding urself is finding happiness 
 

 
 

selfmade vegan raw food style chocolate-cookie 
 

below  is  a quote by one of the greatest healers from times of old: georges ohsawa. georges ohsawa did meet albert 
schweitzer in africa. while most of us might know albert schweitzer, many of us do not know this doctor from japan. in my 
opinion george ohsawa is one of the best of healers ... similar to jesus christ, buddha and prophet muhammad (peace be 

upon him). 
 

 “chacun est né heureux. s’il ne l’est pas, ces de sa faute. c’est qu’il a violé et contiue de violer le lois de l’univers.”  
“each one has been born as happy person. if he is not happy, it is his fault. he has violated or contiues to violate the laws of 
the universe.”                                                                                                                                                                    georges ohsawa 

 
 

 
if u are still addicted to ur muesli, try to prepare it urself. and knowing germany means knowing skillful people dedicated to 
their creations. the reason for their professional expertise might stem from their past: they have been individuals. but being 

bound to kitchen shelves and family affairs they are forced to give some of their “restlessness” to the world.  this 
“restlessness” can be a state of trance too ... can be called “meditative state” if it is very deep. me is grateful for this, very 

grateful ... being an artist, who luvs producing music and playing piano ... feeling like a troubadour, cos it is simply not 
appreciated ... all other feel proud, cos they produce something with their hands. if u produce fleeting sounds without ever 
writing them down, u are transient ... but free as the wind (... pssst ... der wind, der wind, das himmlische kind is listening !) 
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life science is holy, all else is junk 
 

 
 

being electromagnetic u should know how to keep up ur magnetic field. it will protect u. this brennessel (brandnetel) has lots 
of iron for ur body. if u cannot have enuff of sunshine, u should eat stored sunlite at least ... cos evolution has it’s own ways 

of transmission of information ... ur very dna is changed in a laser like fashion by outer lite ... from sun or food or both 

 
georges ohsawa was the teacher of michio kushi. georges ohsawa brought japanese art of healing to the west (mainly to the 
united states and france). the zen of macrobiotics is in fact is the highest method of curing body, mind and soul. it starts with 
the body and is meant to be for people born as individuals but bound to fall by societies brainwash and family relationships. 
eastern meditation methods start with the soul, which is beyond anything material properly done and transmitted by a real 

spiritual guide. knowing to distinguish between real and unreal is the most difficult task of ur time ... 

 
 

 
 
 

nature has her own way to protect her creation from human predators ... there is “free will” and there are much more 
powerful predators than human beings possessed by astral beings ... 
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break free - break fast 
 

 
 
 

selfmade breakfast from stinging nettels (brennessel), elderberries (holunderbeeren) and apples (all raw, all wild crafted) 

 

 
 

u can only forgive urself, help urself and afterwards (only then) u might be able to truly help others. if u look around and 
start helping others while not being healed urself, u are acting foolish ... perhaps born out of some compassion, but the 

result will be almost useless or might be resulting in exertion of control and power. cos thoughts have power and are 
creating a reality 

 
“it is not very scientific!” 

“u said science is about admitting what we don’t know.” 
 

“don’t tell me u ‘re afraid of some ghost. no, u got to go further!” 
 

“we did not run out of television screens and planes. we ran out of food.” 
 

all quotes from the movie “interstellar” (dvd movie, see other part of this book) 
 

nobody is waiting 4 u ... u always have free will ... it all comes back 

and now is “harvest time” 
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regaining harmony 

 

prec-inca housing, courtesy of and copyrite from “inka - kings of the andes” lokschuppen.de 

could this be the beginning of a new family harmony? living in such buildings could mean preserving one’s individuality 

while still being able to look after kids and garden. working part time in the outside world might be possible, too. u can 

build such houses urself from clay or straw of both. this picture represents ancient homes of some pre-inca culture of 

southern america. later cultures as the aztec empire did incorporate, control and change those ancient traditions. in the 

end they had an imperium, bound to fall with its decadency sprung forth from the very inside. invasion and destruction by 

spanish emperors did only accelerate but not initiate this process. it is the same with europe now. american consumerism 

acts like a catalysator now ... europe itself is rotten to the core, but below a rotten surface there is something shining and 

beautiful. it is guarded by the offspring and protected by the most high. 

 

 

this spider is called “weberknecht” and very funny. it is not harmful at all ... here u can see it doing a nap on a blackberry 

leaf. as the author is very fond of eating blackberries (the real one’s), u should not forget how dependent u are ... 

“weberknecht” is constantly checking ur apples and blackberries for messages. the author does essentially the same: 

checking real apples and real blackberries for messages. omnivores tried the same in respect to worldly knowledge totally 

ignoring the warnings. if u have “forbidden foods” (animal based foodstuff) inside, u are part of lower worldly realms. 

fall is the time of spiders 
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seeing with the heart means “real bild-ung” 

 

from the authors book “the art of healing” ... see last pages of this book or go to ginsterkater.com 
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happinezz 
 

 
 
 

“si vous voulez vivre un vie heureuse, interésante, gaie et longue, il faut développer votre intelligence et votre jugement en 
consommant des aliments naturels, conformément aux préceptes des tous les hommes libres, ainsi que l´ìndiquent les livres 

sacrés: la bible, le canon de l’empereur jaune, le i-king, le tao-té king, la baghavad gita, le charak-samhita, etc.” 
 

“if u want to live a happy life, interesting, and long, u have to develop ur intelligence and ur judgement while consuming 
natural food according to the precepts of all free souls. holy books as the bible, canon of emperor jaune, i-king, tao te king, 

baghavad gita, charak samhita, etc. do show this.” 

 
georges ohsawa 

 

 
 

mother earth has taken over and her creation is now on the way to a new equilibrium 
if u want it or not. some thinx have changed for good 

 
the question is: will u be part of it 

or will u stick to lies and bended agendas just to keep ur status of being ignorant  
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! give us back our blue sky ! 

it is a reflection of ur thoughts and energy 
?? clean urself or do u want to be recycled or modified ?? 

u are something, but u can evolve to a real human being and later u might 
have a chance to rediscover something of ur own forgotten self, which is in essence 

 

from the highest of creation 

only covered and buried inside lots of junk 

 

it was not ur fault 

u are still being loved, but u are responsible NOW 

children will witness all, do not force them to judge over u 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

if u did not know – then now u know 

what u do and say – it matters, at least from now on 

 

the sky here as an example of today’s western junk science (photograph made in august 2015 in aix la chapelle, 
germany) put into action (legal in texas. u.s.a. but illegal in europa). it has nothing to do with conspiracy theory … but it 
as crippling fact. they are doing it since german reunification and if u do not know about it … who cares? the only way 
to fight this is personal growth cos being against it and attacking their agenda is what they want. acting this way would 
give them power in this dual universe. acting beyond it and replacing their energy and their agenda with a moral and 
compassionate lifestyle coupled with peace-food which is vegan, of course, leads to inner (and thus outer harmony). 

because mother nature has a stake in it too, and our earth is able to help her humans if they act in accord with 
universal laws of compassion and respect for every living being. It is as simple as that and no need of complicated 

scenarios or outdated resource-wasting business models for sick societies who are getting only more sick they way they 
act. ignorance coupled with arrogance is leading nowhere and u should have a very clear concept of whom u r 

following, even if ur parents told u whom u should follow. if u want to be a machine in their rotten dreams go on with 
ur mad ways. if u want to b the main character of ur own piece of dream, then u cannot but act in accordance with 
mother nature. as soon as u are on her path she will reveal secrets to u. and u will b surprised what kind of magical 

world ur world becomes. 
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solutions exist 

 

 
broad based experience in different areas instead of narrow-minded scholarly education 

we need a kind of free space undisturbed by pressure of a disturbing and yang inclined society 
in order to heal from false conceptions and implanted beliefs via subliminals 

 

 
the university of the past as place of a broad minded “assimilation of nature´s wonders and secrets” does not exist anymore, 
today we only have breeding places for a mass of workforce sent to these schools by parents who are blinded by some false 
and media driven image of “successful professionals”. it might be modern to have some academic degree, but it is useless if 

it is not based on truth. 

 

 
 

selfmade raw vegan muesli based on gluten free unreal grains (fair trade, if possible) and 2 or 3 dates 
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turn the tide 
 

??? did u know that 1 gramm of ur brain cells do produce 10.000 times the energy 1 gramm of our sun per second ??? 
getting enuff sunlite is the most precious gift for ur body. it is free of charge, as is everything from mother nature 

did u know that the term “depression” was “implanted” into public mindshpere before introduction of “antidepressants” ? 
there are better explanations, for instance “hhs” (human hibernation syndrome”), meaning that it is normal to feel down if 
there is less sunlite. ur body postpones repair-work to later times. feeling ill and tired is positive, if u just stay at home if u 

do not feel well. being “cave bound” in winter is protective against further damage (stress etc.). do NOT accept this 
“implanted restlessness” just because of someone attracting u with money or oppressing u with dominancy... !!! 

 
 

 
 

here u can see one of the most powerful and mighty animals, the mammoth. its food was purely plant based, it never had 
some “protein problem”. like an elephant it represents a typical yin-animal. they live in hot climate and have problems in 
colder climates. they cannot adapt in terms of food. if yang-animals (mouse or rabbit) from colder climate move to hot 

climate regions, than it is different. they can adapt. the same holds true for people forced to migrate. some are getting fat 
just because of food habits and ignorance. nevertheless – humans might be able to get the knowledge and change their 

whole phenotype. cos the amount of food u carry around with u, is dragging on ur health. 
 

with some revival of free rural garden culture and working only around 5 or 6 hours a day to earn a living all people of the 
world would be happy. hellish restlessness would slowly dissappear and children and parents alike would have time to get 
enuff of sunshine for good energy. they would have time to sustain themselves via organic vegan farming and elder one’s 
could share their knowledge just to receive what they need: help from the gods, who came as their own kids: they have a 

lot to tell them and they did not come to judge them in a remote future when all seems to be lost ... there is no one here to 
tell u what to do ... really, u are free here ... all what is need is some kind of “don’t care” and bravery !!! 

 

children of the sun  
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bizarre inc. 

many of the so called universities are nothing but schools. often times their “brand” used for competion has incorporated 
the phrase ‘university’. examples in germany are “RWTH” in Aix la Chapelle (Germany) and “University of Luebeck” 

(Germany). those are in fact “Hochschulen”. their way of recruiting the “work force of tomorrow” is by teaching and 
funding and a lot of control which results in thousands of depressed or disease-striken students with a lot of worrying 

parents and some successful and often times arrogant decadent or even drug-addicted offspring.  

 

 

 
this is a bizarre movie (dark world, russia 2010) and has been almost too much for the author to watch … every movie will 

become part of the viewer’s inner life, reading books might be less intrusive in terms of shaping ur own destiny while 
learning directly from nature might be the best and safest way of “creating a new world”. this is the very reason the author 

is practicing urban gardening and guerilla gardening while connecting with ancient practices of great physicians like 
paracelsus, pythagoras, hippocrates and g. ohsawa, michio kushi.  

 
further reading 

 
marko markov “wi-fi technology – an uncontrolled experiment” 

electromagnetic biology and medicine, june 2013, vol. 32, nr. 2, pp. 200-208 
 

don maisch “the case for precaution with mobile phone use” 
nexus new times april/may 2013, pp. 31 – 35  www.nexusmagazine.com 

www.emfacts.com (don maisch’s site) 
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kid’s story 

 

if u like “matrix” movies, u should be able to distinguish 
american business ingredients from traditional japanese zen-culture 

 
 

the task of our time is simply to elevate all kind of healing practices to a personal level and to a vegan level. each and every 
citizen of the future should have the knowledge of how to use the most precious instrument on this earth – the human 

body. the human body is the vessel for the divine. people feeding on animal based foodstuffs cannot easily get above sexual 
desires and negative thinking and often times succumb to addictions like smoking or doing drugs or cursing. a vegan diet is 
more in the healthy direction if people evolve with it. the raw vegan diet can free from some bad habits and here starts the 
biggest jump in terms of cleaning the temple. fasting as proposed in almost every religious movement is another powerful 

tool. the secret is not to fall back to the same eating habits after the fast. 

 

 

the woman with the broken vessel is from russia, the original one had been stolen, but was replaced by a copy 
be happy that the vessel was broken, cos it was to carry milk ... nowadays we have plant based milk 

“milkmaid” by pawel sokolow (1764 – 1835) on the left hand side. the sculpture was made under influence of “la laitière et 
le pot au lait” by jean de la fontaine (1621 – 1695) kulturstiftung schloss britz, berlin 
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storm 

 

 
audio book by eminent researcher and top scientist james hansen 

“storms of my grandchildren” is the title of his book geared to the public where he reveals the stunning fact that most 
politicians did not understand climate science. if u took the time to get this book and really read it (the preface might be 

enough though), u would have to admit that “something is really wrong” ... nevertheless are some of scientist not safe from 
error, cos some are still advocating nuclear energy as means to solve the energy crisis ... de-growth starting with detox and 
healthy vegan way of life is essential ... and if people are not willing, nature will help with some unusual events. learning by 

advise and example is the smartest way, learning by experience is the toughest way ... ur decicision! 

 

 

it is useless to feed this kind of system more and more money which is taken away from poor countries in southern regions 

by the tax-system of old which is rotten to the core now. 
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let the dead bury the dead 

 

if reputation and a future prospect of social acceptance is the driving force behind any study at a university then a system 
crash is the most desirable outcome of this … cos ego is the power of untruth and destruction 

 
given the amount of wasted resources (lifetime, natural resources, energy) we are beyond the point of pursuing business as 

usual and that is the reason this verdict here is so dire 
 

given the fact that for every problem we do face today, there is a solution at hand already 
but kept away by interest groups or lack of financial resources, we are very stupid 

 

 
 
 

 

 
amazing movie depicting the situation of a young woman facing unplanned pregnancy 

and finding mind-blowing solutions standing on her own 
exposing all those lies and prejudices 

 

inspire – trans4m – rearrange – move – shake 
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who are we? 

 

and who does create the illusion of “not having time”? 

 

whom are we really following? 

u can try to make a “kopfstand” (standing upside down) and watch all passersby 
u will notice something strange if u give attention on how gracefully people move 

this u can only observe “being upside down” like in “kopfstand” ... ur body will detox 
that way ... even sufi whirling has a physical detox-effect, u can try this outdoors 

with ur headphones on and whirling around baffling all ur well behaving neighbours.  

albert einstein believed in a rational 

universe and said “god does not play 

dice with the universe” 

he was wrong 

“der gedanke, dass ein einem strahl 

ausgesetztes elektron aus freiem 

entschluss den augenblick und die 

richtung waehlt, in der es 

fortspringen will, ist mir 

unertraeglich. wenn schon, dann 

moechte ich lieber schuster oder gar 

angestellter in einer spielbank sein 

als physiker“ albert einstein 

incredible, this quote above, if he 

had become a cobbler like milarepa 

he might have become a saint. if he 

had done guerilla gardening he 

might have become raw vegan. but 

he had a wife ... and who knows 

who was dreaming his life into 

existence ... ? 

u can access the writings between 

einstein and his wife ... very 

revealing, cos he seemed to be 

patriarch in a way ... however 

humble among other physicists. 

the world is not determined, but 

“pre-destined” in a stochastic 

manner (with the words of paul 

davies) 

earthly financial calculations are 

essentially deterministic ... which is 

why this financial crisis will not be 

solved anymore ... me thinks ... u 

can only beyond this whole system 

of finance and control ... at least me 

had no choice, even if indebted a bit 

a stochastic system is “... one which 

is subject to unpredictable and 

random fluctuations” ... “an open 

system suject to chaotic external 

perturbations”  

(if u know what is going on 

cosmically u will have a feeling for 

such tipping points in earthly 

evolution) 

“... when a measurement is made, 

the universe splits into two copies, 

one in which the spin is up, the other 

in which it is down ...” 

words in quotation marks are  by 
paul davies “the mind of god”, 

touchstone book,simon & schuster, 
new york, 1992 

978-0-671-79718-2 
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what they don’t know or refuse to know 

a “scharlatan” (burglar) is someone who copies and pastes from someone else 

a scientist is someone who copies and pastes from a lot of “someone elses” 
 

www.ruthheidrich.com 

the human body is a result of fusion of different life forms. first life forms made energy from fermentation (like yeast 
producing alcohol and carbon from sugar). they do not need oxygen but not much energy is produced. next a new lifeform 

appeared able to produce energy from sunlite. water was used and oxygen produced. oxygen has a damaging effect on 
living cells because of oxidation (free radicals). later life-forms able to decompose the organic waste of other cells appeared 

using oxygen as fuel. this is called “zellatmung”. those kind of “breathing cells” could life off organic matter even without 
sunlite. they followed a parasitic lifestyle. 

 
www.grassaft.de 

all three forms of life were like bacteriae. those with the parasitic lifestyle went on and captured 
those oxygen fuled bacterieae and “incorporated” them. and thus the “powerhouses of cells” 

(mitochondriae) were formed. those mitochondriae are the providers of energy of today’s hi-er living 
beings. they maintain a replication on their own within their “host” cells. but they are as vulnerable 
as outside-living bacteriae in respect to chemical pollutants, herbicides and pesticides (today they 

call it “pflanzenschutzmittel, which in fact is “neusprech” and u can call it a lie) and pharmaceuticals 
like for instance anti-cancer-drugs. 

 
www.rohvolution.de 

the foundation of the western medical system is now shaking. there is extensive research already 
existing which shows why those foundations are not based on sound science. with the “induction-

association-hypothesis” by gilbert n. ling there is even a comprehensive theory of life based on cell-
physiology which will replace the current scientific paradigm. its elements of life are so called 

“protoplasmic units”. the concept of life distinguishes between 2 fundamental states called “resting 
living state” (low entropy) and “active living state” (hi entropy). ATP as endproduct of all energy 

metabolism is the crucial energy supply and preserves life.  life is characterised as reversible “all or 
none shifts” between “resting living state” and “active living state”. this new theory does explain all 

what we know about life and does fit with concepts like “biophotons”, “quantum coherence” or 
“parallel universes”. at the same time it does expose concepts like for instance “membrane 

potential” as non-existent in human cells, while showing the truth behind some false projections of 
junk-science from yesterday. the works of this brillant mind can be accessed at: 

 
http://physiologicalchemistryandphysics.com 

the human body does resemble a cristal-type-battery. it is a sophisticated electromagnetic system 
made up of minerals and has approximately 80% water content. the more alkaline this „tool“ is, the 

more it is “quantum consciousness” - ready which is nothing else than the “holy ghosts” of some 
religious tradition. the best reference to this concept can be found in the book “spiritual healing” by 

gabriel cousens, md (with all quoted original articles referenced in the back of the book) 
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w r back 

 

isbn 9781556434990 
www.northatlanticbooks.com  www.treeoflife.nu 

 
 

gottfried schatz “jenseits der gene. essays ueber unser wesen, unsere welt und unsere traeume“, wiley-vch 2012.  
978-3-527-33341-7 

 
dr. rer. nat. siegfried kiontke „tatort zelle – wie elektrosmog-attacken unseren organismus bedrohen“ 

978-3-9811885-3-0, 1
st

 ed. 2014, vitatech medizintechnik gmbh, am schlichtfeld 2, 82541 muensing 
 

chlorophyll in plants corresponds to haemoglobin in humans 
(haemoglobin is a pigment and carries oxygen, its central mineral is iron instead of magnesium) 

yet plants and humans do share much more than this. there might something beyond the human brain, something like a 
“cloud of consciousness” which can be accessed as depicted in the movie “avatar” by james cameron. terms as “biognosis” 
describe such emerging concepts which in fact are nothing new but old and forgotten facts made accessible to the scientific 

mind in times of a global shift towards a new equilibrium. “biognosis” refers to some kind of intuitive direct knowledge 
accessible to brillant minds of the past, present and future. the wisdom of genial people of the past seems to have emerged 

from this kind of source. it was not the work of extensive browsing of all available knowledge in written form but it is this 
direct access to higher knowledge which initiated all sudden shifts and changes on earth. thus transformation is immediate 

and eludes from any form of prediction or determinism exerted by “aged societies” like western societies. 
 

a sunny mystery being solved and revealing itself in front of ur eyes 
 

european academy for environmental medicine e.v. 

www.europaem.eu 

european cancer and environmental research institute 

www.eceri-institute.org 

ARTAC – association pour la recherche thérapeutique anti – cancéreuse 

www.artac.info 

scientists call for protection from non-ionizing electromagnetic field exposure 

EMFscientist.org 

use them, all u fools, it is not about closed or open, it is about focussing attention and bodily concentration 

beyond earthly worries and fears

http://www.treeoflife.nu/
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impressum 

written by andreas tuengler, m.d. luebeck medical school 
 published by ginsterkater.com 

1st edition in summer 2015 
creative commons 

 
 

the author’s publication in the field of electromagnetic radiation can be accessed online: 
 

andreas tuengler, lebrecht von klitzing „hypothesis on how to measure electromagnetic hypersensitivity” 
electromagnetic biology and medicine 32 (3). pp. 281-290, 2013 

 
doi: 10.3109/15368378.2012.712586 
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books by the author 

 
in english language 

 
 

 
 

 
in german language 

 
 

 
 

all books can be accessed and viewed online and are downloadable / printable 
free of charge 

 

 
 
 

perhaps this book has been written by itself and the author has been a tool 
the author cannot “busy, busy, business” 

 
“bin ich geschaeftlich auf der erde oder was?“ -  „nein, nur katalysatorisch!“ – „ginsterkaterlysatorisch, um exact zu sein!“ 

 


